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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho ) 






MICHAEL STORMS and KA THY ) 
BURGGRAF, ) 
) 
Defendants/ Appellants/Cross- ) 
Respondents. ) 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
AUGMENT APPELLATE RECORD 
AND SUSPEND THE BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE 
Supreme Court Docket No. 37685-2010 
Bonneville County No. 2008-7258 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT APPELLATE RECORD was filed by counsel for Appellants 
on September 15, 2010. Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT APPELLATE 
RECORD be, and hereby is, GRANTED and as the District Court Reporter has prepared and 
lodged the transcript listed below, the District Court Clerk shall within fourteen (14) days of the 
date of this ORDER serve counsel and file the transcript with this Court. Any co1Tections shall be 
filed with this Court as provided by I.A.R. 30.1: 
1. Transcript of the Motion for Trial by Court conducted on January 8, 2010. 
(Court Reporter Jack Fuller)(estimate of pages: not listed) 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the augmentation record shall include the documents 
listed below, file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion: 
1. Affidavit of Dane Watkins with attachments, file-stamped July 14, 2009; 
2. Affidavit of B.J. Driscoll with attachments, file-stamped July 14, 2009 
3. Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, file-stamped 
July 29, 2009; 
4. Affidavit of Michael J. Whyte with attachments, file-stamped July 29, 2009; 
5. Affidavit of Michael Stom1s, file-stamped July 29, 2009; 
6. Affidavit of Kathy Burggraf, file-stamped July 29, 2009; 
7. Defendants' Amended Motion to Amend Answer to Complaint, file-stamped October 
16, 2009; 
8. Objection to Defendants' Amended Motion to Amend Answer to Amended Complaint, 
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file-stamped October 28, 2009; 
9. Defendants' Amended Answer to Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, file-stamped 
November 18, 2009; 
10. Affidavit of Dane Watkins, Sr. with attachments, file-stamped December 8, 2009; 
11. Affidavit of Michael Storms in Support of Motion for Paiiial Summary Judgment, file-
stamped December 10, 2009; 
12. Affidavit of Michael J. Whyte in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment with 
attachments, file-stamped December 11, 2009; 
13. Affidavit of Dane Watkins Sr. with attachments, file-stamped December 24, 2009 
14. Motion for Trial by the Court, file-stamped December 24, 2009; 
15. Defendant's Response to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, file-stamped 
December 28, 2009; 
16. Affidavit of Michael Storms in Support of His Objection to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, file-stamped December 28, 2009; 
17. Motion for Protective Order, file-stamped December 31, 2009; 
18. Defendants' Objection to Motion for Trial by the Court, file-stamped December 31, 
2009; 
19. Petition to Supplement Post-Trial Brief or in the Alternative Motion to Strike Portions of 
Plaintiff's Closing Brief, file-stamped February 23, 2010; and 
20. Plaintiff's Rebuttal to Defendants' Post-Trial Memorandum, file-stamped Februai-y 23, 
2010. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that Appellants' MOTION TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE be, and hereby is, GRANTED and proceedings in this appeal are SUSPENDED until 
the District Comi Clerk files the transcript listed above with this Court at which time the due date 
for filing Appellants' Brief shall be reset. 
DATED this }1 dayofSeptember,2010. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
For the Supreme Court 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT APPELLATE RECORD AND SUSPEND THE 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE- Docket No. 37685-2010 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 




Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS 
DANE WATKINS, being first duly sworn upon oath, states and deposes as 
follows: 
1. I am a member of The Watkins Company, LLC ("Watkins"), plaintiff in 
the above-referenced matter. 
2. Watkins is the successor in interest to the assets of Watkins and Watkins, 
an Idaho general partnership, which assets include a written "Commercial Lease and 
Deposit Receipt" ("Lease") executed by Watkins and Watkins as lessor/landlord and 
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Michael Stonns ("Storms") and Kathy Burggraf ("Burggraf'') as lessees/tenants on July 
31, 1996. The Lease includes Addendum A, Addendum B, Exhibit C, and Addendum D. 
Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of said Lease, 
Addenda, and Exhibit. 
3. Exhibit C identifies the property ("Property") Watkins leased to Storms 
and Burggraf in relation to other areas of the building, which is commonly known as 
Eagle Rock Station. 
4. Addendum D to the Lease refers to some storage space located upstairs 
from the Property that Storms and Burggraf leased. No one from Watkins ever met with 
Storms or Burggraf to discuss leasing this upstairs storage space. Watkins never had any 
express or written agreement with Storms or Burggraf for them to rent this upstairs 
storage space. However, Storms began paying $100.00 per month extra and in the 
itemized explanation he provided with his payment, he designated this $100.00 per month 
extra rent payment for the upstairs storage space. Watkins accepted this $100.00 per 
month payment for a number of months. Storms pays his monthly rent with a single 
check. Watkins deposited Storms' June and July 2009 checks, but refunded Storms' 
payments for the upstairs storage because Watkins no longer agrees to let him use that 
space for that price. 
5. Addendum D to the Lease also refers to a room connecting an exterior 
entrance to the building to the Property. This storage room is identified on Exhibit C to 
the Lease as "Lease Space #16" in order to distinguish it from the other leasable spaces in 
Eagle Rock Station. Watkins had allowed The Quilted Bear, another business that used 
to operate in Eagle Rock Station, to use Space #16. Watkins also used Space #16 to store 
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a lawnmower and other small tools and equipment to care for the lawn and grounds at 
Eagle Rock Station. Watkins stopped using Space # 16 for storage after it hired another 
company to care for the lawn and landscaping and moved its own tools and equipment 
out of the building. Over time, The Quilted Bear closed and moved its property out of 
Space #16. Thereafter, Storms started moving some of his things into Space #16 because 
he had access to the space from the Property. Under the Lease, Storms has a first right-
of-refusal to Space #16, but Watkins and Storms and Burggraf never reached any 
agreement regarding Storms' use of Space #16 for storage. Storms has never paid rent to 
Watkins for Space # 16. Storms continues to use Space # 16 as his storage. 
6. Addendum D recites that Watkins and Storms and Burggraf were making 
improvements to the curb, sidewalk, and driveways around the Property. We decided 
who would pay for which improvements and expressed this agreement in Addendum D to 
the Lease. Watkins, Storms, and Burggraf never had any agreement for Storms or 
Burggraf to use this area as additional space for them to operate their business. A few 
years ago, Storms starting using the sidewalk during the summary months as an outdoor 
dining area for his restaurant. He did so without any agreement from Watkins. Storms 
has never paid any rent for the additional space he is using outside of the Property to 
expand his restaurant to include outdoor dining. 
7. For several years, Storms has been storing a large, walk-in cooler on another 
parcel of Watkins' property located on Seattle Street behind Terry & Sons Upholstery, 
which we commonly refer to as the "pipeyard." Storms has never paid anything to Watkins 
for use of this space. I was at the "pipeyard" on July 9, 2009 and know that Storms has not 
removed his cooler. 
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8. For Storms to continue to use Watkins' property for storage and to operate 
his business without paying for it is no fair or just. As such, I ask the court to order 
Storms to remove his property and equipment from these areas so that Watkins can make 
productive use of these spaces. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this /-,ft, day of July, 2009. 
Notary Public for the S te 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Ida o 
My Commission Expires: 04/11/11 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _&"day of July, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS to be served, by 
placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States Mail, postage 
prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, addressed to the 
following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
263 5 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] J)vernight Delivery 
[ vj'Hand Delivery 
B~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Jt,/ day of July, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDA VITbF DANE WATKINS to be served, by 
placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States Mail, postage 
prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, addressed to the 
following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
263 5 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ]fivemight Delivery 
[ v1 Hand Delivery 
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Exhibit "A" 
coru •... .ER !\SE AND DEPOSIT Rl:: ... ..:IPT m 
Kathy Burggraf, 3401 Co "1e Lane and ~ 
AEqtveoFR, .\j _Michael Sto:ans_,_B.6.2-10tb _ __stx-ee, J::oth of IdahQ Falls . 
the sun, of$ 23, 750, ( 'l'wenty tfiree7:fiousanct seven "nundred f1.fty and no/lQQ--- , hereinafter referred to es LESSEE, 
evidenced by Qheck d . . . ·-----'-'-C==---------- DOLLARS), 
, as a epos1t which, upon acceptance of this lease, shall belong to Lessor and shelf be applied as follows: 
Rent tor lhe period from 11/1/97 to 11/30/97 ...... . 
TOTAL RECEIVED BALANCE DUE PRIOR TO OCCUPANCY 
La.st month's rent (10/l/31-10/31/2027 
$ 3,750.00 $ 3,750.00 $ 0 
$ 5,000.00 $ s,000.00 $ --=-o ____ _ 
Other .. Buyout of .Bar;itis.t. .Clmrc;;h .. Wi:l-$.~ :-: 
TOTAL . . (4/l/_9_6 __ t11J:-CJU5!fl _3/31j9,7_)__ 
$ 30, ODO. OD $ 15,000. 00 $15,000 due 12/15/91 
$38,750.00 $23,750.00 $ 
In the event that this lease is not accepted by the Lessor within _Q__ days, the total deposit received shall be refunded. 
Le.:ssee bereby otters to lease from J.,a~or tt,e premi~s situated int ec'e'ty of Jdabl.o E -------, County of Bonnevi 11 e 
State of Idaho , described as ::'4~:>'.J~R=1.=v~er=~J;'_ar~KW=~a=~=~-=EXfi==lli==-t=c....=cc.,_ ______________________ _ 
upon the following TEAMS and CONDITIONS: 
1. TERM: Tile lerm llereof shall commence on__&,-,. ___________ rn_.9.1., and expire on ) 0/3) 2027 
2. RENT: The tote I rent shell be,._ ______ payoule ., follows:___s._e~e~Ad=ocd,.,en=d,,,:um="-'A'-'-----------------------
AII rentsshall be aid to Owner or is authorize: "l;l!'ar~o;lowiqg ~ddress: Watkins and Watkins, P .o. Box 50781, Idaho Falli 
-'-'-<=U-4.....U..-'="--'--'--'-"-'-*;_.,,.-""•·=, !' _ IaanoF __ al~l=s~,~I=d=an~o~8~3~~=0=2~) ____________ _ 
or at such other pieces as may be desianated by Owner from timo to time. 111 the event rent is not paid within ----2.._..____ days aft,u-..du'1JdJ1te, Tenent agrees to pay a 
late charge of $~~1us mterest at _1 __ % per month on t/1e delinquent amount. Tenant further agrees to pay $_::>_U_._Ufor each dishonored bank 
check. The late charge period ls not a grace period, and Owner is entltled to make written demand for any rent if not paid when due. Any unpaid balances remaining 
after termination of occupancy are subject to 1½% intere~u per month or the mt1ximum rate allowed by law. 
3. USE: The premises are to be used for lhe oparation of _...1M.:.u.i.,_c..,r..,o_,b..,,.r..,e..,wc,_esa,,cy,.;i__,an""-'"'d'-'R"'e'=s'-'ta=ur=-=an=t=---------------------
and for no other purpose, without prior written consent or Lessor, 
4. USES PROHIBITED: Lessee shall not use eny ponion of the premises for purposes other then those specified hereinabove, and no use shall be made or permitted to 
be made upon the premises, nor acts done, which will increase the existing rate of insurance upon the property, or cause cancellation of insurance policies covering 
said property. Lessaa shall not conduct or permit any sale by auction on the premises. 
S~ ASSICNMENT AND SUBLETTINC: Lessee shall not assign this lease or sublet any ponion of the premises without prior written consent of the Lessor, which shall 
not be unreasonably withheld, Any such assignmem or subletting without consent shall be void and, at the option of the Lessor, may terminate this leas a. 
6. ORDINANCES AND STATUTES: Lessee shall comply with all statutes, ordinances and raquiremams of all municipal, state and federal authorities now in force, or 
which mey hereafter ba in forca, penaining to the premises, occasioned by or affecting the use thereof by Lessee. The commencement or pendancy of any state or 
federal court abetement proceeding affecting tha use of tha premises shall, at the option of the Lasser, be deemed a breach hereof. 
7. MAINTENANCE, REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS: Lessee acknowledges that the premises are in good ordar and repair, unless otharwise indicated herein. Lessee shall, at 
hi5 own B)(panae and at all times, maintain the premises in good and safe condition, including plate glass, electrical wiring, plumbing and heating installations and 
any other system or equ·1nmant upon the premisaa and shell_surrender the same, at termination hereof, in as good condition as received, normal wear and tear 
axceptad. Lessa a shall be responsible for all repairs raquirad, 
See Addendum B 
which shall be maintained by Lessor. Lassea shall also maintain in good condition such ponions adjacent to the premises, such as sidewalks, driveways, lawns and 
shrubb1;1ry, which would otharwlsa be required to be maintained by Lessor. 
No improvement or alteration of the premises shallJ>e made without the prior written consent of the Lessor. Prior to the commencement of any substantial 
repair, improvement, or alteration, Lessea shall give Lessor at least two 121 days written notice in order that Lessor may post appropriate notices to avoid any liablli· 
ty for liens. 
Lessee shell not commit eny waste upon the premises, or any nuisance or act which may disturb the quiet enjoyment of eny tanent in the building. 
8. ENTRY AND INSPECTION: Lessee shall permit Lassor·or Lessor's agents to enter upon the premises at reasonable times and upon reesonable notice, for the pur• 
pose of inspecting the sema, end will permit Lessor at any time within sixty 16D1 days prior to the B)(piration of this lease, to place upon the premises any usual "To 
Letn or "For Lease" signs, and permit persons desiring to lease the same to inspect the premises thereafter. 
9. INDEMNIFICATION OF LESSOR: Lessor shall not be liable for any damege or injury to Lessee, or any other person, or to any property, occurring on the demised 
premises or any part thereof, and Lessee agrees to hold Lessor harmless from any claims for damages, no matter how caused. 
10. POSSESSION: If Lessor is unable to deliver possession of the premises et the commancemant hereof, Lessor shall not be liable for any damage caused thereby, nor 
shall this !ease be void or voidable, but Lessee shall not be liable for any rent until possession is delivered. Lessee may terminate this lease it possession is not 
delivered within~ days of the commencement of the term hereof. 
11. LESSEE'S INSURANCE: Lessee, at his expense, shall maintain plate glass and public Ii bili insuranc in luding bodillini!dry pnd propen 1a~5e in5c15~ essee 
and Lessor with minimum coverage as follows: • sona l : 0 
Prooertv Coveraae: $750 000. :f"' ~._,'US.,--,.,_,:r-- · ,;--... -n1,._ · 
L:i:rl5see sli-f!U prov1d8 Les"!l:or wlth a tertffrcate of Insurance sliowing lessor as additional insured. The pollcy shall require ten 11 I de s written notice to Lessor 
prior to cam:elletlon or material change of coverags. 
12. LESSOR'S INSURANCE: Lessor shell maintain hazard insurance covering one hundred percent replacement cost of the Improvements throughout the lease term. 
Lessor's insurance will not insure Lessee's personal property or leasehold improvements. 
13. SUBROGATION: To the maximum extent permitted by insurance policies which may be owned by Lessor or Lessee, Lessee end Lessor, for the benefit of each other, 
waive any and all rights of subrogation which might otherwise exist. 
14. UTILITIES: Leseae agrees that he shall be responsible for the payment of all utilities, including water, gas, electricity, heat and other services delivered to the pram is~ 
••See Addendum B for Lessees Electrici t:y Costs 
15. SIGNS: Lessor reserves the exclusive right to the roof, side and rear walls of the Premises. Lessee shall not construct any projecting sign or awning without the prior 
written consent of Leesor which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
16. ABANDONMENT OF PREMISES: Lessee shall not vacate or abandon the premises et any time during the term hereof, and if Lessee shall abandon or vacate the 
premises, or be dispossesead by process of law, or otherwise, any personal property belonging to Lessee leh upon tha premises shell be deemed to be abandoned, 
et the option of Lessor. 
·11. CONDIMNATION: If any pan of the pramlsEls shaH be takari or condemned for public us9, end a pan thereof remains which is susceptible of occupation hereunder, 
this lease shell, es to the pan taken, terminate as of the date the condemnor acquires possession, end thereafter Lessee shell be required to pay such proponion of 
the ro~t f:r ~h;:: i'-:1;ial,1ing tarm La.s t:·,c valt.to oi the, ~.-t:111ils1:b 11:H11::1i11i11w Lit1ar11 lo tl1t1 total value ct the premises at the date of condemnation; provided however, that 
Lessor may at his option, terminate this lease as of the date the condemnor acquires possession. In the avant that the demised premises are condemned 1n whole, 
or that such ponion is condemned that the remainder is not susceptlbla for use hereunder, this lease shell terminate upon the date upon wh·1ch the condemnor 
acquires possession. All sums which may be.payable on account of any condemnation shell belong to the Lessor, and Lassea shall not ba entitled to any part there· 
of, provided however, that Lessee sheH be entitled to retain any amount awarded to him for his trade fixtures or moving expenses. 
18. TRADE FIXTURES: Any and ell improvements made to the premises during the term hereof shall belong to the Lessor, except trade fixtures of the Lessee. Lessee 
may. upon termination hereof, remove all his trade fixtures, but shell repair or pay for ell repairs necessary for damages to the premises occasioned by removal. 
19. DESTRUCTION OF PRIMISBS~ In the avant at a partial destructlon of the pramiaae during the term hereof, from any cauae, Lessor shell forthwith repair the same, 
provided that such repairs can be made within sixty 160) days under existing governniental laws and regulations, but such partial destruction shell not terminate 
this leaae, e,cc:apt thet Lenee shall b6 .antltlad to a proportionate reduction of rant whll.a auch repairs are being made, baaed upon the extant to which the making of 
such rep11!rs.shall interfere with the business of Lessee on the premises. If SLICh repairs cannot be made within said sixty IBO) day11 Lessor, at his option, may make 
tha same within e reasonable time, this lease continuing in effect with the rent proportionately abated es aforesaid, and in the event that Lessor .shell not elect to 
make such repairs which cannot be made wlthln ahrty (60) days, this lease may be terminated at the option of either perty. 
In the event the building in which the demised premises may he sltuBtad ls d011troyed to an B)(tent of not lass then one-third of the replacement costs thereof, 
Lessor may elect to terminate this lease whether the demised premises be Injured er noi. A total destruction of the building In which the premises may be situated 
shell terminate this lease, 
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lO. HAZARDO __ .,ALS: Lessee shall not use, store, or dispose of any hazardous su Jn lhe premises, excepl use end slorage of sucl1 substoncas if 1I1ey 
are c1~stornari y used in lessee's business, and such use and storage complies with all onmenlel laws. Hazardous substances means any hazardous wa!:ll8, sub-
stance or toxic materials regulated under any environmental laws or regulations applicable to the property. 
l1. INSOLVENCY: In the event a rac:aiver ls appointed to take ovar the bu!:liness of Lessaa, or in the event Lessee mekas a general assignment ror the benefit of credilors, 
or Lessee takes or suffers any action under any Insolvency or bankruptcy act, the same shall consliluta breach of this leese by Lessee. 
ll. REMEDIES OF OWNER ON DEFAULT: In the avant of any braach of this loose by Lasses, Lessor may, at his option, terminate tha laasa and recover from Lessee: !al 
tha wonh at the tima of award of the unpaid rent which was earned at the time of termination; (b) the worth st the time of award of the ammrnt by whicli tho unpaid 
rent which would have bean earned attar termination until tha time of the eward eXceeds tha amount of such rental loss that the Lessee proves could have been rea-
sonably avoided; (c) the worth at Iha time of award of the amount by which the unpaid rent for the balance of the term after the time of award exceods thu amount 
of such rental loss that Lessee proves could be reasonably avoided; ond !d) any othor amount necassary 10 compensate Les9or for a.II detriment proximately t:au:.;ed 
by Lessee's failure to perform his obligotions under lhe lease or which m the ordinary course of things would be likely to result therefrom. 
Lessor may, in the alternative, continue this lease in effect, es long as Lessor doos not lerminote Lassee's rlghl 10 possession, and Lessor mtty enforca all his 
rights and remedies under the lease, including the right to recover the rent as it becomes due under tha lease. If said breach or lease continues, Lessor may, at any 
time th era after, alact to tarminete the lease, 
Nothing contained herein sholl be deemed to limit any other right9 or reniedias which Lessor may have. 
l3. SECURITY: The sac:urity deposit set forth above, if any, shell secure the performance of tha Lessee's obligations hereunder. Lessor may, but shall not be obligated to 
apply all or portions of said deposit on account of Lassee's obligations hereunder. Any balance remaining upon termination shall be returned 10 Lessee. Lessee sl1all 
not have the right to apply the Security Deposit in payment of the last month's rent. 
l4. DEPOSIT REFUNDS: The balance of all deposits shall be refunded within two weeks from date possession is daliverad to Owner or his authorized Agent, \ogother 
with a stetemenl showing any charges made against such deposits by Owner. 
25. WAIVER Oi= RIGHT TO JURV TRIAL: In lhe eve11t there shall ba a dispute batwaen Los!:lor ;Jnd Lessee and either party shall file an action against the othor party to 
enforce their rights under this lease, to interpret the Lease tarms, or arising out of their relationship as Lessee end Lessor, the parties agree that the matter shall be 
tried by tha court wilhout a jury and eoch party specifically waives the right to a jury lrial in any such action. 
2fl. ATTORNEY'S FEE AND COSTS: In any action or proceeding involving a disputo between Leasor and Lessee arising out of the execution of this lease, or to enforce 
the terms and conditions of this lease, or to recover possession of the premises from Lessee, the prevailing party s11all be entitled to receive from the other party e 
reasonable attorney's fee, expert fees, appraisal fees and all other costs incurred in connection with such action or proceedings, to be determined by the couri or 
arb1trator{s). 
l7. WAIVER: No failure of Lessor to enforce any term hereof shell be deemed to be a waiver. 
28. NOTICE'S: Any notica which either party may or is required to give, shall b1:1 given by mailing the same, postage prapeid, to Lessee at the premises, or Lessor at the 
eddrass shown balow, or at such other places as may ba designated by the parties from time to time. 
29. HOLOINC OVER: ~-_.,-__,,,.,..,.>iefH>l--e,-witl-,-ti......,.........,.-<t!-lce<>-, .. l<reil.....,_.,_,,.w,,e,1..,,-,,__r,t~~.,,..,...,,.....,;-
~----::-j>,,,~~Ri!l~~,...;;e1iffl;i,..;e=wt1~!1\e'~~~;;F,OO~~~eee~~ 
30. TIME: Time is of the essence of this lease. 
31. HEIRS, ASSIGNS, SUCCESSORS; This lease is binding upon and inures to the banofit of the hairs, assigns end successors in interest to the parties. 
32. TAX INCREASE: In the event there is any increase during any year of the term of this laese in the City, County or State real estate taxes over and above the amount 
of such taxes assessed for the tax year during which the term of this lease commences, whether because of increased rate or valuation, Lossee shall pay to Lessor 
upon presentation of paid tax bills an amount equal to ~al?e in taxes upon the land and building in which the leased premises ere situated. In 
the event that such taxes are assessed for a tax year extending beyond the term of the lease, the obligation of Lessee shall be proportionate to the portion of the 
lease term included in such year. 
33. COST OF LIVINC INCREASE:.:i:h<>-<.,.,.-,,...,...;-...,,~...,,-1,-.~~-M-ffl'ot--o...-,,,l-t!te-ment!,--imme<liotery follo,.i,,g tl,~""I'~ 
__ monffisTrom7:f8£e orcommencemanToTTne7erm aKdupon ffie exp1ral1on ofeac'n __ mont"fis r"fierea"ft:Br in accorCance wn"ficli"enges 1n"'lfi'e7T.S:"Consumer 
-f'rtC!J"!Trn~rnm--em,,romenrt,~"ll't..-"TffllTrnmatrrn1Te-ri:ati-a-d-tt11T--el't"c""l'tnrm~mm-n...--rm,m"'mrm-.rrmrrcmn!"1lQttaTunmrmCllffl'!1Vi'l!m-sm 
turttd.-.,,.rae,n,ptr'l-mcrlripli~r-a,:trnn--t!ffl=.,-,mrr-ul-vv!m:tri,,---€!'1 ro, ti ,a seem ,d cale, ,da, n·romrr-fflT1'1'Tfflliatery,i~-ttre-,,dj,mrmmrcran,---a,-n:lm,, 
~min....,,....,+...+ridT"io--th,,-€f'Ho, tl,e seco,,d cofem!ur.,.,_rr-i,,-ecedmg-th.-=mmen"""""nt-trf-th..-t,,....,-nmn.--f'n:nrim!tt,--trOWEJVOT;-irrrnrewm-smrlt,tra-rm:mthry 
TBnl"l)ll1mls-rtTamtnnrrrrm:rm-sattuntr1Trpl'lragraptrt,-- See Addendum A 
34. OPTION TO RENEW: Provided that Lessee is not in default in the performance of this lease, Lessee shall have the option to renew the lease for en additional term of 
12.(L__ months commencing at the e~pir.QU.o.y ..,_f the initial lease term. All of the terms and conditions of the lease shall apply during the renewal term except thal the 
\ \J Va mo.,nthly rent shall be the sum of$~ . which shall be adjusted in accorden§eOwith the cost of living increase proviGion set forth in paragraph 33. 
'-..:;'.t:,{..::rhe option shall be exercised by written notice given to Lessor not less than days prior to the expiration of the initial lease tarm. If notice is not given in 
~~ ,J ·'the manner provided herein within the time specified, this option shell expire. 
35. LESSOR'S LIABILITY: The tarm "Lessor," as used in this paragraph, shall mean only the owner of the raal property or a Lassee's interest in a ground lease of the 
premises. In the event of any tranGfer of such titlo or interest, the Lessor named he rain (or the grantor in case of any subsequent transfers) shell be relieved of all lia-
bility related to Lessor's obligations to be performed after such transfer. Provided, however, that any funds in the hands of Lessor or Grantor et the time of such 
transfer shall ba delivered to Grantee, Lessor's obligations heraunder shall be binding upon Lassor's aucCBsiOi\ and assigns only during their respective periods of 
ownership. 
36. ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 
(a) Lessee shell at any time upon not less then ten 110) days' prior written notice from Lessor execute, acknowledge and deliver to Lessor e statement in writing 
111 cenifying that this Lea!:le is unmodified and in full force and effect !or, if modified, stating the nature of such modification and certifying that this L8ese, as so 
modified, is in full force and effect), the amount of any security deposit, and the date to which the rent and other charges a.re paid in advance, if any, end (2] 
acknowledging that there are not, to Lessee's knowledge, any uncured defaults on the pert of Lessor hereunder, or specifying such defaults if any are claimed. Any 
such statement may ba conclusively relied upon by any prospective buyer or encumbrancer to the Premises. 
{b) At Lessor' option, Lessee's feilLirB to deliver such statement within such time shall be a material breach of this Lease or shall be conclusive upon Lessee 11] 
that this Lease is in full force and effect, without modification except as may be represented by Lessor, 12] that there are no uncured defaults In lessor's performance, 
and (3] that not more then one month's rent has been paid in advance or such failure may be considered by Lessor es a default by Lessee under this Leese. 
le) If Lessor desires to finance, refinance, or sall the Premises, or any pert thereof, Lessee hereby agrees to deliver to any lender or buyer designated by Lessor 
such financial statements of Lessee es may be reasonably required by such lander or buyer. Such statements shell include the pest three years' financial statements 
of Lessee. All such financial statements shell be received by Lessor and such lender or buyer in confidence and shall be us8d only for the purposes herein set forth. 
37. COMMON AREA EXPENSES: In the event the demised premises ere situated in a shopping center or in e commercial building in which there are common areas, 
Lessee agrees to pay his pro-rate share of maintenance, taxes, end insurance for the common area. 
38. ADDENDUM: An addendum, signed by the parties, OC:J is attached, c=J is not attached hereto. 
ENTIRE AGREEMENT: The foregoing constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and may be modified only by a writing signed by both parties. The following 
Exhibits, if any, have been made a part of this lease before the parties' exacution hereof: ---------------------------
The undersigned Le&sea hereby acknowledge!i receipt of a copv hereof. 
_________________________ Agent 
_________________________ Address 
_________________________ Phone , ;,,,1~i ~w· :t.:1.:L...Ji.LllCJ::Jk...,.J::CLI.JISJ!j~4"J.u<:W!.!...J:.Jll.,I..J..t4-..:.J..U.S:.U'<address 
.,~-" ,52'9-j94s)~r 535-0310 
BY------------------------- Phone 
ACCEPTAjtjCE 
The undersigned Lessor accepts the foregolng offer and agrees to lease the herein described premises on the terms and conditions herein specified. The Lessor agrees tc 
pay to--------------------------------------------- the Agent in this transaction 
tho sum of $ ________ 1 _________________________________________ DOLLARS 
for services rendered end authorizes Agent to deduct said sum from the deposit received from Tenant. This agreement shall not limit the rights of Agent provided for i1 
any listing or other agreement which may ba in effect between Owner and Agent. Owner's Initials:( ____ ] In the evBnt Tenant shell purchase the property from Owne 
prior to the expiration of this lease, Owner agrees to pay the Agent a sales commission of ___ o/a of the sale price. 
In any action for commission the prevailing party shell be entitled to reasonable attarnay fees. 
The undersigned Leasor hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy hereof, 
___________________ Owner's Allthorized Agent 
_________________________ Address 
__________________________ Phone 
Bv~---.. ~·--------------------- ~2~0=8~/5=2=3~-~0=8=0~0 ___________ Pham 




The lease between Lessor and Lessee will be for a period of 30 
years. 
on December 15, 1996, Lessee will will pay Lessor $15,000 to 
complete the buyout of the existing Baptist Church Lease (4/1/96 
thru 3/31/97). 
The rent for each year is as follows: 
The first seven months (April 1, 1997 through October 31, 1997) 
will be rent free. Beginning November 1, 1997 Lessee will begin 
making monthly rent payments as follows: 
First ten years: November 1, 1997 through October 31, 2007: 
$3,750/mo 
Second ten years: November 1, 2007 through October 31, 2017: 
$4,375/mo 
Third ten years: November 1, 2017 through October 31, 2027: 
$5,000/mo 
Lessor will be entitled to 5% of the gross sales of the entire 
operation (on premises) for the previous month or the base rent 
indicated above, whichever is greater. By the 10th of each 
month, Lessee will provide to Lessor the monthly sales figures 
for the previous month - if a percentage rent is due, Lessee will 
pay the the Lessor the difference owed by the 15th of that month. 
This addendum will act as a-power of attorney for Lessor to check 
sales figures with Idaho State Sales Tax Commission in Idaho 
Falls. In no event will the monthly rent be less than the base 
rent. 
Landlord will be entitled to a $250 food and drink credit per 
month to be used at his discretion; i.e., gift certificates or 
food and drink This credit will be cumulative. 
i::cJ~ 31 
ADDENDUM B 
The maintenance responsibilities are as follows: 
responsible for (T) and Landlord responsible for (L). 
Tenant 
Roof: T% , Exterior Walls: L , Interior Walls: T , 
Structural Repair: L , Interior Decorating: T , Interior 
Painting T Exterior Painting: T , Sewer and Plumbing 
Equipment: T , Heating and Air Conditioning: T Electrical 
Equipment: T , Light Globes and Tubes: T , Glass Breakage: 
T , Trash Removal: T , Jani tor: T Doors: T 
Microbrewery Patio and Deck Maintenance: T , Restaurant 
Equipment: T , _Refrigeration Units: T , Exhaust and Ceiling 
Fans: T , All Restaurant Furniture: T 
Utilities, Taxes, and Insurance 
Landlord pays (L). 
Tenant pays (T) and 
Electric Power: * T 50% , Gas Heat: T , Water: T , Sewer: 
T Telephone: T , Real Property Tax: **Tenant will pay 
increase, Personal Property Tax: T Fire Insurance on 
Building: ***Tenant will pay increase Fire Insurance on 
Personal Property: T , Glass Insurance: T 
* Landlord pays 50% of electric power during the term of the 
lease. 
** Tenant will pay property tax increase based on square feet 
leased to Tenant for the term of the lease with 1996 being the 
base year. 
*** Tenant will pay fire insurance increase based on square 
feet leased to Tenant during the term of the lease with 1996 
being the base year. 
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
1. Lessee plans to spend a minimum of $40 O, 000 on remodeling 
of the premises and installation of the microbrewery system. 
Lessee will furnish checks and invoices to see the $400,000 
has been paid. 
Lessee will provide plans and specifications to Lessor for 
this project for Lessor's input and approval. 
As it pertains to the cost of the walls, ceiling and floor, 
Lessor agrees to pay 50% of the following items: floor 
covering, ceiling, walls (includes sheetrock, studs & paint) 










Lessor will pay 50% of two natural gas 








When Lessor's share of improvements are determined, Lessor 
may pay his share of remodeling costs on a monthly pro-rated 
basis to Lessee over the first ten years of the lease at no 
interest. 
Tenant will have the exclusive right to use the north 
marquee in the parking lot to advertise his business. The 
sign must comply with city codes and Lessor will approve the 
sign. 
Tenant has permission to install a sign on the north bridge, 
subject to Lessor's approval that meets all city codes. 
Tenant has permission to have an outside deck which will not 
decrease or interfere with Blue Shield· and Hansen Marketing 
parking. Lessor will approve the design and size of the 
deck and must meet all city codes. 
Lessor will apply a value to the purchase and installation 
two outdoor 1 ights of a 
and outdoor lighting 
of four additional awnings and 
total value no less than awnings 
installed for Eagle Rock Station. 
installations and pay for any upgrade. 
Tenant will oversee 
Landlord will finish drivit on the back side of the lease 
building. 
Lessee will make certain that storage space used by Hansen 
Marketing, Lessor and Quilted Bear will remain intact, 
however access may be altered. 
Lessee will agree not to sell any handmade crafts but 
reserves the right to sell manufactured products such as T-
shirts, hats, mugs, etc., bearing company logo. 
In consideration of Landlord agreeing to a ten year option, 
Tenant will resurface the entire north end of the Eagle Rock 
Station parking lot, including where Hansen Marketing and 
Blue Shield park, at a cost of $. 40 per square foot or 
approximately $10,000, at their expense. 
Lessee will use care in demolition of the lease premises. Lessee 
will have first option to use such items as heaters, ceiling 
tiles, lights, fixtures, sinks, toilets, etc., and Lessor shall 
have second option to receive and retain any items thereafter. 
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Addendum B 
Concerning the lease between Watkins and Watkins and Michael 
storms dba Quilted Bear, dated Jne 8, 1994, all financial credit 
contained therin will be applied toward this new lease and its 
ten year amortization credit. 
Date 
Watkins & Watkins 
Date: \\~\"\'½ Date: _____ ~1,_ ________ _ 
' ll / u I . . .. ,, ) 'I . ..,t ! .. 
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· 455- River Parkway 
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ADDENDUM D 
This addendum modifies the lease dated July 31, 1996 between Watkins 
& Watkins (hereafter "Landlord") and Kathy Burggraf and Mike Storms 
(hereafter "Tenant"). All terms not inconsistent with this addendum 
remain unchanged. 
The parties agree as follows: 
1. The lease term begins on November 1, 1997, but Tenant agrees 
to prepay rent on July 31, 1997, in the amount of $25, ooo. This 
prepaid rent will be credited against the monthly rent as it becomes 
due pursuant to the lease. 
2. The curb, sidewalk and driveways adjacent to the leasehold 
premises are presently being improved. Landlord and the city of 
Idaho Falls are each paying 1/2 of the cost of the curb and gutter 
work being done. Landlord will pay all the costs for the 
construction of the new sidewalk, new driveways, and the concrete 
flatwork in the area between the sidewalk and curb where some 
planter boxes and seating will be constructed. Landlord will also 
pay for the installation of water lines to the planter boxes and for 
the installation of electrical lines connecting Tenants' electrical 
power meter to the planter boxes. 
3. Tenant will pay all costs for the construction and 
maintenance of the planter boxes and plantings therein and for any 
seats constructed adjacent to the premises or the sidewalk. Tenant 
will pay all costs for any electrical or plumbing fixtures in or at 
the planter boxes. 
4. Tenant will pay an additional prepayment of rent as soon as 
the aforesaid concrete work, water line, and electrical line 
referred to in paragraph 2 have been completed. The amount of this 
prepayment will be the amount spent by Landlord in completing this 
work. This additional prepayment of rent will also be credited 
against rent as it becomes due pursuant to the lease. No additional 
credit will be given for interest on either prepayment, however. 
5. During the approximately eight month period while the monthly 
rent is being covered by the prepaid rent, the rent shall be $3,750 
per month and the 5% of gross alternative rent shall not apply, 
regardless of Tenant's gross incomes. 
6. Landlord is entitled to a $250 per month food and drink 
credit, to be used at his discretion, i.e., gift certificates, food, 
or drink. However, this monthly food credit must be used within six 
months of each month's credit. 
7. Tenant is currently remodeling the, storage space over the 
leasehold premises, even though this space is currently not included 
as part of the leasehold premises. As soon as the cost of 
Page 2 
remodeling is determined, Landlord and Tenant will meet and 
determine a fair price for Tenant to pay for rent on this additional 
space and such agreement will become an additional addendum to the 
lease. 
8. There is presently some common area entrance and storage 
space which is part of what is shown on Exhibit C as Lease Space #16 
( in the northwest interior corner of Eagle Rock Station) which is 
now being utilized by the Quilted Bear. If this space becomes 
available for rent in the future, Tenant shall have a first right-
of-refusal on renting this space. 
9. In addition to the 3 0-year lease and the 10-year option 
r~r · d in the lease, the parties agree that Tenant shall have a 
~ s~cond -year option, with a base rent of $6,833 per month or 5% of 
~ . gross sales, whichever is greater. This option must be 
1 _ \. exercised by no later than 9 O days prior to the expiration of the 
~,~ ~ first option period, and in the same ~anner the exercise of the 
KathyBruggra~ Watkins & Watkins 
M~~~ 
1 7 Date 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO 




Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF B. J. DRISCOLL 
B. J. DRISCOLL, being first duly sworn upon oath, states and deposes as follows: 
1. I am one of the attorneys for The Watkins Company, LLC ("Watkins"), 
plaintiff in the above-referenced matter. 
2. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of a 
letter that I faxed and mailed to defendants' counsel on April 13, 2009. 
AFFIDAVIT OF B. J. DRISCOLL - Page 1 
F:\CLIENTS\BDS\ 7973\Pleadings\0 16 Affidavit.BJD.doc 
3. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "B" is a true and conect copy of a 
letter dated May 29, 2009 that I received from defendants' counsel. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
I\ 
B~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this /]-fkday of July, 2009. 
Notary Public fort e 
Residing at Idaho Fal 
My Commission Expires: 04/11/11 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __!.1__ day of July, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF B. J. DRISCOLL to be served, by 
placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States Mail, postage 
prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, addressed to the 
following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
AFFIDAVIT OF B. J. DRISCOLL - Page 2 
F:\CLIENTS\BDS\ 7973\Pleadings\0 16 Affidavit.BJD.doc 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] ~might Delivery 




April 13, 2009 
BY FACSIMILE AND REGULAR MAIL 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
(208) 522-1277 
Re: The Watkins Company, LLC v. Michael Storms, et al. 
Bonneville County Case No. CV-08-7258 
NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF TENANCY AND DEMAND FOR POSSESSION 
Dear Mike: 
To the extent your client, Michael Storms, or any entity affiliated with him, currently has possession 
of, or claims any tenancy in or right to possession to, any real property or storage space owned by 
The Watkins Company, LLC or any other entity affiliated with Dane H. Watkins, Sr. (other than the 
premises included in the Commercial Lease and Deposit Receipt that is the subject of the above-
referenced lawsuit), this letter shall serve as notice of the termination of any such right, claim, or 
tenancy effective thirty (3 0) days from the date of this letter, and a demand for immediate possession 
of the same. Specifically, this notice and demand includes but is not limited to (1) the storage area 
located upstairs from the Brownstone Restaurant and Brewhouse, (2) Suite 16 located to the west of 
and contiguous to the Brownstone, (3) the outdoor area known as the "pipeyard" where Mr. Storms 
currently stores a large, walk-in cooler, and ( 4) the sidewalk and other areas immediately outside of 
the Brownstone formerly used by the Brownstone for outdoor dining. 
If Mr. Storms continues in possession after expiration of the thirty (30) days, Mr. Storms will be 
considered a trespasser and The Watkins Company, LLC will seek to enforce its rights. Please 
advise your client accordingly. 
Yours very truly, 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & AssOCIA TES, PLLC 




Alan C. Stephens* 
Curt R. Thomsen (Challis Office) 
James D. Holman** 
*Also Member or Wyoming Bar 
••Also Member of Nebraska Bar 
May 29, 2009 
BJ DRISCOLL 
LAW OFFICES 
SMITH DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES PLLC 
414 SHOUP AVE 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
RE: BROWNSTONE RESTAURANT 
Dear BJ: 
J. Michael Wheiler 
Michael J. Whyte 
T. Jason Wood 
Jacob S. Wessel 
Richard Friess 
This will follow up·your April 13, 2009 letter titled Notice of Termination of Tenancy and 
Demand for Possession. 
1. Storage area located upstairs from Brownstone Restaurant and Brew House: This storage 
area is included in the lease as indicated in the document executed July 31, 1997 
(Addendum D). It was clearly contemplated when the parties executed this agreement 
that Brownstone Restaurant would be leasing this space. It is further our contention that 
the parties reached an agreement with respect to the additional rent to be paid for the use 
of this additional space and have been paying this rent accordingly. 
2. Suite 16: There is no "Suite 16" on this property. Although the drawing of the property 
attached to the lease makes reference to Suite 16, in actuality this area is a hallway 
leading from the outside of the building to the interior of the Brownstone Restaurant. It is 
not a separate space, and aside from the outside door, there are no doors or other closures 
making this separate and apart from the space occupied by Brownstone. Lastly, the 
previously mentioned July 31, 1997 document includes a reference to this Space 16 and 
its use by Brownstone. 
3. Pipeyard: Mr.Storms will move the referenced cooler from the "pipeyard". Mr. Storms' 
agreement to move this cooler does not in any way acknowledge that he did not have 
prior permission to store this cooler at that location, nor does it in any way acknowledge 
that Mr. Storms owes any additional rent in addition to the amounts he has already paid. 
2635 Channing Way • Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 • (208) 522-1230 • Fax (208) 522-1277 
112 S. 7th Sc. • P.O. Box 600 • Challis, lda/w 83226 • (208) 879-6655 • Fax (208) 879-6672 
. , 
BJ Driscoll 
May 29, 2009 
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4. Sidewalk area. Reviewing Addendum D to the lease agreement, Brownstone has a right to 
use the outdoor area for tables. Brownstone has historically used this sidewalk area 
consistent with Addendum D, and is not agreeing to modify the lease and stop the use of 
the sidewalk area. 
Sincerely, 
cc: Michael Storms 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
:\. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMP ANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 














Case No. CV-08-7258 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW defendants by and through their attorney of record, and files this objection 
and reply to plaintiffs motion for summary judgment. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. The parties entered into a long-term lease beginning July 31, 1996 for the purposes 
of operating a restaurant (The Brownstone). Said lease agreement had attached to it and incorporated 
with it Addendums A, B, C, and D. These Addendums specifically addressed and incorporated the 
1 - DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
issues plaintiff raised in its motion for partial summary judgment. Addendum D states, among other 
things: 
7. Tenant is currently remodeling the storage space over the 
leasehold premises. As soon as the cost of remodeling is determined, 
Landlord and Tenant will meet and determine a fair price for Tenant 
to pay for rent on this additional space and such agreement will 
become an additional addendum to the lease. 
8. There is presently some common area entrance and storage 
space which is past of what is shown on Exhibit C as lease Space #16 
(in the northwest interior corner of Eagle Rock Station) which is now 
being utilized by the Quilted Bear. If this space becomes available 
for rent in the future, Tenant shall have a first right-of-refusal on 
renting this space. 
2. There is language in Addend um B that addresses defendants' use of space outside the 
restaurant: 
4. Tenant has permission to have an outside deck which will not 
decrease or interfere with Blue Shield and Hansen Marketing parking. 
Lessor will approve the design and size of the deck and must meet all 
city codes. 
3. For several years, during the warmer months, in accordance with the lease, without 
comment, objection or complaint from plaintiff, defendants have used an area outside the main 
entrance to the restaurant for the Brownstone customers. There is a permanent railing outside the 
main restaurant entrance separating this area from the sidewalk. This area does not interfere with 
Blue Shield and Hansen Marketing parking. 
4. The parties met and discussed the use of the additional space above the restaurant. 
The parties reached an agreement to allow defendants to use this upper level space in exchange for 
an additional $100.00 per month. Defendants paid, and plaintiff accepted this additional $100.00 
2 - DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
per month until July 2009 when plaintiff advised through its attorney that it was unilaterally 
changing the parties agreement and would no longer recognize defendants' right to use this upper 
level space. 
5. Defendant was storing a cooler on property owned by plaintiff that is near the 
Brownstone premises (hereinafter referred to as the "pipeyard"). Defendant Storms had discussed 
storing this cooler with plaintiff prior to placing it at the pipeyard. The parties reached an agreement 
wherein Storms was allowed to store this cooler at the pipeyard at no charge. Plaintiff recently 
advised Storms that he no longer willing to allow Storms to store this cooler at the pipeyard. 
Thereafter Storms moved the cooler. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows that summary judgment "shall be 
rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Smith v. Meridian Joint School Dist. No. 2, 
128 Idaho 714,718,918 P.2d 583,587 (1996) (quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c)); see also Idaho Building 
Contractors Association v. City of Coeur d'Alene, 126 Idaho 740, 890 P.2d 326 (1995); Avila v. 
Wahlquist, 126 Idaho 745,890 P.2d 331 (1995). In making this determination, a Court should 
liberally construe the record in favor of the party opposing the motion and draw all reasonable 
inferences and conclusions in that party's favor. Smith, 128 Idaho at 718, 918 P.2d at 587 (citing 
Friel v. Boise City Haus. Auth., 126 Idaho 484,485, 887 P.2d 29, 30 (1994)). Ifreasonable 
persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence, 
3 - DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
mDGMENT 
summary judgment must be denied. Id. (citing Harris v. Department of Health & Welfare, 123 
Idaho 295, 298, 847 P.2d 1156, 1159 (1992)). However, if the evidence reveals no disputed 
issues of material fact, then summary judgment should be granted. Id., 128 Idaho at 718-719, 
918 P.2d at 587-88 (citing Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434,437, 807 P.2d 1272 (1991)). 
The burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests at all 
times with the party moving for summary judgment. Id., 128 Idaho at 719,918 P.2d at 588 
(citing Tingley v. Harrison, 125 Idaho 86, 89,867 P.2d 960,963 (1994)). In order to meet its 
burden, the moving party must challenge in its motion and establish through evidence the 
absence of any genuine issue of material fact on an element of the nonmoving party's case. Id. 
(citing Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 530, 887 P.2d 1034, 1037 (1994)). If 
the moving party fails to challenge an element or fails to present evidence establishing the 
absence of a genuine issue of material fact on that element, the burden does not shift to the 
nonmoving party, and the nonmoving party is not required to respond with supporting evidence. 
Id. (citing Thomson, 126 Idaho at 530,887 P.2d at 1038)). However, if the moving party 
challenges an element of the nonmoving party's case on the basis that no genuine issue of 
material fact exists, the burden then shifts to the nonmoving party to come forward with 
sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of fact. Id. (citing Tingley, 125 Idaho at 90, 867 P.2d 
at 964). Summary judgment is properly granted in favor of the moving party, when the 
nonmoving party fails to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case upon 
which that party bears the burden of proof at trial. Id. (citing Thomson, 126 Idaho at 530-31, 887 
P.2d at 1037-38; Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126 (1988)). The party opposing 
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the summary judgment motion "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's 
pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set 
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Id. (quoting Idaho R. Civ. P. 
56(e)). The nonmoving party's case must be anchored in something more than speculation, and a 
mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. Tuttle v. Sudenga 
Industries, Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 868 P.2d 473 (1994)) (plaintiff who produces mere scintilla of 
evidence, or otherwise raises only slight doubt as to facts, will not withstand summary 
judgment); Nelson v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409, 797 P.2d 117 (1990). If the nonmoving party does 
not come forward as provided in the rule, then summary judgment should be entered against that 
party. State v. Shama Resources Ltd. Partnership, 127 Idaho 267,270, 899 P.2d 977,980 (1995). 
ARGUMENT 
Plaintiff contends that there was no agreement between the parties with respect to the use 
of upstairs storage space, space #16, use of outdoor space and the pipeyard. Plaintiff bases this 
motion on the claim that the lease agreement does not include the upstairs storage space, space 
#16, use of outdoor space and the pipeyard. Plaintiff further alleges that because none of these 
areas are included in the lease, defendants' rights amount to a month-to-month tenancy which 
plaintiff can terminate at anytime. Contrary to plaintiffs claims, defendants' use of the upper 
storage space, space #16 and the outdoor space are all included in the lease, there are genuine 
issues of material facts with respect to these issues and plaintiffs motion should be denied. 
A. Upstairs Storage: The lease and addendums specifically contemplated and included 
the upstair storage area that plaintiff is now attempting to exclude from defendants. The lease 
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agreement, specifically Addendum D states that defendants would be allowed to use this upstairs 
space. The language further states that the amount to be paid would be determined once the 
remodeling was completed. Contrary to plaintiffs claims in Dane Watkin's affidavit, the parties 
specifically discussed the upstairs storage space and based on those discussions defendants began 
paying and plaintiff accepted $100.00 per month for this storage space. Defendants have been 
using this upstairs space, paying the agreed upon $100.00 per month and plaintiff has been 
accepting this payment without objection for most of the lease term. 
In addition to the factual information contained in Kathy Burggrafs affidavit regarding 
the conversations and agreed upon payment for the upper storage space, plaintiff even 
acknowledges conversations and an agreement to pay the additional $100.00 per month in the 
complaint. Paragraph 25 of the complaint states: 
Plaintiff and Storms entered into an oral agreement for the lease of certain space upstairs 
in the building covered by the Lease but not included in the Lease, wherein Plaintiff 
agreed to lease the space for storage to Defendants for a price of $100.00 per month 
through June 2008, and thereafter for the price of $750.00 per month. 
While defendant disagrees with the claim in paragraph 25 that the amount was to be 
increased to $750.00 per month, after June 2008, this complaint allegation confirms defendants' 
claims that the parties met and reached an agreement to lease the space for $100.00 per month. 
Plaintiffs own complaint allegation is also contrary to Dane Watkins' affidavit wherein he states 
that "No one from Watkins ever met with Storms or Burggraf to discuss leasing the upstairs 
storage space." Plaintiff creates a genuine issue of material fact through his own contradictory 
statements - in the complaint he claims the parties met and reached an agreement; and in his 
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affidavit he claims the parties never met. Because of Plaintiffs self-contradiction, the facts 
alleged by defendants; defendants payment of $100.00 per month for several years and plaintiff's 
acceptance of defendants' payment without objection there are significant genuine issues of 
material facts for the trier of fact to determine and plaintiffs motion for summary judgment 
should be denied. 
B. Space #16: The lease and addendums specifically contemplated and included Space 
#16 that plaintiff is now attempting to exclude from defendants. The lease agreement, 
specifically Addendum D, states that defendants would be given right of first refusal for Space 
# 16 if the Quilted Bear stopped using this space. The Quilted Bear has been closed for years and 
the Brownstone has been using this space ever since in accordance to the lease. Plaintiff has 
acquiesced in Brownstone's use of this space without objection. 
Additionally, according to the affidavits of Kathy Burggraf and Michael Storms, the 
space referenced is actually a hallway leading from the outside of the building to the inside of the 
restaurant. There is no space separate from the Brownstone. Given this information, plaintiff 
has failed to show an absence of genuine material fact and plaintiff' motion for partial summary 
judgment should be denied. 
C. Outdoor Area: The lease and addendums specifically contemplated and included 
use of outdoor space by defendant for their restaurant. Addendum B specifically allows 
defendants to use outdoor space so long as it does not interfere with parking. 
4. Tenant has permission to have an outside deck which will not decrease or 
interfere with Blue Shield and Hansen Marketing parking. Lessor will approve the design 
and size of the deck and must meet all city codes. 
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Plaintiff references language in Addendum D that discusses improvements to curb, 
sidewalk and driveways. Plaintiff further alleges that the language in Addendum D does not give 
defendants any right to use outdoor space for the restaurant. This is true. However, plaintiff 
completely ignores the above language of Addendum B. It is clear from this Addendum B 
language that the parties contemplated and agreed as part of the original lease that defendant had 
the right to use an outdoor area. According to Michael Storms' affidavit, the Brownstone has 
been using the same area for outdoor seating for several years without objection. Plaintiff was 
fully aware of defendants' right to use this area and is now trying to prevent this use. There is no 
question of fact that defendants have a right to use this outdoor space. In reviewing the language 
of the lease, and the affidavits of defendant, there are genuine issues of material facts and 
plaintiffs motion for partial summary judgment should be denied. 
D. Cooler: As of the date of this response, defendants had moved the cooler from the 
pipeyard. Defendant maintains that he had an agreement with plaintiff to store the cooler at the 
pipeyard. Defendant further recognizes that plaintiff withdrew this consent and based on that 
removed the cooler. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff has failed to establish that there is an absence of genuine and material facts with 
respect to defendants' rights to use the upstairs storage space, Space #16 and the outdoor area 
under the lease and by agreement of the parties. For all the reasons listed, plaintiffs Motion for 
Summary Judgment should be denied. 
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DATED this 'Ir day of July, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the Z7 day of July, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth 
below. 
MJW 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
414 SHOUP AVE 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\004 Response to SJ Motion 
[ ] Mail 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMP ANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 












Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHYTE 
Michael J. Whyte, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am attorney of record for defendants and therefore make this affidavit based on my 
actual knowledge and belief. 
2. Attached and incorporated as Exhibit A to this affidavit is a true copy of the lease 
agreement between the parties, including Addendums A, B, C, and D. 
1 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHYTE 
DATED this~ day of July, 2009. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on ath before me thi~q/J day of July, 2009. 
~~ f Idaho 
Residing at: Idaho Falls, Idah-7-
My Commission Expires: ~ I tr,., / ~ 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF WIICHAEL J. WHYTE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the __zg___ day of July, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHYTE to be served upon the following persons 
at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
414 SHOUP AVENUE 
PO BOX50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\005 MJW Affidavit 
[ ] Mail 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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4MERCIAL LEASE AND DEPOSI 
... ~·---- Kathy Burggraf,· '401 Cobblest!?ne Lane and 
CEI T 
RECEIVED m~_lli_chael Stonns .... a62 10th Stre~,_Jx:>th of ~ Falls 10=· herelneher ,oforied lo OS LESSEE, 
the sum or $-2 ~o-:-,~Ev-:SU:-~tfiousaria seven fiundrt;:\..l l. an n u------------ DOLLI\FlSI. 
evidenced by ==~-------------~ ea a deposit which. upon acceptance of lhls loese. shell belong to Leasor enu slrnll be oppliocl ns folluw9: 
.DAl./lNCF. DUE PRlon 10 OCCUPANCY 
Aentfor lho period lrom 11/ 1/97 lo 11/30/97 ............. . 
TOTAi. 
s 3,750.00 





s ___ o _____ ~ .. 
Last rronth's rent (10/l/31-10/31/2027 0 
$ ----·-···---·· 
Othor '.a~out .. Qf .a"?.pt;i.,s.t .. 0JP+:9J). -~R-~I;'! .. :-: ........ . 
(4/1/96 through 3/31/97) 
s30,ooo.oo 
$38,750.00 
15,000 due 12/15/~ s ,_ .. _____ .. __ .. , ...... . 
TOTAL., .......................... , ................................... . s -·--·--· .. _ ....... ---
In lho event that this lease la not accepted by the Leasor wllhfn _Q __ day1, tho total deposit received shall be re unded. 
LosseP. f:iereby offers to lease lromJ.&i1.1;or.Jl1e premluis sliuoted in I~ City ol .Idaho....E....,...._ ....... _____ -1,, Counly of ...B, ... a..... a.JJnu.i;;;e_,.v ... ,,_· J ....... ] :,;e;;;,_ ____ _:_ __ 
Stale ol ~JQ __ , described 89 4!:l::> .Kl.Ver .l:'ar <Wa ::;ee Exfiilllt C 
upon the following TEflMS end CONDITIONS: 
1. TERM: Tho term hereof shell commence on ...A/..------------- 19..91.., end expire on_....,.'-'-'*"'------......,._....,..__ 
2. RENT: The tolel re111 aholl be$, _______ payable es follows:___S,_~..,'3"-'Ad'-="'d=-en='--'d,,_um=-'-"Ac:_ _____ +------,-----------
ifulb~s1ho1B~J'~§ to (°34'sr ofJ'2 alll~~kw~yo:loI]filit:rr.f~r=~=~=tk.~¥1~· a~~~~~~~3-~~fu~tk.~-· --+---P_._o_._Bo,_:x:_s_o_1_s_1 __ -~-~--~~~!~L 
or ol such olher pil co~ es mny be deslgneteclby Owner from time to time. In the event renl ie not pold within 
late charge of S . OU• O~lus inleresl el __ 1 __ % per monlh on the dellnquenl smoun1. Tennnt further egre 
check. The Iola charge period Is no1 a grace period, end Owner Is entilled lo make wrllten demand for nny renl If no 
all or lermlnotlon of occupancy ere subjecl to 1 :-I% lnlereat per monlh or the mnxlmurn rote allowed by law. 
days afi;cruo'fi'le, Tenon! ngreos to pny D 
lo pay S • For snch dishonor otl bn11k 
paid when due. Any unpolu boloncos remnlnlfln 
\ 
:, • USE:'The premises are lo be used for the operation of _...Mlic:ro.t:u::~re.;n~an;;!!]~dLR~e~s~t~a~ur~~an~t=-----+-----------------
anu for no olher purpose, wlthoul prior wrltlen consent of Lessor. 
4. USES PROHIBITED: Lessee shell nol uee 11ny portion of the premises for purposos olher lhen those specified horeln bove, and no uso shell be mode or permille,f lei 
be made upon the premloes, nor acts done, which wlll lncreoso. the existing rete or Insurance upon the properly, or euse cencellotlon or insurance pollclos coveri110 
said property. Lessee sholl not conducl or permit any sale by eucllon on the premises. 
5. ASSfCNMENT AND SUDLllmNC: Lessee shell nol assign this lease or eublet any portion ol the premises without prior wrlllen consenl ur lhc Lessor. which shnll 
nol be unreeaonnbly withheld. Any such assignment or sublelllng without consent shell be void end. nl the option o the Lessor. moy lerrnlnole this loase. 
6. ORDINANCES AND STATUTES: Leese• shell comply with ell alelutes, ordinances end requlremenls of all municlp I, slate end fedora! oulhorilles now In force, or 
which mny hereefler be In force, pertaining to the premises, occasioned by or effecting the use thereof by Lessee. he commencemonl or pomlancy of ony state or 
federal courl ebetoment proceeding eflectlng Iha use of the premises shell, at the option of Iha Lessor, be deomed a reach l1ereor. 
7, MAINTENANCB, REPAIR!;, ALTERATIONS: Lessee acknowledges that the premises ere In good order end repair, u ou .olherwlsa lndlcnled horeln. Leasoe ahnll, nl 
his own e,cponoe and ol ell times, melnteln the premises In good end safe condition, Including pinto gloss, eleclrlce wiring, plumbing ond hosting lnslollallons n,111 
nny olher system or aquipmonl upon the premises end shell surrender the same, et termination hereof, In es go d ccindlli~n es received, normnl woer omJ le~r 
e>cceplod. Lessee shall bo responslble for oil repairs required. 
______ tee.._Ad,..,..."""".....__..,_ ________________ f--__________ _ 
vvhlch sho II be malnlelned by Leos or. Lessee sholl eleo maintain In good condition such porllone adjacent to Iha pre lses, such oe sidewalks, driveweys, I owns enu 
oh rubbery, which would olherwlse be required to be maintained by Leasor. 
No Improvement or alteration or the premises shall be mode without tho prior wrltlen consent of lhe Lessor. 
repair, lrnprovomenl, or ellorotlon, Lessee shell give Lessor at least two 121 dnya written notice In order that Leaaor 
ly for liens. 
rl,or lo the comme11cement or ony substnnllnl 
ey posl appropriate notices lo avoid any lleblll· 
Lessee shell not commit any woste upon lhe premises, or e11y nuisance or act which may dlslurb Iha quiet enjoy ent of any 1onent lr1 1h11 building. 
B. ENTRY AND INSPECTION: Lessee shell j:lermit Leasor or Lessor's noents to enler upon Iha premises et reasonable imes end upon re~sonablr, nollco. fur 1110 fllH· 
pose or Inspecting. the same, end wlll permit Leasor at ony time within sixty (601 dny• prior to the expire lion of 1h16 I ase. 10 pince upon the promises ony usual "To 
L el" or "For Lesso" signs, ond permit persons desiring to lease the semo to lnspecl Iha premises thereeller. 
9. INDEMNIFICATION OF LESSOR: Lessor shell not be liable for eny demega or Injury to Lessee, or any olher parso or lo any property. occurring on the dornlscd 
premises or any pert thereof, anti Le99ee egreoa to hold Leasor harmless from any claims for damages, no metier ho · caused. 
10. POSSESSION: If Lessor Is unoblo lo deliver possession of the premise~ et the commencement hereof. Lessor shell n I be liable for any damage caused therouy, nor 
sholl lhla looge ue ,xold or voldablo, bul Lessoc ahnll not be liable for any rent until possession Is dellverod. Lessa may terminals Ihle lease If posaoaalon la not 
delivered within _IL__ davs of the commencement of the tarm hereof. 
11. 
12. LESSOR'S INSURANCI!: Lessor shnll maintain hazard lnsurnnce covering one hunurad porcanl replacemanl cosl or Iha lmprovon1ents 1hroughou1 Iha leo~e larm. 
Lauor'a lnauronr.n wlll not lnsuro Lcnsne'a pernonol property or lenaeholrl lmprovornnnto. 
1l. SUBltOC/ITll:m: To lhe rnexlmurrr e,clent pr!rmlllud by lnsura11ca pollclas which moy bo owned by Losser or LasRBe, assoe and Lessor, lor lho banolil al onch nlhor, 
wnlva any and all rlghlF of aubrogatlon which mlghl olherwlsa axls1. · 
·1o11. u,·ninES: Leason agroos lhet ha aholi bo raspo11slbl1.1 for the payment or all ulilitlea, Including waler, gas, aloc1riclty, I ual.and other sorvicas delivnratl la Iha prornls-
1111See Addendum B for Lessees Electricity Costs · 
15. SICNS: Leasor rBBerves the oxcluslve riaht to Iha roof, aide end roar walls of Ille Premises. Laaaao 1l1all not co11struc1 11y.projactlng sign or awning without 11,e prior 
wrl rtan conaenl of Lauor which c1,naant sh oil not be unreasonably with held, 
10, ABANDONMENT OF PRl!MISES: Lusee aholl nol vacale or abandon Iha premises ot any time durln[I tha larm her of; nnd If Lesseo shall nbendon or vacnlo tho 
premlaaa, or be dl1po11e111ed by procesa or law, or olharwisR, any peraonel property belonging Lo Lessee lalt upon t a pramlsos shall be deemed to ba abandonnd, 
at the oollon of Laasor. 
17. CONDEMNATION: If any parl of the pramlaes shall be loken or condonmad for public use, snd a perl thereof remain which Is susceplible or occupation hareundor, 
this leua shall, sa la the part token, tarmlnata as of Iha dale Iha conclomnor acquires possession, and lhareaftar Les l'!O shall bo required lo pny such proporllon of 
) 1ha rant lor Iha remaining larm as the value or Iha pramlaaa remaining baera to Iha totol value of 1h11 pramlaaa et Iha· ate of conctemnn1ln11· nrnul.-ln.-l h"'"'"""" "··' 
J Leasor mav ar hl1 nntlnn ••''"'"••• ,1 .. 1. •···- -- -' •'· · 1 • •• • 
...•• ...:. .. ,,.,,,.. ""'""'"'"'n•,..,~ 
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::ZD. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: Lonee shall not uee, store, or dispose of any haznrdoue substances upon lhe preinlse , except use and storage of such s~betances II !hey 
ere cuslomarily used In lessee's business, end such use and slorage complies with ell environmental laws. Haza ous substances means eny hnardous weslo, sub-
stance or 1oxic ma1erlals regulalod under eny environmental lows or reguleliona eppliceble lo the properly. 
21. INSOLVENCY: In the event a recuiver Is appointed lo take over the business of Lossee, or In lhe evenl Lessee mak s a gonerel eselgnment for the benollt of creditor&, 
or Losseo lnkes or sulfurs any eclion under eny insolvency or bankruptcy act, the aeme shall consthule breech uf his leoao by Lessee. 
22. REMEDIES OF OWNER ON DEFAULT: In the event of any breach of this loase by Leseee, Lessor may, at hi• opll , terminate the lease and racovor from Leaaao: lal 
lite worth el the time of award of the unpaid renl which wes earned al the·tlme of termination; lbl lhe worth at th time of award of the amount by which rho unpaid 
rent which would have been earned after termination until the lime of the ewerd exceeds the amount of such ren al Ion thel lhe Leeeeo proves could have boon reo-
eonably avoided; fc) the worth al the lime of award of Iha amount by which the unpaid rent for the balance of I term alter the time of award exceoda tho amount 
ol such ron1ol 1011 that Leaeee proves could bo reasonably avoided; and Id) any other amount neceaaory to com ensate Leeeor for all detriment proidmeloly cousod 
by Lessee's failure lo purform his obligations under the leaea or which In Iha ordinary cuuree of things would bo I ely to reault therefrom. 
Leuor may, In the allarnallve, corillnua 1h11 leeae In effect, ae long ea Laeaor doH not tarrnlnate Lenee's r ght to posaasalon, and Lauor may enforce ell hie 
rights end remedies under Iha lease, lncludlng the right lo recover the renl es II bocomes due under the leaee. If aold breach of lease continues, Lessor may, el any 
rime lhereefler, elect to lermlnele Iha lease. 
Nothing contalnod herein 1hell be deemed 10 limit any other rlghle or remedies which Leasor may have. 
:Z3. SECURITY: Tho security depoall eat forth above, If any, shell eacure the performance of the Leseee'e obligations reundor. Lessor may, bul shall not be obligated 10 
apply all or portions of said depoail on account of Lessee's obllgetlons hereunder. Any balance romalning upon l rmlnatlon shall be roturned to Lessee. Les~ee sholl 
not have the right to apply tho Security Deposit In peym0111 of the lesl monlh'R rent. 
:Z4. DEPOSIT REFUNDS: The balance of ail deposits shall be refunded wllhln two woeks from date possession le de ivared to Owner or hie eulhorlzed Agent, togelher 
whh a a101emenl showing any charges made ageinsl such depo•lla by Owner. 
25. WAIVER OF ·RICHT TO JURY TRIAL: In Iha evenl lhore shall be a dlapu1e between Leaeor end Lea1ea end ellher party shell file en ecilon agelnll Iha olher party 10 
enforce lhalr rlghls under 1hla loaeo, lo lnlerprel Iha Leese terms, or arising out of their relationship ea Loaaee a d Leaaor, the parties agree thal the mailer eholl be 
tried by the court wlthoul a Jury and each party specifically waives lhe righl 10 a jury !rial In any such ecllon. 
26. ATTORNEY'S FEE AND COSTS: In any ecllon or proceeding Involving a diapule bulwoen Lessor and Leaaee arisl g oul of lhe execution of 1h11 leeee, or 10 enforce 
Iha lerms ontl conditions of lhis lease, or lo recover possession of Iha premises from Lessee, the prevailing pert shell be eniltled 10 rocelvo from the olher party o 
reasonable anorney's fee, experl lees, appraisal fees and ell olher cosls Incurred In connection with such actlo or proceedings, 10 be determined by the court or 
erbilrelorlsl. 
:27. WAIVER: No failure of Lessor 10 enforce any lerm hereof shell be deemed lo be a waiver. 
:ZB. NOTICES: Any notice which either party may or ls required 10 give, shall be given by malling Iha same, postage repaid, 10 Lessee ol Iha premises, or Lesaor at Iha 
address shown below, or el auch 01har pieces es may be designated by the parties from lime 10 lime. 
:Z 9. HOLDINC OVER: ~-e-.ff-eket-tM-ei!l!i1'11Mt'HH'-ll~ei-wittt-the-o!t!'l&ftftt-e+-l::ttllefr-Shttll-l,e,--, -et-e-mom~ ,...,.,,,,teht4, 
:;==-===iiet~~;;;i;n,i;~eoNJiinoe=wil.fi::lf,;:~n!i=fiiii'iieF.'M=iipjilieticli,-
30_ TIME: Time is ol lhe essence of lhis leaaa. 
31. HEIRS, ASSICNS, SUCCESSORS: This lease Is binding upon end Inures lo Iha benefit of Iha heirs, assigns and sue 
:S:Z. TAX INCREASE: In Iha evenl !here la any Increase during any year of Iha term of this lease in the Cily, County or tale reel estate laxes over and above Iha amount 
of such laxes aasossecl for the lex year during which Iha term of ·1hia lease commence&, whether because of Iner ased rate or valuation, Lessee shall pay to Lessur 
upon presenlotion of paid lax bllla en amount equal to See_M~.iai in taxes upon lhe land and bui ding in which the leasod premises aro situated. In 
Iha evonl lhel such lawes ere assessed for a lex year extending boyond the term of lhe lea&e, 1he obilgotlon of essee shell be proportionate lo lhe portion of tho 
lease lerm included In euch year. 
33. COST OF LIVINC INCREASE:-l~111'e'W'i~~""~lbe aJjboted ell~on-1.M-fifot-eey-o+- -mentn-1TMMtii-atef-r"ffl'l~e-e,,p~ 
___ moritffii1romaa1i orcommiincemenTlirtffii1erm aiiaupon \he exp1rii11on iireacli __ moiil:nstnerea1tii m accofoance w1fficliimges ii'i111ou.S:"Consumer 
~rtt:IT~roux-turntrUrtnm-eumromrm.n982-=l!'ltT~ITUl'lmrarr~~mm~mv-ef't"~~tnn-nmrnll',T11m~tnrtt~~ Rm:t"ro~~mnmmnn:imn-nnmrmmm'l1Vi'll'm~m 
ftmtrirr71111"11'g'n1¢rt,Tralttplil!IH:ry,rl nn:tton-1:mJ-ntJTTT1mrtDT"'l1f-whit:h+.r-tmr-E!P1-fm ti re saco, td cala, tdu, mtmtlr · hrtur; pl ecedi, ,g 1'1te-adjmmrnmrttur1n.1rrthtre 
vem,minatcMJt'l'ITTictris--tt-m-€f't fo1 ti ,e seeo, ,d cale 11 da1 montlrpnm,tlmv-lhtrcmmmmce-rm,rn-of-thirtelffl!"tUmT , 11crmrver;-i lrTitT'11'1"111'"ll'lmtt'ttre"Tmmth ty 
nmrtra1mnturm1m a111olfflt1r11t'fuml1Trp-ara~- See Addendt.nn A 
34. OPTION TO RENEW: Provided lhal Lessee is nol In default In the performance of this lease, Lessee shall have ttie plion to renow Iha leaso for on adulllonal term of 
12Q __ months commencing et Iha e11Pir,11ti,C\(l.nf the initial lease lerm. All of the terms and conditions of the leaae hall apply during Iha renewal le rm except that rho 
monthly run, shell be the sum of $ __ ;;i.&a.- which shall be edjusled In accordani...e with the cost of living lncrea o provision sel forth In paragraph 33. 
The oplion shell be exercised by wrlllen no lice given lo Lessor not less than _LQ__ days prior to Iha expire!' n of Iha iniliol leese torm. If notice is not given in 
Iha manner provided herein wilhin Iha time specified. this option shall explro. 
35. LESSOR'S LIADILITY: Tho term "Leasor· es used in !his paragraph. shall mean only Iha owner of Iha real prop rty or a L11ssee'a lnieresl In a oround lease of Iha 
premises. In the event of any lransfer of such lille or ln1eresl, the Leasor named herein for the grenlor In ceae of a y subsequenl transfers) shell bo relieved of oll lia-
bilily related 10 Lessor's obligations to be performed aher such lransfer. Provided, however, that any funds In t e hands or Lessor or Granter al the lime of such 
lranslor shall be delivered lo Grantee. Leaser's oblioa,lons hereunder shall bo binding upon Lessor's successors d assigns only during !heir respec1lve p1>rlods of 
ownership. 
36. ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 
lal Lessee ahall el any lime upon nol leas than ten 1101 days' prior written notice from Lessor execute, ackno ledge and deliver lo Lessor o s1a1ernen1 In wrlling 
( 11 cerlilying lhal this Laaaa la unmodified and in full force and effect for, if modified, slating the nature of such modification and cartlfy\ng lhal this Lease, DB 10 
moclir,od, is in full force and affect!, the amount of any aacurhy deposit, and the data lo which the rent and her chargaa ara paid In odvanca, If any, nnd 121 
acknowledging 1h11 thara ere not, 10 Laaaaa's knowledge, any uncured d11foulla on Iha port of Lessor hereunder, r apecllyir,g such dalaulta II any aro cl11lrnad. Any 
s11ch s111111manl may be conclusively relied upon by any prospacllva b11yer or encumbrancer lo Iha Premises. 
Ill) Al Le1&0r' option, Lessaa'a failure 10 deliver such alalemanl within such time shall ba a matarlal breach of this Laaae or shall ba conclusive upon Lassu (11 
lhnl this Leoae la In lull force and affect, without modlflcntlon axcepl as may ba represented by Leaaor, 121 that the ora no uncured claloulls In laa110r'1 parfurmanca, 
and 131 thal nol more than ono monlh's rant haa baen paid In advance or such fnllura rnoy lie considerer! by Lo,1sor as n default liy l.ll~ueo under lhi~ Laasn. 
le) II LliRuo; duiros 10 nn~nco, raflnonc1:1, or S'oill Iha l'ru,nlaes, or any part thareol, Lass,11 hereby agrees 111 d fiver 10 any lenclor or buyer designated by Lessor 
such li1111ncial s1olamen11 of Laaseu BB may be reaaonably required by such lender or buyer, Such a1e1amen1s 1hal Include the past-three yeors' financial statements 
of LasHe. All such nnancial statements shall be racaivad by Laaaor and such lender or buyer In conlldanca and ah Iba uaad only for the purpoaes herein eel forth. 
37. COMMON AREA EXPENSES: In the event the damleed prem(aes are situated In a shopping center or In a comm rclal building In which there ara common areas, 
Lesua egraas to pay his pro-rate shara of .nalntenanca, laxes, and Insurance for the common araa. 
38, ADDENDUM: An addendum, signed by the parties, ar:J la allached, c:::::J Is not anached hereto, 
BNTIRI ACRBEMINT: Tha foragolng conatltutas Iha anllre agreement balween Iha parties and may ba modified only ye writing signed by both partlaa. The following 
Exhibits, If any, hava baan made a part of this lease belora the parties' execution hereof: 
Tha undaraloned Lasaee hereby acknowladgea receipt of a copy hereof. 
_________________________ Agent 
-·-·· ....... _______________________ Addresa 
ADDENDUM A 
The lease between Lessor and Lessee will be for a period of 30 
years. 
On December 15, 1996, Lessee will will pay Lessor $15,000 to 
complete the buyout of the existing Baptist Church Lease (4/1/96 
thru 3/31/97). 
The rent for each year is as follows: 
The first seven months (April 1, 1997 through October 31, 1997) 
will be rent free. Beginning November 1, 1997 Lessee will begin 
making monthly rent payments as follows: 
First ten years: November 1, 1997 through October 31, 2007: 
$3,750/mo 
Second ten years: November 1, 2007 through October 31, 2017: 
$4,375/mo 
Third ten years: November 1, 2017 through October 31, 2027: 
$5,000/mo 
Lessor will be entitled to 5% of the gross sales of the entire 
operation (on premises) for the previous month or the base rent 
indicated above, whichever is greater. By the 10th of each 
month, Lessee will provide to Lessor the monthly sales figures 
for the previous month - if a percentage r~t is due, Lessee will 
pay the the Lessor the difference owed by the 15th of that month. 
This addendum will act as a power of attorney for Lessor to check 
sales figures with Idaho State Sales Tax Commission in Idaho 
Falls. In no event will the monthly rent be less than the base 
rent. 
Landlord will be entitled to a $250 food and drink credit per 
month to be used at his discretion; i.e., gift certificates or 
food and drink This credit will be cumulative. 
ADDENDUM B 
The maintenance responsibilities are as follows: 
responsible for (T) and Landlord responsible for (L). 
Tenant 
Roof: T% , Exterior Walls: L , Interior Walls: T , 
structural Repair: L , Interior Decorating: T , Interior 
Painting T , Exterior Painting: T , Sewer and Plumbing 
Equipment: T , Heating and Air Conditioning: T Electrical 
Equipment: T , Light Globes and Tubes: T , Glass Breakage: 
T , Trash Removal: T , Jani tor: T , Doors: T 
Microbrewery Patio and Deck Maintenance: T , Restaurant 
Equipment: T, _Refrigeration Units: T , Exhaust and Ceiling 
Fans: T , All Restaurant Furniture: T 
Utilities, Taxes, and Insurance 
Landlord pays (L). 
Tenant pays (T) and 
Electric Power: * T 50% , Gas Heat: T , Water: T , Sewer: 
T , Telephone: T , Real Property Tax: **Tenant will pay 
increase, Personal Property Tax: T , Fire Insurance on 
Building: ***Tenant will pay increase , Fire Insurance on 
Personal Property: T , Glass Insurance: T 
* Landlord pays 50% of electric power during the term of the 
lease. 
** Tenant will pay property tax increase based on square feet 
leased to Tenant for the term of the lease with 1996 being the 
base year. 
*** Tenant will pay fire insurance increase based on square 
feet leased to Tenant during the term of the lease with 1996 
being the base year. 
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
1. Lessee plans to spend a minimum of $400,000 on remodeling 
of the premises and installation of the microbrewery system. 
Lessee will furnish checks and invoices to see the $400,000 
has been paid. 
Lessee will provide plans and specifications to Lessor for 
this proj.ect for Lessor's input and approval. 
As it pertains to the c.ost of the walls, ceiling and floor, 
Lessor agrees to pay 50% of the following items: floor 
covering, ceiling, walls (includes sheetrock, studs & paint) 
with total amount not to exceed $70,000 or $35,000 as 
Lessor's share. 
Lessor will pay 50% of two natural gas 








When Lessor's share of improvements are determined, Lessor 
may pay his share of remodeling costs on a monthly pro-rated 
basis to Lessee over the first ten years of the lease at no 
interest. 
2. Tenant will have the exclusive right to use the north 
marquee in the parking lot to advertise his business. The 
sign must comply with city codes and Lessor will approve the 
sign. 
3. Tenant has permission to install a sign on the north bridge, 
subject to Lessor's approval that meets all city codes. 
4. Tenant has permission to have an outside deck which will not 
decrease or interfere with Blue Shield· and Hansen Marketing 
parking. Lessor will approve the design and size of the 
deck and must meet all city codes. 
5. Lessor will apply a value to the purchase and installation 
of four additional awnings and two outdoor lights of a 
total value no less than awnings and outdoor lighting 
installed for Eagle Rock Station. Tenant will oversee 
installations and pay for any upgrade. 
6. Landlord will finish drivit on the back side of the lease 
building. 
7. Lessee will make certain that storage space used by Hansen 
Marketing, Lessor and Quilted Bear will remain intact, 
however access may be altered. 
8. Lessee will agree not to sell any handmade crafts but 
reserves the right to sell manufactured products such as T-
shirts, hats, mugs, etc., bearing company logo. 
9. In consideration of Landlord agreeing to a ten year option, 
Tenant will resurface the entire north .end of the Eagle Rock 
Station parking lot, including where Hansen Marketing and 
Blue Shield park, at a cost of $. 40 per square foot or 
approximately $10,000, at their expense. 
Lessee will use care in demolition of the lease premises. Lessee 
will have first option to use such items as heaters, ceiling 
tiles, lights, fixtures, sinks, toilets, etc., and Lessor shall 
have second option to receive and retain any items thereafter. 
Page 3 
Addendum B 
Concerning the lease between Watkins and Watkins and Michael 
Storms dba Quilted Bear, dated Jne 8, 1994, all financial credit 
contained therin will be applied toward this new lease and its 
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This addendum modifies the lease dated July 31, 1996 between Watkins 
& Watkins (hereafter "Landlord") and Kathy Burggraf and Mike Storms 
(hereafter "Tenant"). All terms not inconsistent with this addendum 
remain unchanged. 
The parties agree as follows: 
1. The lease term begins on November 1, 1997, but Tenant agrees 
to prepay rent on July 31, 1997, in the amount of $25,000. This 
prepaid rent will be credited against the monthly rent as it becomes 
due pursuant to the lease. 
2. The curb, sidewalk and driveways adjacent to the leasehold 
premises are presently being improved. Landlord and the City of 
Idaho Falls are each paying 1/2 of the cost of the curb and gutter 
work being done. Landlord will pay all the costs for the 
construction of the new sidewalk, new driveways, and the concrete 
flatwork in the area between the sidewalk and curb where some 
planter boxes and seating will be constructed. Landlord will also 
pay for the installation of water lines to the planter boxes and for 
the installation of electrical lines connecting Tenants• electrical 
power meter to the planter boxes. 
3. Tenant will pay all costs for the construction and 
maintenance of the planter boxes and plantings therein and for any 
seats constructed adjacent to the premises or the sidewalk. Tenant 
will pay all costs for any electrical or plumbing fixtures in or at 
the planter boxes. 
4. Tenant will pay an additional prepayment of rent as soon as 
the aforesaid concrete work, water line, and electrical line 
referred to in paragraph 2 have been completed. The amount of this 
prepayment will be the amount spent by Landlord in completing this 
work. This additional prepayment of rent will also be credited 
against rent as it becomes due pursuant to the lease. No additional 
credit will be given for interest on either prepayment, however. 
5. During the approxilllately eight month period while the monthly 
rent is being covered by the prepaid rent, the rent shall be $3,750 
per month and the 5% of gross alternative rent shall not apply, 
regardless of Tenant's gross incomes. 
6. Landlord is entitled to a $250 per month food and drink 
credit, to be used at his discretion, i.e., gift certificates, food, 
or drink. However, this monthly food credit must be used within six 
months of each month's credit. 
7. Tenant is currently remodeling the storage space over the 
leasehold premises, even though this space is currently not included 
as part of the leasehold premises. As soon as the cost of 
Page 2 
remodeling is determined, Landlord and Tenant will meet and 
determine a fair price for Tenant to pay for rent on this additional 
space and such agreement will become an additional addendum to the 
lease. 
8. There is presently some common area entrance and storage 
space which is part of what is shown on Exhibit C as Lease Space #16 
(in the northwest interior corner of Eagle Rock Station) which is 
now being utilized by the Quilted Bear. If this space becomes 
available for rent in the future, Tenant shall have a first right-
of-refusal on renting this space. 
9. In addition to the 30-year lease and the 10-year option ·csr ' din the lease, the parties agree that Tenant shall have a 
: second . -year option, with a base rent of $6,833 per month or 5% of 
gross sales, whichever is greater. This option must be 
\..\ ~ exercised by no later than 90 days prior to the expiration of the 
~ first option period, and in the same manner the exercise of _the 
::...._;;;;:;st opt:n as provided by Paragra~o~ riginal lease. 




Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COlTRT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF BONNEVIl..,LE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 













) _______________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS 
Michael Storms, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am one of the defendants named in this action, and therefore make this affidavit 
based on my actual knowledge and belief. 
2. I signed the original lease and addendums dated July 31, 1996. 
3. There was a short period of time when I was not very involved with the Brownstone 
restaurant; however, in approximately 2002, I took over the management of the Brownstone, and 




have been involved with its operation ever smce. I purchased Kathy Burggraf's interest m 
approximately 2005. 
4. I am aware of the terms of the contract. 
5. The contract gives the Brownstone the right to use an area outside the restaurant for 
seating and serving customers. The use of the outside area was contemplated by the parties at the 
time the contract was signed and therefore is part of the contract. 
6. With this right, the Brownstone has used the same outside area near the front of the 
restaurant for tables and chairs for at least four years. 
7. I have never received an objection or request to stop using this area until after this 
lawsuit was filed. 
8. Ever since I took over the management of the Brownstone, I have paid an additional 
$100.00 per month for the use of the upstairs storage area. This use of storage area was 
contemplated and included in the original lease. I have been paying for and using this area since 
2002. It is my belief that Kathy Burgraff was paying and using this area during the period of time 
when I was not involved with the Brownstone. 
9. I am aware of the area designated as "Space #16" on Addendum C. Contrary to that 
drawing and to plaintiff's claims, this area is a long, narrow.hallway that has always been attached 
to the Brownstone. There is an entrance to this area from the outside, but the interior of this space 
is directly attached to the Brownstone Restaurant. There is no separate, designated space that 
matches "Space#l6" as referenced by plaintiff and on Addendum C. Regardless of the specific area, 
I believe this space was contemplated and included in the original agreement in that the Brownstone 
has always used this space without comment or objection from plaintiff. 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS 
DATED this il day of July, 2009. 
Michael Storms 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on oath before me this~ay of July, 2009. 
~.~ 
Notary Public o daho 
Residing at: Idaho a s, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: to -C-~2-0l 4 
3 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the Z't day of July, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS to be served upon the following persons at 
the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
414 SHOUP A VENlJE 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\006 Storms Affidavit 
[ ] Mail 
[X] Hand Deli very 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFJCES, PLLC 
By: 
4 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KA THY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 












Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY BURGGRAF 
Kathy Burggraf, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am one of the defendants named in this action, and therefore make this affidavit 
based on my actual knowledge and belief. 
2. I signed the original lease and addendums dated July 31, 1996. 
3. Addendum D to the Lease states that the upstairs storage space was being remodeled. 
I paid all the remodeling costs. 
1 - AFFIDAVIT OF KA THY BURGRAF 
4. There was a short period of time when Michael Storms was not very involved with 
the Brownstone restaurant; however, in approximately 2002, Michael Storms again became very 
involved with management of the Brownstone. In 2006 Michael Storms became the sole owner of 
the Brownstone Restaurant. 
5. After the remodeling was completed, I had several conversations with Dane Watkins 
about paying additional rent for this upstairs space. 
6. Based on those conversations, I began paying an additional $100.00 per month for 
the upstairs storage space. 
7. I continued to pay this additional $100.00 per month while I was managing the 
Brownstone. 
8. At no time after I began paying this $100. 00 did plaintiff object or reject this payment. 
9. It is my belief that defendants' use of the upstairs storage space was contemplated in 
and included in the Lease. It is further my belief that this is confirmed by the payment of and 
acceptance of the additional $100.00 per month for this space. 
9. I am aware of the area designated as "Space#16" on Addendum C. Contrary to what 
is depicted on Addendum C, and contrary to plaintiffs claims, this area is a long, narrow hallway 
that has always been attached to the Brownstone. The Brownstone started using this space after the 
Quilted Bear stopped using this space. 
10. It is my belief that defendants' use of this space was contemplated and included in 
the Lease. 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF KA THY BURGRAF 
DATED thise-2 (_/ day of July, 2009. 
1,~v!l 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on oath before me this?\ __ / day of July, 2009. 
No :ublic ofldaho 
Residing at: Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 0'-1;? -/ J-' 
3 - AFFIDAVIT OF KA THY BURGRAF 
.. . . 
·, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the _Z!_ day of July, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY BURGGRAF to be served upon the following persons 
at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
414 SHOUP A VENUE 
PO BOX50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\007 Burggraf Affidavit 
[ ] Mail 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
4 - AFFIDAVIT OF KA THY BURGRAF 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMP ANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 














Case No. CV-08-7258 
DEFENDANTS' AMENDED 
MOTION TO AMEND 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
COME NOW defendants Michael Storms and Kathy Burggraf, by and through their counsel 
of record, and move this Court for leave to amend their Answer to plaintiffs Complaint pursuant 
to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a)(c). Defendants seek leave to add information with respect 
to denial of the claims and affirmative defenses. 
This motion is made upon the following grounds: 
1. Following the service of the original Answer in this matter, the parties have 
participated in limited discovery with interrogatories and production of documents. No depositions 
have been taken. The discovery cutoff is December 21, 2009. 
1 - DEFENDANTS' AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
2. The second setting trial in this matter is scheduled for February 9, 2010, with a first 
setting fallback trial date of June 22, 2010. 
4. Because discovery has not been completed, the proposed changes in the Answer do 
not raise any issues which had been previously explored in discovery. 
5. Plaintiff will suffer no prejudice with an amendment of this Answer. 
DATED this _f_fe__ day of October, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
2 - DEFENDANTS' AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
, , 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the /,_, day of October, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO 
COMPLAINT to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either 
by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand 
delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\010 Mot Amend Answer 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
3 - DEFENDANTS' AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KA THY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-08-7258 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' 
AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND 
ANSWER TO AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW the plaintiff, The Watkins Company, LLC ("Watkins"), and objects 
to defendants' motion to amend answer to amended complaint and corresponding amended 
motion to amend answer to complaint. 
Watkins objects to the proposed amended answer on the following grounds and 
reasons: 
1. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) governs parties' requests to amend their 
pleadings. The rule requires that leave to amend should be "freely given," but only "when 
justice so requires." I.R.C.P. 15(a). Here, the defendants have offered no reason why 
justice requires the amendments they seek. 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - Page 1 
F:\CLIENTS\BDS\7973\Pleadings\025 Objection.Ds.Mot.Amend.Answer.doc 
<, 
2. The defendants are still delinquent in their discovery responses to Watkins. 
Specifically, the defendants have failed or refused to deliver gross monthly sales figures 
from business(es) operated on the property that is the subject of this action. Worse yet, the 
defendants' lease originally granted Watkins a power of attorney to obtain these sales 
reports from the Idaho State Tax Commission. After the defendants refused to produce the 
reports, Watkins began requesting them from the Idaho State Tax Commission based on the 
power of attorney. After Watkins received reports through the month of July 2009, the 
Idaho State Tax Commission notified Watkins' counsel on September 16, 2009 that Michael 
Storms had contacted the Idaho State Tax Commission and revoked the power of attorney to 
Watkins and would not provide further reports. Watkins' counsel requested the defendants 
supplement their discovery responses to provide the sales reports. In supplemental answers 
received October 28, 2009, the defendants do not provide the reports. Moreover, the 
supplemental answers are not verified by defendants as required by I.R.C.P. 33(a)(2). 
3. The deadline for completing discovery in this case is December 21, 2009. 
Therefore, if the court grants the defendants motion to amend their answer, Watkins will 
only have a few weeks to serve additional written discovery so as to hope to receive 
complete responses by the deadline. Thus, granting the defendants' motion to amend their 
complete will likely prejudice Watkins' ability to conduct discovery unless the court resets 
the deadline for completing discovery and risks further delays in bringing this matter to trial. 
4. The court should not permit the defendants to amend their pleadings to raise 
even more issues where the defendants have failed and continue to fail to produce complete 
discovery responses to existing issues. Before the court allows the defendants to expand the 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - Page 2 
F:\CLIENTS\BDS\7973\Pleadings\025 Objection.Ds.Mot.Amend.Answer.doc 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this tt'~day of October, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' AMENDED 
MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT to be served, by 
placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States Mail, postage 
prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, addressed to the 
following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
263 5 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
[ ])?-S. Mail 
[ v1 Fax 
[ ] Overnight Deli very 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' AMENDED MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO AMENDED 
COMPLAINT - Page 4 
F:\CLIENTS\BDS\7973\Pleadings\025 Objection.Os.Mot.Amend.Answer.doc 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Jclaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
?ilP9 .~it,•.· 1 o" p;,i 0. ,.. 8 .. u ~ .... ,' I ) I \)• J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 





) DEFENDANTS' AMENDED ANSWER 






COME NOW defendants Michael Storms and Kathy Burggraf, by and through their attorney 
of record, and answer the amended complaint filed in this matter. 
1. Amended complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
2. Defendants deny each and every allegation contained in the amended complaint 
unless specifically admitted herein. 
3. Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 of the 
amended complaint. 
1- DEFENDANTS' AMENDED ANSWER TO A~NDED COMPLALr-..[T 
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4. Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 
22, 23, 25, 26, '.27, 28, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 46 and 48 of the amended complaint. 
5. Answering paragraphs 10, 13, 17,21,24,29,33,37,41 and 43, no specific response 
is necessary as the claims contained in these allegations are merely reallegations. 
6. Defendants are unaware of the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the amended 
complaint, and therefore deny the same. 
7. In answering paragraph 6 of the amended complaint, defendants admit that the 
language listed in paragraph 6 is contained in the lease executed between the parties. Defendants 
deny that plaintiff is entitled to any alleged damages pursuant to said language. 
8. In answering paragraph 14 of the amended complaint, defendants admit that the lease 
contains language discussing the payment of future rent due if there is a breach of the lease. 
Defendants deny that defendants have taken any action or course of conduct which is a breach of this 
lease and entitles plaintiff to damages. 
9. In answering paragraph 30 of the amended complaint, defendants admit that there 
were occasions during the lease when a cooler was located on the property. Defendants deny that 
the cooler gives rise to damages or additional compensation due to plaintiff. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a separate fu1ther answer and defense, defendants allege that plaintiff has failed to 
reasonably mitigate damages and that plaintiff may not recover for damages which could have been 
reasonably avoided. 
2 - DEFENDANTS' AMENDED ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As ,1 separate further answer and defense and without waiving any denial that plaintiff is 
entitled to damages, defendants allege that if plaintiff is entitled to any damages, alJ or a portion of 
plaintiff's cause of action against defendants is ban-ed by the applicable statute of limitations. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a separate further answer and defense, defendants allege that plaintiff's cause of action 
is baned by the equitable doctrine of laches. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a separate further answer and defense, defendants allege that plaintiff and defendants 
entered into a course of conduct throughout the history of the lease which is the subject of this 
lawsuit and said course of conduct altered and amended the w1itten lease. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a separate further answer and defense, defendants allege that plaintiff's cause of action is 
barred by accord and satisfaction. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a separate further answer and defense, defendants allege that plaintiff's cause of action is 
baITed by res judicata. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendants allege that the services of Thomsen Stephens Law Offices have been engaged in 
the defense of plain ti ff s amended complaint and that they are entitled to reasonable attorney fees from 
plaintiff pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and/or 12-121, or any other statute pied by the plaintiff. 
3 - DEFENDANTS' AMENDED ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT 
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WHEREFORE, defendants pray the judgment, order, and decree of this court as follows: 
l. That plaintiffs amended complaint be dismissed with prejudice and plaintiff take 
nothing thereby. 
2. For judgment against plaintiff for costs and disbursements incun-ed herein. 
3. For judgment against plaintiff for attorney fees as set by this court pursuant Lo slalule 
and court rule. 
4. For such other and further relief as the court deems just and proper under the 
circumstances. 
DATED this 17th day of November, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendants demand trial by jury of not less than 12 persons as to all issues triable to a jury in 
this matter. 
DATED this 17[11 day of November, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
4- DEFENDANTS' AMENDED ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify thal I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 17th day of November, 2009, I caused a true and con-ect 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' AMENDED ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED 
COMPLAINT to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either by 
depositing said document in the United States mail with the coITect postage thereon or by hand 
delive1ing or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
BRYAN D SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\011 Amd Ans to Amd Complaint 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
5- DEFENDANTS' AMENDED ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT 
,·, ("', 
ct; 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 . 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KA THY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 




Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DANE WATKINS, SR. 
DANE WATKINS, SR., being first duly sworn upon oath, states and deposes as 
follows: 
1. I am a managing member of the plaintiff in this case, am over the age of 
21, and make this affidavit based on my personal knowledge. 
2. The defendants in this case operate a business called the Brownstone 
Restaurant & Brewhouse ("Brownstone") in the leased premises. Attached hereto and 
marked as Exhibit "A" are true and correct copies of Brownstone's monthly gross sales 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS, SR. - Page I 
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reports to the Idaho State Tax Commission, printouts from the Idaho State Tax 
Commission showing Brownstone's reported monthly gross sales, and summary reports 
from the Idaho State Tax Commission showing Brownstone's gross monthly sales from 
November 1997 through October 2009. I received these documents from the Idaho State 
Tax Commission and from the defendants' discovery responses in this matter. 
3. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "B" is a spreadsheet showing by 
month the base rent due under the lease at issue in this case, the Brownstone's gross sales 
for each corresponding month, a calculation of 5% of the defendants' gross sales, and the 
balance owed under the alternative minimum rent calculation after subtracting the base 
rent due under the lease for those months in which the alternative minimum rent 
exceeded the base rent. Taking the total of the alternative rent due minus the base rent 
previously paid results in a total unpaid alternative rent balance of $28,903.39 through 
October 2009. 
4. The defendants have paid the base rent for these months, but have never 
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5. The Lease provides that the defendants will provide Watkins with a $250 
monthly food and drink credit. However, the defendants have not provided the monthly 
credit to Watkins since December 2008. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
~~~~~-
Dane Watkins, Sr. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 1-J-day of December, 2009. 
Notary Public for the te 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Id 
My Commission Expires: 04/11/11 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS, SR. - Page 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ..:2._ day of December, 2009, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS, SR. to be 
served, by placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, 
addressed to the following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
AFFlDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS, SR. - Page 4 
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[~S.Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
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ID_ qrOl l - SUT Summary of Returns Idaho State Tax Commission 
Run Date: 7/22/2009 9:05 AM 
Account ID: 00066266008 
From Date: 0\/01/2008 
To Date: 07/22/2009 
Taxpayer: BROWNSTONE COMPANIES £NC 
Account Type: Sales & Use Tax 
Rtn Tme Total Sales Non Taxable Net Taxable llsc Taxable Adjustments Tax Due Pen & fnt Total Oue Date Receh-ed 
··-------------------------------------------------
5/31/2009 Original 120,000.00 0.00 120,000.00 0.00 0.00 7,200.00 0.00 7,200.00 6/19/2009 
------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------................... - ......... _ .. ,, .......... - .......... .. 
,,,,/, 
{ !> 4/30/2009 Original 99,000.00 0.00 99,000.00 0.00 0.00 5,940.00 0,00 5,940.00 5/19/2009 
';,·, ,;,;;'1 •''•:,;,;;:://<-- - -- ---------------------------- --------------------·---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------
3/31/2009 Original 85,000.00 0.00 85,000.00 0.00 0.00 5,100.00 0.00 5, I 00,00 4/20/2009 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------
2/28/2009 Original 68,000.00 0.00 68,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,080.00 0.00 4,080.00 3/20/2009 
--------------·---------------------------- ---------- --- -------------·--·--------------·-----------·-----------
Original 72,000.00 0.00 72,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,320.00 0.00 4,320.00 2/4/2009 I /3 I /2009 
12/3112008 
----------··--··-··---·--·----------·-----·-----·--·-----·-------------------------·---·---·--------- ----------------·----------·-------------------·-·------------------
Original 79,000.00 0.00 79,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,740.00 0.00 4,740.00 1/20/2009 
----------------------------·----------------------·----·-----·----------------------------------··-·----------·--·-·------------------------ ----------------------·----···-·-----------------------------------
11/30/2008 Original 73,500.00 0.00 73,500.00 0.00 0.00 4,410.00 0.00 4,410.00 12/22/2008 
-·--------------------- ----------------·---··--------------·------·-·--------------···--------------------------------------------------·-----·-----------·--------- ---·------------------------------
10/31/2008 Original 87,330.00 0.00 87,330.00 0.00 0.00 5,240.00 0.00 5,240.00 11/20/2008 
---------------------··---- -··-----------·---·-····-·--··--···----·-·-·---·--------·--·------------·---------------------------·----------------------·------------------- ---
9/30/2008 Original 90,000.00 0.00 90,000.00 0.00 0.00 5,400.00 0.00 5,400,00 10/20/2008 
-------------·---·-·----·---------·--·--·----------------- ---------·----------------------·------ -----·-------·-------------------·------ ---------------------------------
8/31/2008 Original 109,000.00 0.00 109,000.00 0.00 0.00 6,540.00 0.00 6,540.00 9/17/2008 
-------------------·---·------------------------·------ ---------·----·····-------·------··-----·--- --- .. _ ........ --.-· ... - ......... , ....... , ....................... --------·----·------
7/31/2008 Original 128,750.00 0.00 128,750,00 0.00 0.00 7,725 00 0.00 7,725.00 8/19/2008 
----------··----------------------·---···-·---·-·-----------·------- ·------···------·-··--------·-----·--------------------··-----,·--··--------·-------------·----·---···-----····---·-----·--···----------------------------·---
6/30/2008 Original 111,000.00 0.00 111,000.00 0.00 0.00 6,660.00 0.00 6,660.00 7/20/2008 
----------------------------------·--·--·-----------·-··---·------ -----------·----------·-------··-----------·----··--·--·----·-------·----------·--------·-----·---·-·-----------------·---------·--·--------- --·--------
5/31/2008 Original I 07,000.00 0.00 107,000.00 0.00 0.00 6,420.00 0.00 6,420.00 6/17/2008 
-------------------------------··--··---·-------------------------·--·-·--·----------·---·-··------------- ----·----···--------·-----------·---------·---- -----·-------------·----------------- --·---··-------------····--------------------· 
4/30/2008 Original 65,500.00 0.00 65,500.00 0.00 0.00 3,930.00 0.02 3,930.02 5/20/2008 
··----- ---- ---- --- ---- - -- --·- --·--------. ---·--------·- - --- ----------------·--·---------------------·-·--------------~--------------------------·--------·-----·---------·------ ----... - .......................................... - ....... .. 
3/31/2008 Original 72,000.00 0.00 72,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,320.00 0.00 4,320.00 4/18/2008 
-------------- ·------ --- - --·------- - - ·---------- --------- ··--------·-·--····------------------·--··------------··--·- ---- ----------·-------·---------·----------------·-------------------------
Original 60,000.00 0.00 60,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,600.00 0.00 3,600,00 3/18/2008 2/29/2008 
1/31/2008 
-------------------·----··------··--------------··---·---------------·------·----------------------------------------···-·--------···--·------------------···--··-·----
Original 54,000.00 0.00 54,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,240.00 0.00 3,240,00 2/20/2008 
--- ---- ----·-- ------·-- - ------ -· -- ---·-·-- ----- --------- - --- ---- ---- ----- --·- ---·---------·---·----------··-----------------···---··-···--·-·---···----·----·----·-----·--·-·----·-··-----------------·--·-----·-----------··------ ------------------·-----·········-
/ Confidential Page of 2 pmcspadden 









Taxpayer: BROWNSTONE COMPANIES INC 
Account Type: Sales & Use Tax 
Period Rtn Type Total Sales Non Taxable 
·------------------------------------ ·------- -------------------------------








Idaho State Tax Commission 
Use Taxable Adjustments Tax Due Pen & Int Total Due Date Received 
--------------- -------------------------- -------------------------
0 0 88,865 0 88,865 
0 0 5,227 0 5,227 
of 2 pmcspadden 
ID_ qrOl l - SUT Summary of Returns 
Run Date: 7/22/2009 9:07 AM 
Account ID: 00066266008 
From Date: 06/01/2007 
To Date: I 2/3 I /2007 
Taxpayer; BROWNSTONE COMPANIES INC 




















































Idaho State Tax Commission 
Tax Due Total [)ue Date Received 
3,660.00 0.00 3,660.00 










-----·····-·······················-··· -----····-·········-······-·········-······---····----··-·-····· ·······••· 
0.00 4,722.00 0.00 4,722.00 I 0/5/2007 
0.00 5,3 I0.00 0.00 5,310.00 9/12/2007 
0.00 5,418.00 000 8/14/2007 


























ID _qrOll - SUT Summary of Returns Idaho State Tax Commission 
Run Dale: 6/20/2007 9:50 A1vl 
Account ID: 00066266008 
From Date: 06/01/2005 
To Date: 06/20/2007 
------------------ , __________ . 
Taxpayer: BROWNSTONE COMPANIES INC 
Account Type: Sales & Use Tax 
Rtn Type Total Sales Non Taxable Net Taxable l lse Taxable Ad justmcnts Tu Due Pen & Int Total Due Date Recieved 
··-··---------------··········--·-·----- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------,·.-,.·-------------------------------------------------·-----------·--·---------------------------------------------------------------·------------
5/3 I /2007 Original 78,250.00 0.00 78,250.00 0.00 0.00 4,695.00 0.00 6/8/2007 
------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------- _______________________________ , ______ ··------, 
4,695.00 
3,864.00 4/30/2007 Original 64,400.00 0.00 64,400.00 0.00 0.00 3,864.00 0.00 5/7/2007 
·······----···--···············-···-···-···--··--········--·····--··-··················-··-·····-- -········ ----·-···· ............... _ .. ····--········-·····-·········--··········-············--··-·-········ 
3/31/2007 Original 67,800.00 0.00 67,800.00 0.00 0.00 4,068.00 0.00 4,068.00 4/6/2007 
2/28/2007 Original 62,300.00 0.00 62,300.00 0.00 0.00 3,738.00 0.00 3,738.00 3/20/2007 
I /3 I 12007 Original 57,200.00 0.00 57,200.00 0.00 0.00 3,432.00 0.00 3,432.00 2/20/2007 
·········-···---········ .. ········--·----·-·······-················-··· ········· 
12/31/2006 Original 66,000.00 000 66,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,960.00 0.00 3,960.00 1/22/2007 




8/3 I /2006 





Original 57,500.00 0.00 57,500.00 0.00 0.00 3,450.00 0.00 3,450.00 I 2/ !2/2006 
----······-····-·················-·········-··········-····························-··-·····················-················-··················-·····················-····--·-·-·····---·-··········-········-······-·······---···································· 
Original 72,000.00 0.00 72,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,320.00 0.00 4,320.00 11/20/2006 
---·············-····---·-·--··-···-··························--· ·········-·········--·-·-···-··-·····-····-··---··-···········-················--·· 
Original 74,750.00 0.00 74,750.00 0.00 0.00 3,737.50 0.00 3,737.50 10/17/2006 
Original 86,300.00 0.00 86,300.00 0.00 0.00 15.00 0.00 4,315.00 9/20/2006 
------·-------------------------------------------------------------·--------·-------·-·---------~ 
Original 91,000.00 0.00 91,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,550.00 0.00 4,550.00 8/18/2006 
···················---- --------------------- ... -,.- .. ,. ,. ,--·--,---. ----- ··- ·------ ·--------------------.·····-··-·----· --- ·-·- ·----~ --- ... ··-·-·--· --------· ----------····-·· ---··-------· ..................................... . 
Original 83,400.00 0 00 83,400.00 0.00 0.00 4,170.00 0.00 4,170.00 7/19/2006 
---·--·------·- ----·----·---·--~·---·---···-·----···-------·-----------------------------------·---------·······------------------·----------~-·~·-----··-··-·-········-····-----·-····-···---····-- ·-·····--···-----·--·--·-- ---------·--------- ---·-········-·-----·--
Original 78,000.00 0.00 78,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,900.00 0.00 3,900.00 6/20/2006 




























































Taxpayer: BROWNSTONE COMPANIES INC 



















--- •w---------~--- ------------w--•-•---•--• ---














Idaho State Tax Commission 
{lse Taxable Adjustments Tax Oue Pen & Int Total Oue Date Recicvcd 
0.00 0.00 2,450.00 0.00 2,450.00 2/20/2006 
0.00 0.00 2,425.00 0.00 2,425.00 1/19/2006 
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0 .. 00 2,4:25 .. 00 . 0.09 . ·2;415.00 1119/2006. 
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0.00 3".570.0Q 0.00 3,:570:00 11/20/1005 
OJiO 4,100.00' ·.o.oo . .. ~-/f.100.,~9 ... ! 012Q/2005 
:'.. __ 0 .. 00. · __ _- ·: .":5.l00:oo :·. _ ... _ ·ocOQj ·. ~- .. :. _:5,100.00 . . . . 4l2012006 
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· ..... . ' .. .. 
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. ,, . ! .. ~· .. 
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2/21/2006 
ID.A.HO $TATE TAX 
COMM1~6KJN 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 FEB 2 l 2006 
!DAHO rii,LL.S, 




0 Mailing oddress change [J CAIIC,..•_l.:..pc_rm_i_1 -----,-----, 
l. Totalsales .................................................... • • 'J,'ot:::> 
2. Lw non!BJlable &111-s .................................... • --------i----, 
8. Tllll dwl (iotal of linn 6 aud 7) .................... • i-----' .... o/_... ___ _ 
9. l'cne.lty (Add aftc:T due: dat.o) ........ , .. .,.., .• , .. , .. • 1----------i--'""'I 
u 1rwr w 1:1n•c.& •• •Ji.• bat ti-,, ...,,,ltd&t. Slllm Tax. Cocnrnistkm 
!--Aut.,.....,...~riu<!"""""'~..,,,.,.,,~y........,,., / --,-, <.--:L,,.---~I D•-1< -i PO.Box 76 
1... --=-'-"" ... ~-==""--r-... d ... _..,1,~ __--=--=--""·.:2'---... M--..... "' ... '""'· eoi&c,ldabo 83101 
82C49DllC DC06b266D BROW aa 0106 M SD l 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
2/1/2006 
iAX DUil ON OR 1181'0kE 
3/20/2006 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
TD 
2/28/2006 
. . .. , r,,L\.t, 
\Qi~.,.,, .-... c:··'e 
~e.\.O Or• iv . 
1 cit Hl'clly ••* Ill' affirm. dr.M tllb i1farmaliD11 l" \ MDII kt 
u t.ru 1111 c:wrei;1 eo ~h• blllll el .. , kJawllllllllc.. Swe Tax Comtbls1iab 
-1 A-ullun--,~...,.dS"""1-_,_,-y,-1 _L_-l-: __ -,._--...,.1-=0ac-,e----,, PO Box 16 
• ~c..,.,f,,,./ ;z. fl<-rc- i ,, ft'C(, ~ ... ,Jdall.o M~·/0/ 
Mailiug address change 
8, Tax due (101111 oflinu 6 and 7) .................... • 
9. l'elllllty (Add after due da1e) ........................ • 
10. Interest (Add a!ler due dal() ........................ • 
I I. Total due ....................................................... . 
ltOUOT 
4111il.l003 
"77 t!J" 6 -
"i"7 ",:, 0 -
'f/7 t') 6 t:I 
"2.'9 ro 
' -










620~~0110 000662660 BROW D8 0206 M 50 9 
850 IDAHO SALES A.ND USE TAX RETURN 
f£1V,lf,.i'O ;'11.01'! ro D M:tlll~g)o.YC',L<<l1>nit< [] C:1,u1 ocn1111 ___ ··--- ~-
J I -==-7 000662660,S 3/1/2006 3/31/2006 !. Toul i.alc; ........ ---·· · ·· ·· -······ ····· "'-····; c1_~ 'f ~!_¢i_O_ ~ 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
T1,XDltOi'O~!lEf ORE ~~~ 2 lt.unon'-'-Oblt rJlcs. .................. - . . ... ....... • ~~~ ..... _.,. C e,- , _:__~ 
.i/20/2006 ,,lr\~~f'.\~ ) . +:ble1.l! ,!\1me1 mnS!..~,:::-,.. .. ' E / G '16 0 -
~~\,'l'll" y - . \ 1 \ ·. _ _.;,:i_,. _J 
cC> l~~~ JMJ wbJCCI ~IU . .. .. ••• .. •• .. .., )- • - ·- - \ 
i \) ~T t>I ta:.:ih ~,~i~ l ,n0 ) .k;.cc ... , ~ '7 l <:_:_ ~-
~~R .,~:.:,::.... 6. "T,O\I, I .r\\ .. ........ , ... ~._\ ... • .· 3,YPS-
,;(J ·· .. . r,12. 7 A ! (lll>•~I ~l. ....... \ ::~ -=r 
IDAHO FALLS lD 83402 \0~··1)0Y1 ~i ~ 'I j- ,r· i--~\~~ B. Tu d•• (\Olal o(hnts 6 tnd 7) ................ .• ___ ____. ____ . _ 
1. Pcl\.lhy(Add~~rrd..:dJcc) .. .................... • ~ .... -- - _ 
10. l<>l<tc'1 (Adil ~ ·dac dltc) ........................ • ----=-
IIJ~~:::s--:1-:1'.'::~':=- ~:!~A,CMnmmbil l , . Tob! due ..... , .... .............. ... .......... m . .. . ...... .. . . '3 C-./. tf-2._--t_,--- --1 
...---,-~.--- ------- -,- ----, j I 1,.,i,,,,~. ~.., ...... 1/ / ,< ~ • . . I u.., J PO !lo, 16 . -a:,r ,:) r<>,,_,__ \,< _ ). 0 _ C Ji' lieu<, lcW10 LIJOI 
00066266D BROW 0~ 030b M 50 7 




PO BOX 51214 
IDAHO FALLS lD 
FROM 
4/]/2006 





\\JA}\O ~V,.JL 1i<X 
C;Ot.m.,"M)IOM 
MA~ l 7 2006 
~~~ 
J ~ ~f.tlfi.')lrOt 111nm 1111.1 tri.s 1 .. !unn•ltnµ Maif IO 
11 rrw 1ntJnrra.:it11thr-h"_'_''_"'c__l "-"""-""...c.«_· ___ .,....,,-------: Statt Tu C.,,_1rnmis6.lon 
Aot~ ?::: J -~. / Date L. .PO BOJ 76 





n Cancel pornn! :: ... • l '- .c, 
.• I I( V '~ 
/ <i-· L C' 
< ' 
8. Tax due \101a1 of !i11e.s O and 7) . 5 '-( ··, .., ( .. 
Peria!t> ;_Ad.t."":) afler tlue dale~ 
10. lncertf.1 (Add after Jue dalt:) . 
II Total Jue .-f' '--l ,. ~ '-J-,! 










TAX DUE ON 01( BEFORE 
6/20/2006 
IDAHO FALLS 1D 83402 
TO 
5/31/2006 I. Total sales ....•.•.. ..... ...... ... ........ . ................ • '"7f't:J4'0 I .,.o 
ID~?,:l~~oii· -\\ IR· uon'#1;;r~~::: ::i~ ~;;,y 
vu1vi.v11"' \ / ~. sub 11 LJ!!" t•• ............ \·\;I· ......... • . I I \, ' • 2 0 20 \ V/ f · . otal ~l~ li_ncs 3 111d 4) y-f----··--· . • 
JUN ,-=--:::,,, \/ J i'."~_ry·~~rlinc~~--\: ............... t .. \:: ....... • 
\Q/l.HO FAU..S, =-r:-,i.d1us1ment1 (aHach cxplana11011) .............. • 
f\ilJ) Qf'&ICE 8. Tax due (Ima! of hne,; 6 and i) ..................... • 
9. Penaky (Add aner duo dnte) ................ • 
10. interest (Add a.lier due date) ......... . 
'71f' C •0 ... G 
"'1~00() 01$ 
-·---~H~,0 ••• }?oa 
1>10 C ... 0 
i 
f I 
11. Total due ................................ , ... .. ? 1'00 oO 
000662660 BROW oa 0506 M 50 2 
-




PO BOX 51214 
l'RnM 
6/1/2006 
'l'AX DUE ON DR BEFORE 
7/20/2006 
lDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
J iJ11 lwffl11 ftof.lt or •fflr'll'I thl 11t.l.l 111furn.1ll1111 




S111e Tax CammLnion 
PO llus 7G 
llojoc, Idaho 83707 
D Mailin~ address change O Cancel perrni1 
I. Totnl sales..................... .. ......................... • 
2. Loss nontn•able sales.. .............................. ,. .. • 
~rr,;ffixaolou1 .. (ffii'TT'!!ri"i"'li~.· 2) ... 7ft 
~ ! llomssr~CI ID Use if .... !'-;·::..._ ..... w 
Si iolal I pie (add lin f 3 an ) ~',.?-,,: ... ~. • 
(.,~: J~ (S 9?"" 5) :f ........ .. .. ...!,<J. • 
,.3'./'-dJustmaq!~xpl~ ............ '<j • 
8. Tax due (total of !lees 6 and 7) ..................... • 
9. Penalty (Add •ner c.luc t.l•l•J ......................... • 
10. ln10res1 (Add after due date) ......................... • 
11. Tola! due,. ..................................................... .. 
RDSSOT 
4/111/200) 





r .:1/: ..., ..... c, 
u/7c) 
l~ 














PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
6/1/2006 




IDAHO ST,'-i l:. TAX 
COMM!~lON 
AUG 1 7 2006 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
D Maihnl,' addrcs.s chan,c D CancJ!I permit 
l. To1al sales .................................................... • 
2. Leu nonlaublc sale& .................................... • 
~ 1a¥\ilp ,;,.1.., (ffiiyJ"illliw.t~ '1(110~) ... '5":i'r 
4/fmS srbjcc;I ID Wl,C f' • ....... Jr· i~ ........ ,. • 
:1 axt;rti::1:~ ••• ~.:.1. : .. :~ ... :· ::::· : 
r\: , \ \ / 1 
~ dJusrm~xpla~ ............. • 
8. Tu due (total oflines4> and 7) ..................... • 
9. Penally (Add after due drucJ ......................... • 
10. lmcrcsl (Add after due dale) ......................... • 
II T011.I due ...................................................... .. 
ll0850T 
4111/lOOl 
9t:,,... c C) 
...... 
"ti c- C, t 
?t (;CC 
<.( , ... ,c') 










' - i o., I 
00Dbb2660 BROW 08 0606 M 50 D 




PO BOX 51214 
Fil.OM TO 
8/1/2006 8/31/2006 




IDAHO FALLS 1D B3402SEP 2 0 2006 
lOA~·\U ~.-;; .. L'l 
1 c1o i,,m, ....... , ,m.,. ,.., 1h1,.,,,..,...,, Fie LO Orf.I-Ci 





000662660 BROW DA 0806 M 50 6 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
9/1/2006 
TAX DUE ON OR DEFOR.I! 
I 0/20/2006 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
TO 
9/30/2006 
ID.A.HO STATE TAX 
CCWd!SSION 
ocr 1 7 2one 
IChhO FALL$, 
flB.O OFACe 
t • hn:b, .._..,..r ,m.,. n,,1 t'111 t.afo,-•tJ•• MaU lo: 
1,mt&11II rel"'N'C'I 1oth1the11orm)' ""'°"''"'••· St.lo la>t C1.11nmiuion 
I 
Aulhori,cd ~i&!]:11,. ??~ I D11, } !? Bo, 76 . ",:  . / O-< 7 _ ~o,,., ldaho 13707 
639215006 80171 00016 101706 101806 
D Mailing add:c,$ ch1111i;c O C11J1~oc_l.:..pe_nn_J1 _____ ...-,....,......, 
I. Total sales ..................................................... • ~-...:.7_"'..:...,.....z...::;_:..-..---1 
2, Less .non1a1Cable sales .................................... • ~-------+-=-=-I 
0 Cl 
9. Penally (Add after due dale) ......................... • ~-------+---1 -10. Interest (Add after due d•te) ......................... • i-----=--=----1--,::=:=-, 
II. Totaldw:., .. , ................................................... .__ ____ ;_7_"?-..,'..,_7__.__s-,:.:, __ 
DDD66266D BROW aa D9D- M so 4 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
l 0/l/2D06 
TAX DUE.ON 01'. IJ~POJI.E 
11/20/2006 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
I U411 .. ,nh, nrica., ,.u· an'\..-m 11111"1 Lhiti"rerma1iu11 
1, tnn: lllld t'.111'~ IILI lh\l ,~,a 1.1t 111.~· kJHftll'~ 
TO 
I 0/3 J /2006 
Mail ta 
S1au: Tu Comruiniun ----
1 
D,ic I PU Uox 'Jb 
/I,?' ---t, aoise, Idaho &3707 
642325005 804 77 00027 112006 112406 
0 Moili11~ addre•• change O Cancel pcrmil 
I. Tola! sales .................................................... • 
2. Le&s nomaxRblc sale, .................................... • 
/;:---- ~--.__;, h 
/ /"J.N~~tu1e ... ,,1r;;;;i-,~tii'1nlt· ....... I 
( 4. lte"'f t.bJt (o use_ Lax ................ , .............. • 5. 1 otn/ '", ~l•.~ndd Imes 3 and 4) ................ • 
....._ 6. r,_S9,. 0N11 '(I_> ....... -;/. .. ............... • 
dJustmcms 'c~jllannt1on) ""= ... • 
8. Till( due (total ol'lincs (, a11d 7) ..................... • 
~. ~onally (Add a(ler due date) ......................... • 
I 0. lnlcrcsl (Add ofter due dale) ................... .. 
11. Total due ....................................................... .. 
N.Vl>VJ 
,1/IB/WOJ 
-,:i.o C ~ 
-
·7'2. e, (: \.\ 
-
'77,. ~(: l\ 










0D0662660 BROW 08 1006 M 50 2 
.. 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
11/1/2006 




l J /30/2006 
DEC 1 2 2u06 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
( dti b~tft'.1 twu.r or af'fmn 1b11 thi, iaLnr.ihtM Mail IV 
Mailmg «dd,ess ch.,nge 
I, 1oi.J:ll s..1le~ ..... ~ .............. .. 
'-l>C . .............. .,, .. , ... ,---...... ~--"'---+---, 
" ~snonta~e....sales ... ,~ .. ~ 1--------+---
~,--.\, 3! f-.e, 1rf1:::;;, (hpe.,~ "'~~~ue)> ,, .. ~/· .,, .. 
,~'\, 4.1 ~IO!l\S sJbJect to use lax,.,, , .... ,\ .. , ,/... • --------+---
, \, ~~ :rolAI ,:K,1ble(add fe;1J and 1\\··I/ ... • i-------'~r.......,,<....::;:...i-cc__+-"'-'-
- I, ~Jo.(6(,,:<'~~:)~/ v· .. • i----__.=..,::...:;;;___-,-r.--_. -·---, 
"'---"" 7. Ad1usrmeiits-(11t!ach cxplanmion) ....... .• 1--------+-. ·~ 
E. Tnx ctuc (tol~l of lm.s 6 and 7) • ) Y?O • • 
9. Ponalry (Add •flcr doc d•1e) ... 
JO. lntcrc:,! (Add aft<r due dale) . 
•• In.It' •LI fllrra:J Ill lm: l:it:.11 cl rnykiwwkiJf"t", Su:u:. r,u: ( .l"llll"l!'.SIOJl l I. To1ul 011, .... ., ... ., .......... . 
64~?lzZi:~u3 ,Rf or~l1~;~~~'° rnOJ 
820490110 000662660 BROW oa 1106 M SD 0 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
12/1/2006 






IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 




D Mailini; oddn,ss obnnge [J CW1,-cc_l,:_pomu_·, _____ -r---~ 
L Tollll sales .................................................... • I 4C ,.pp6 
' ' 
l da kt:N'lrr JW~I" or lffirDI jl,J.l 0Ml 1-fffl"lll.\Uko rr.:! ~~ f ommi!t.t;.Wl: 
I 
Au7~?7" 1 lla1e rl ~OBox?6 
10. lnl.eresL (Add aflcr due d.ate) ........................ • l-----:=-------1---l 
11. Total due........................................................ .__ __ ......,'-""...:,<S,,,___~-~ 
. _ . I -lt·-tJ 7I Ik,,.,, L:!Jho mo; 
701933011 80897 00032 012207 012307 820490110 00066266D BROW 08 1206 M 50 8 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
l/1/20O7 
r ... x DUI! ON OR BEFOP.l: 
2/20/2007 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
TO 
1/31/2007 
IOAHO :.:.1;\t~ ·v..,\ 
COI\J/-W,S-1,1:)i-J 






D Mailingailiin:.sctumgc O Canc~c_lp'-CTTll-it _______ _ 
T. Zoo 1. Tola] ""le~ .............................. ...................... 1----""~,-..:;.__;::__---+---l 
2. Less nontnxable sales .................................... • c:.. ret taxallc (line l ~e 2) ·1----· • ~=·ub ~ UIX ...... 1 .... I. r~-~"<~ ........ 1.1 •• 1r1a1 lJl ~ l~1cs 3 a ) ..... , \. ,. . • i-------":_.:_-'----+----j 
'fax (6Jj,rnne 5J\.\.......... . . . .\ ..... • i-----'-'-_.,,,_.-_-+-----l 
Adj""h,ts (•1.tacll=itta~ ............ • i---------1-----1 






9, Penalty (Add alter due dale) ........................ • t:, 
I 0, lnleresi (Add after dw; date) ........................ • ..f) 
-:r ~ -Jdollot1'~"Y"'nrorzffircth•ltllul-.lor1n1I- Me.ilto· Jl. TotaJdue ................... ~ .......... -..................... , .. , 
70~~~~:038 olf~;:-"~l:~'"'::~20~9011D D0066266D BROW 08 0107 M 50 9 
I. 









TAX DUE ON OR lll!FOI\Jl 
3/20/2007 
... :,i., :,~: ~:n1:~1·c. TAK 
cc,1,;; .'.~:BlON 
MJ\R ~ 0 2007 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
1 Ila lse-rcbiy ,lfl'IST or em.rm 1.a, llt1i1 IJ1f«a:11.iJOll = ~~ Comml.UiQrl 
I :ug;:~:?:~•• 1· D.,, • FOSo\~~-. ~ ;~·d 10o..e.1-1D707 
709981016 81392 00044 032007 032107 
Mailil'lg address ch1mgc 
llOUOT 
•II 8/20QJ 
,; #" l. Total sales ..... ., ............................................. • "-----""-"".......,.L!C.,::._-+---i 
... 
6. Tu due (total of lines 6 ~"" 7) .................... • 1---------+----I 
9. Penalty (A.dd aller du,; dalc) ........................ • 1-------
10. lnteres1 (Add al\.crdut dale) ........................ • 1-----=-------+----1 
l 1, ToU!I due........................................................ ;,•/ "' .,,. 
000662660 BROW D8 02D7 M 50 7 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
3/!/2007 
TAX DUI! ON OR BBFOR.E 
4/20/2007 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
TO 
3/31/2007 
711913003 81539 00011 040607 040907 
M•iling •cl.dress change D Cancel pemul 
ROH5DT 
4/llll200J 
I 0, lmeresl (Add after due dale) ........................ • l------=--:--;---:::---4------< 
11. Total duo ............................. ,.,.,.,.................... <( t') 6, 
000662660 BROW 08 0307 M 50 5 




PO BOX 51214 
fllOM TO 
4/1/2007 4/30/2007 




MAY O ·7 ZOD? 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 1DA..-1U fAU.i, 
,flaDOfflOe 
J ii• ••reb1 1War _. dl\rn tlla1 llillil l•f•IIDI.._ Mail to: 
Al Ira& ulll carren 1• ll1111t bat a{ 1111 b.owic:dst.. Stale Tax Commiss:Wn 
D Mailins addn:R.s ~hangr. D r.anr,:IJ1Crmil 




8. Tax duo (tolal ofhncs 6 and 1) .................... • 1------'"'-',...,.'-----I,----, 
~- Pcnalt~ (Add after due date) ....................... • 1-----------1---, 
10, Interest (Add after due date) ........................ • 
11, Total due .................................................... - •. ,, 
r~~~ ~ I Dale )· ol ~~~83707 
11ssssoo1 s180900oos 05~7 05oso1 82D49D110 D00662660 BROW 08 0407 M 50 3 
. 850 · ,. IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
PERMJT NO FI\OM TO 
000662 660-S 4/1/2007 4/30/2007 
TAX DUE ON OR I.IBFORE 
5/21/2007 
DROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
J do l:l•r,e,by ,wur w affirm tilu tltJ.t 1:nJanmllo• 
lJ true ud cDf'rtd latlu bdl of-, Mo•Kd,u. 
M#J iiTATE TAX 
~ON 




5,wc 7 4Jl C'.orraniHWf1 
1'0 Box 7ti 
')' • 1:1 Bow,:, hlaho Bl707 
:_.,._..:;.___!___:::....;;::.._~,,,_--"--=-----...l....'C......:..:".+-..:.............!J 
715668001 7 050807 




t. Tollll sales .................................................... • f-----""--'"/'+-'f,'-c_(!_-1----
S. Ta, due (wtal oflincs 6 and 7) .................... • 1-----...,_+--"'-t../,;._+-----, 
9. Penalty (Add afo:r due date) ........................ • f---------1----l 
10. lnteres!(Addaftcrduedate) ........................ • 1------::----+----' 
JI. Tollllduc ........................................................ 'C( 
000662660 BROW 08 0407 M 50 3 
f 









IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 






11 trH ud torfff'f to llu bul Qt -, lt.•uwJlfd1c.. Sw.e T JU. Ccmmiuion 
,---,--,--,::-----:.---c,-----.-.:J:l<iu-,------, PO Box 16 




D Moiling addn:ss ohArige D C11J1,_c_el.;..pe_m11_·1 ____ ..----:=--, 





~ ?-r' "' 
9. Ponalty (Add oft.or duo cl.it•) ........................ • 1--------+--~ 
ct, <f 
JO l11tcrcs1 (Add al\er due date) ........................ • I------,,,-----!-.,~---, 
ll. Total duo .................................................... . 
82066 00003 060807 061107 820490110 D00662660 BROW 08 0507 M 50 0 
850 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
PERMlTNO. 
Rl.OM TO 
000662660-S 8/1/2007 8/31/2007 
BROWNSTONE 
Ti\X DUB ON OR llEfOlUi 
9/20/2007 
IOAHO STATE TAX 
COMM!S~ION 
PO BOX 51214 SEP 1 2 '>007 





Swc Tu Commi:Ls.ion 
PO 'Bo, 76 
.,., ... , Idaho Sl70i 




S. Tu duo (tollll orlines 6 snd 7) , ................... • i-----1..-,;;.:.:..::,_~----I 
9. Pen.all)'(hddillerdw,cbie) ..... ,. ................. • 1---------1----4 
I O. lnlerul {Add alkr du;: dllu:) ........................ • I-------:=---------! 
I l. lotAI due....................................................... '-----'-$"-.--"'-......,."---l..----' 
DDDbb2bbC BROW aa 0807 M SD~ 
--i, 
-~-· 






TAX DUE ON OR BEFOIU! 
9/20/2007 









)',isc. Idaho R37DJ 
726~4~0~--~~~~;;;-,-~~~~ 
D Mniling nddre,s chongc D C1neel pcnuit 
R08SOT 
41 JS/2003 
I. Taial sale., .................................................. • ,__-....3'--""-rt>=:;_;0~-1--___. 
S, Tax duo (total of lines 6 and 7) .................... • 1----__,,:.......,.e.2l'e...:~""--+-~ 
9. Penalty(Addaf\erdue<bio) .............. , ......... • 1---------+-~ 
I 0. lnlen:sl (Add after due Wile) ........................ • 1----------+--...i 
I l. TOIOI due ............................... ·······-.. ···---······ 
DDDbb2bbD BROW 08 0807 M 50 4 
~----,- T 
850 ·• IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
... PERMIT NO. !"ROM TO 
000662660-S 9/1/2007 9/30/2007 
TAX DUE ON OR BEFORE 
10/22/2007 
BROVv'NSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
I i:l.o ~n:by rwtat Pi!' affir111 rllat Cbif ltdarmarlmi 
l;Jmta 1ctl 1:mra1a,M kH "'' "'Y k.nowlt.c1,:.t. 
19~aWE'TMt 
ccr~ION 
OCT O 4 2nm 
St.ate Tu Commission 
_A_ll..,.tlU>_ru_ b,.i-:-:-~:,,...'ll""-,,"/.--...-"'.-..,.---,-_L ___ ---,-1 -;-:-.,.-,.-----,_j PO Oo, 76 
,,,,  .,.> ~ /() _? _ tJ 7J Boise, 1dobo mo7 
728417003 829B3 00015 100507 100907 




1. Total eale~ .................................................... • r-----r~---+-----l 
2. l<:.s$ nantu.able ales .................................... • i---------t------, 
7 
8. Tax due (total of liru:s 6 and 7) .................... • 
9. ~enally(Aooan..rtlu"uate) ........................ • !--------+------1 
lO, lnl.erc&l{Addafiorducdate) ........................ • ---:-:------+------< 
11. Total due ... , .................................................... ___ &./-'-f--7_:Z.___,2:c.·_...__ __ 
000662660 BROW 08 0907 M 50 2 
8S0 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
PEl\M!TNO, FROM TO 
000662660-S 7/1/2007 7/31/2007 
TAX DUE ON Oil BEFOllE 
8/20/2007 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
I 00 btrcby ,war •r amr•, lilit tlw io{o,U':l/lbtMl 
13 m,, 111fd c.on~ to tM DUI ~t m1 k.w,dMirt-
IIAHO 1o iAfE TAX 
crn~oN 




5l.11Lt. 'Tu Comsn.issinu 
POBo, 76 
::!t~~~==--~-a::.~ 




00066266D BROW 08 0707 w ~a 6 







TAX DUB ON OR. BliFORE 
7/20/2007 
ll;)AHQ ST.\TE 'W: 
COMMr~ 
JUL 1 6 ?001 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
IWil·i.O r.ALLi, 
~aDBPFICf. 
~~IM( _ ne2) ..... 
:)J. 1 lfo'": ;t~l=· t·;· .... -f) ::: ::::··:::.:: 1----l.J...,J...~..i...i--
- nj 1"" (6~ J{linu S) f}"·· ...... J+ ............... • 
~djus~•pl•~- ............ • >---------+---
"' 1:1 ti. Tax dw: (101.11 otlines 6 and 7) .................... • 
9. Penally (A<.ld afu:r lluo wi.,) ........................ . 
10. [mercs,(AddallerdW>dale) ........................ • 1----------\--..,...--l 
1 \. ToW!I due........................................................ O 1!' 
000662660 BROW 08 0607 M 50 8 
-
h ,. 
850 IDAHO SALES A..1'ID USE TAX RETURN 
PllRMITNO. Fl!.DM TO 
000662660-S 10/1/2007 10/31/2007 




IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
I;. M'f'ttt>r , .. w er ,ffirirt 1.luJ: llw ll'lfor~-
ll trwr Hd Clf'J'IQ 10 dn MN at Ill}' ku"1,t,lie_,t,. 
IMHO iill'fE 1AX 
oer.AMIS•lOtt 




St.au: j a,. Comnris.sion 
=1 =A•=tlw>===· =A=Si.:7:· . :24:.:::=:~====--======1 =Da=1<=======1 ~!~~~ SJ70l 
731949003 8332100013111607 111907 




/ Cc ... 
I. Tor.al sales ................................................... • f---..X::..-'--f"'---'-----1----l 
1-
8. Tu due (IO!ll.l of!incs 6 aod 7) .................... • 11-----~""C-"'~--,,-..--i 
9. l'•n•lry (Add lifter due daieJ . .. .. • 1 - I 
lO. lnteresl (Add after due dale) ........................ • 1-· ----,--c--i----':-~-1 
l T I d ·;.;L. ; ._: c o I • ota ue ........................................................ c.........-----''-'....-"-""sl'--""'-~--_; 
000662660 BROW 08 1D07 M SD D 
-,,:;j.,:y,' 




PO BOX 51214 
fllOM 
l l/1/2007 




IQ.l\HO STATE TAX 
COM'tt.:9£!0N 
DEC 1 7 2007 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
Mail to 
Sri.le T<'U Corrm1i.l,cn 
,-::_;=.~7-::::C---:-:;---------,"llo<:::e:-----: PO ll<,. 76 
z.,-r '>-C'? llOIU, 1.W.o u10, 
83542 00007 121707 121807 
C M•iling addreis cnangc 
1. ·ruu.i.l :!>Ulc~ ·~··''""'~H .... , ...... ~ .... , .... ., ............... • 
IL Toi.al dU< ............................................ ,. .... ., .. 
koasor 
-1/IB/lOOJ 
0D0662660 BROW 08 1107 M 5D 8 
,,( 




PO BOX 51214 
Fil.OM 
12/1/2007 
TAX DUB Of,I 011 REFOR.R 
l/22/2O08 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
TO 
12/3 l /2007 
UAN 1 B 7008 
.IDAHO rAl. .. ii, 
l'tll.OO~CE. 
801653013 83794 00033 011808 012208 
0 Mnihng address change 
J. Total Mies .......................... . 
.,.. 
!I. hmlly(Addafwrducd.ate) ..... _ .............. • f------
10. Interest (Add after due dlll.C) ........................ • t---------h---.J 
11. Total due: ..................... __ ........... __ .............. .. 
DDObb2660 BROW 08 1207 M 50 6 
-




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
1/1/2008 
TAX DUE ON OR BEPORE 
2/20/2008 




fl9.l) Muil1,.0: l do lu,Uh/ 1wu.r oraffin:atb111 .. Ulllllll"mailell 
lt r::n, uo corrm t• I•• bell ol •.Y kliinrieuMt:. s,w.c TI.Ui Commission 
~1-Au-~-d.,.-./ -,d-5:_gn_:w?-w/-f. / -/....--.-.-. ---l,--,,-D.,-,----,1 PO !lox 7b 
. ,J..1'.l, .. ,!J,f- lloi0<,ldoho s,707 
804816047 84079 00135 022008 022108 




I. Total sales ....................................................... • 1--__,_..:..r_-.f:..._C_c_....c . (::':.-:t-:.-c_-_-_--'< 
8. Tv. due (lot.I oflincs 6 lllld 7) ............ """"" • l-----,."-'=Z"'--'-£:....:<::):::_4-c>_--I 
9. Pensl\y (Add afu:r due date) .......................... • 1----------'---, 
IO. Interest (Add afu!r due daLe) ........................ • ,---------+~..;.;-~ 
11. 1otaldue ........................................................ '----~'='--"--'==---'--_J 
00066266D BROW 08 0106 M 5D 7 
... 
850 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
PERMJT NO, !'ROM TO 
000662660-S 2/1/2008 2/29/2008 
T ...X DUE ON OR BEFORE 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
3/20/2008 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
IDAHO iiAl'E lAA 
(X)M\ll!MiON 
MAR I 8 2008 
\DNiO FALLS, 
flll.1] 0Pfl0E 
Id• Nreby ••••r or afflmi that 11al1 llllottw1iltm Mn.JI IO' 
11 rra.e ad cornci lo tiM Dale( m;r UttiwMdJt. Stale Til.l! Commissiou 
:-77-:'.~~::=~::--'--..;:_ __ --'Tri,;;;---7_ PO Bo, 16 
8-0i,,<, Idaho 83 701 
031908 
D Mailing address change D Caru:cl p<:rrnit 
J, Total sales,,,,.,,,,.,, .. ,,,, ... ,,.,,,. ... ,..,.,.,.,. .• ,..,.. 
ROIS~T 
411812003 
000662~60 BROW 08 0208 M 50 5 
850 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
pERMJTNO. FROM TO 
000662660-S 2/112008 2/29/2008 
T"-X DUE ON OR BEFORE 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
3/20/2008 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
1>AHO iWE TAX 
COMM186tON 
MAR 1 8 2008 
\OAHO FALLS, 
1"111-D Ol'f'I~ 
J de llerflhy 1wt:1r or •mr,n Uul ll:1'1 lnlon:Wlon. MnH 10· 
1.1 ,,.II' :aatl cnrn:d tb 1hc bald my U1<, .. l1:dr1. Staie Tax Commiisicm 
r--,-.,......,..,,,....----------,-...,..,-------,, PO Bo, 16 




D Mailing address change D Caru:r--cl_pe_mu_·_1 --:----,...,_._._ 
I. Tola I sal"" .................................................... • f------"'-c..;c...-L-.f-----
B. Ta. due (total of lines 6 and 7) .................... • f------3,::_,:;'1,_~--"'-t--o--
9, Pcnalty(Addafl.t:rducdat.e) ........................ • \----------1----
10. lnicrcst (Add aflcr due date) ........................ • \------..:::----1-c-....--
l I. Tow! uuc ...................................................... .. 
000662660 BROW 08 0208 M SO 5 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM TO 
3/1/2008 3/31/2008 
TAX DUB ON OR DEFORE 
4/21/2008 
lfJN!O ~I41E 'fAA' 
OOM'i.~/ON 




Moilin~ uddress change D Car._ic_,1:...pe_nn_;_, ____ _ 
I, Toal .,_1es .................................................. • i -t t:. tf!JrO c> 
2~ l..c1-s nontaxJ:iblc sales-.-0,,,., ... , ...................... ," --
'"7't- "0 c:s 
I eiettirMIJ' •.-v or•fflr-ll'tltu,1 i•1.1li1J1muflO'JJ! 
u,.,.,.ea urrN."I t,; 111i-1Na.1 ar •Yk...,hll'1c. SUIIC T~ Commts~ Jon 
Dote I POilo•?• 
j Y~ /_,-' _ .:,ij llo&c,Jdaho moo 
810847002 84591 00009 041808 042108 - 000662660 BROW 08 0308 M SO 3 




PO BOX 51214 
l'ROM 
4/1/2008 
TAX DUE ON OR DEFORE 
5/20/2008 




IW,I..\O i-WE 1~ 
~s10N 




DDD6b2bb0 BROW 08 0408 M 50 1 
------·---- ·---~ ~--· 











'IGAJ-;O .~:;; :i:. ~ 
C011U.~"S\ON 
·JUN l 5 2008 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
Mo.:illO. 
StALc ru Commiuion 
PO Box 76 
BuiK, ]Uill.iu B.3707 
D Mailing &dcln:s., change D Cancel pc,rmi1 
I. Total sales ................................................... • 
8. Tnx due (tolal of lines 6 and 7) .................... • 
9. Penally (Add after due date) ........................ • 
10. Interest (Add afl.c:r due date} ........................ • 
















- 00[1662660 BROW 08 0508 M 50 8 
850 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
Pl!RMIT NO FROM TO 
000662660-S 6/1/2008 6/30/2008 
TAX D\JE ON OR BEFORE 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
7/21/2008 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
WA.;7~ ~ T hj C:. ~t'n/1 
OOMM,SSION 




SLau:: T a.x Commiuion 
,--..,--..,,.,,..--,,-r--r--::--;f-------.-;;:0.-te-----, PO lltu 76 
o/~ Boi&c, Idaho H3 70? 
Mailing oddn:ss change 




2. Less nontaxable sales .................................... • r---------1--~ 
~lru1ili?\lrales me ·~~ 2) .. s;;r O 
:
1
11 t Ikrn: s ~: ::;i ·;:n~J )·::: :: :·:::::j:l: f---r.+-'+=-=---t-c-=-<• 
6 jax (6 ''\1°liru: S} '7). ........ 1- ........... , .... ·i, 1---.W.:~..wi!..W:..--j_o_O_j 
~djustrtl...~xpla .............. • 
8. Tax clue (lOl.>.l oflirn:s 6 and 7) .................... • 
9 l'cn•hy (Add •flet dne dfl!e) ............. • 
10. lnu:re1t(Add afier due date} ........................ • 
I I. Total due ...................................................... .. 
072208 - 000662660 BROW oa 0608 M 50 b 
, .. 







7 AX DUE ON OR BEFOll 
8/20/2008 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
I 1'ci Aotrcby nru.r M' lfflnf:I 01•l tlilihfOrm.JilJ• 




AUG l 8 2008 
IDAHO FALLS 
Mail t-0: 
Suuc Tu Col'JVl'liuion 
PO llo, 76 
Boise, Idaho 8)707 
082008 
6543 
11. Totai du< ........................................................ 1...-___ i..::..._?::__""":::.,.-_~_..J.....,. _ __; 
DDObb26bD BROW DB 070! M 50 4 




PO BOX 51214 
FROM TO 
8/1/2008 8/31/2008 
TAX DUE ON OR BEFORE 
9/22/2008 
TAX COMMISSJ.OIH 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
SEP 1 7 201J8 
I0AHOFAU..S 
M::ul to: 
Sun-e Tax Commission 
PO Box 76 
Bo,sc. Idaho 83707 
1808 
D Mailing addrcs, change D Can,..ce_l_pc_mu_t -------.--c--, 
l. Total sales .................................................... • () t>Od "- O 
0 -
B Tax du, (total of lines 6 and 7) .................... • 
9. Pcnal,y (Add after du,, dare) ........................ • 
10. Interest (Add after du, dare) ........................ • 
ll. Tomi due ...................................................... .. 
000662660 BROW 08 0808 M 50 2 
\, 
850 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
Pii/1.MJTNO ffiOM TO 
000662660-S 9/1/2008 9/30/2008 
lAX l.lUE ON Oil OEFDlU: 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
10/20/2008 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
J d,o lit1r.t.b)' N'n1' Ol' amflll ll:rat llil•Ulr1Hm11iut1 
1:1 trw aod cvn«t lo liae tM:::fl oJ my uvWl«irt. 
TAX COMM18SION 
OCT 1 7 2008 
lDAHO FALLS 
Miilt-0 
Sun.c Ta,. Comn::ussion 




I Total >lilts .................................................... • 'fco .... 
2. Lc.,s nonml<Jl.blc solos .................................... • 
1..:>~I .. o 





8. r.~ d"" (!Ota! or lines 6 and 7) .................... • -----'"'---'-"'-"'---4-----i 
9. Peruihy (Add aftct due date} ........................ • ----------+----i 
10. lntert;SI (Add al\cr due &tr) ........................ • ----=-----+-......--' 
ll. ToUl:ltluc ........................ , .. , ..... u .... ~-............. "'5Yo6 , r:-, 
I Autho< ~ I D••• J fU Oo'7b 
826767028 B6088 00085 102008 102108 - DD0662bb0 BROW 08 0908 M SD D 
--
850 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
p ER/>{IT NO. 
000662660-S 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
FllOM 
I 0/1/2008 




TA)( r. .,.'.'.SS',)N 







Mailing addrw chan~e 






,s- .,,., 8. Ta., due (total oflinc, 6 and 7) .................... , 1----=-=-....£.C'-----i---l 
9. Penolty (Add aller due dale) ........................ • 1---------i--..J -IO. !merest (Add after due datcc) ........................ • 1-----:....._--1---l 
l l. Toui.l due ...................................................... .. 
000662660 BROW 08 1008 M 50 8 
L !$ ;a~ 
l 
IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
000662660-S 
BRO\.VNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
11/1/2008 
TAX PUU ON Oil BEFOR.E 
12/22/2008 
DEC Z G 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
Cancel pcnnn 
9. Pcnahy (Add aner dw: date) ....................... • f----------+-----1 
10. lntcro1t (Add after due dato) ............... ,. ....... • ,-----~-:-,-~-,---t-.=-,.,--, 
11. Total dlll! ..... . . ............... .................. . ( ',/' (Q 1 0 
000662660 BROW 06 1108 M 50 6 
850 IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
l'EllMJTNO, Fl\OM TO 
000662660-S 12/1/2008 12/31/200& 
TAX DUE ON Oil DEFORE 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
1/20/2009 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
J~N 2 0 200S 
~FAU.S 
l do Wnbr ,-car°' I.ITlml ;11a, tltb l.elorm•dw Mail 10 
...:::..:•-=-==•=od_:;.,'"""';,.--'-"-.,.,_...,:_"_""_:_' ___ ..__,..,..:..,_-,,----r--=-----. :S"41cTAX Comm1w.on 
/wllu>T~-r ~,?C ID"• j P0Do•?6 
17 Matlin~ address clu!ns,: Cancel permit 
L Total sale, , ....... '"''"''""'"''" "'"''"'"""''"'·•· • 7.tt c::>t:• () --
2. Less non1;ooiblc SIiks '"""""""'" ................. • - -
"7~.&,,:;,0 -- -
7 "'r ,.· ., .. -
#7y .. -- ' 
8. Tax due (tot.al of lio.os 6 and 7) .................... • -'/' 7 '/.# I -
9. Pcwilty (Add aft.ct d.ue date) ....................... • -
10. lntcn:51 (Add after d.uc dau:) ........................ • -
11. Total due ...................................................... .. "YT 'Y _,; I -
/-r.:F-,:;;,J1 ao;..,1<Looomo1 








PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
)/1/2009 




IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 FEBO, 2111 
IIMl>NWI 
td4ihlnllt)· .. •·•a1Drmlllatdal:tl••-••• M'ail,a: 
•~•d•~ta,olltNllol•1k.HwlldrL SUIIC'TU Cuu111nsliDD 
......,:..:.,__.,,,,.,-,.,..--------r;;::;:-------, PO Box 76 
ao.,.. Idaho 13707 
86'899 00005 020409 020509 
0 Mailmc addn:u chanyc D Cancel pcnnil 
l. TOIIJ salu .................................................... • 
B, Tu due (IOtal oflines <, and 7) .................... • 
!il. l'cMlty (/\dd ajrer due dalt:) ...................... ,. • 
10. ln=1 (Add a.lier dw: d.au:) ........................ • 




















DDOb62bbO BROW 08 0109 M SD 5 
850 , IDAHO SALES AND USE TAX RETURN 
PERMIT NO 
FROM TO 
000662660-S 2/1/2009 2/28/2009 
TAX DUE ON DR BEFORE 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
3/20/2009 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
TAX~,ON 
MAR 1 9 2009 
IDAHO FALLS 
I do he.rotbr tWHI" w dfll'm ttul thili•IMrm11011 Mnil io: 
u uu a•d carnet ta tht bt:st 11j my Dln'lhrll,'~ Suw.c: Tu Convnlssion 
,...::_::;:.:;~;-;.c::;
8
-:: .. ::::, :::,,--.:----,----,r=;;;;:------i PO !lo, 76 
Boise, Idaho KJ 707 
D Moiling addrc55 change D Cancel pemiit 
ROl'\01' 
41111/2003 
B. Tax. due (total of lines 6 and 7) .................... • f-----'-',:c._,"--"Sc--+--~ 
9. Penahy(Addaflerduedate) ........................ • f-------'-'-+-----< 
10. lmcresl (Add afu:r due dale) ....................... • f--------.,.'---+---
1 l. Tolnl due ........................................................ '----~""""'--=-.J.._ _ ___, 
000662660 BROW 08 0209 M 50 3 
,. 
ff'· -




PO BOX 51214 
FROM 
3/1/2009 





IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
APR 2 0 2009 
IDAHO FALLS 
Mtullo 
D M,ilit1g address change 7 Can,..c_el.,_p_em_. 11 .... 1_____ _,,_ _ 
I. Total illlles .................................................... • Y ~oo C, 
2. Les• nontaxable sales .................................. • 
""G 3. hle,;al linelmi7~· 
l\\ !111~ tal :::t a \s Ii~:; ~~·tS<<1 : ~===::,9-:,~L>O==<'=~=~ 
JL Y!/ ~:,~~1(::~:J~};;A~~r;c::sc:::.:: ·::::.------?.-/..:-.... c,_o_---1_--4 
B. Tn due (to111I ofhncs 6 and 7) .................... • .----,r-._,,,/_.,,..._C=''-+---1 
9. Pe1J11l!y(AudaClorduedln.e) ........................ • i---------~---1 
JO, lnt.erest (Add after due date) ............ m ...... , , • '----------1----1 
I l. Total due ........................................................ T / C, 0 I -







PO BOX 51214 
IDAHO SAL .J USE TAX RETURN 
!'ROM TO 
04/0 I /2009 04/30/2009 
TAX DI.IE ON OR BEfOIU: 
05/20/2009 
TAX COMMJ9SIDJV 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-1214 
MAY 1 9 2009 
,!!.!!!!U!l!Ul!ml!L!!,Ul"-'!!!.\..!l!..!!!Lill!!!!l:W!iolili----r::-----, Sia .. Ta, C-•>iHitA 
,01o, 1, 
llcdo&.lcllb~ U?O'I 
915119010 87923 00021 051909 052009 
D Mailinil Addross Cbqc 
RTIIIAO 
allllnOO) 
L Total Sale ................................................. • "/'',CJ C" (: 
2. Lc$a IIQDUIUblc 1<1le1 ................. ............. • 1----...:...-=..::;.....;._.;;_+---..J 
3. Not \Wlblo ulea ( line ll111Gus JiM 2) ..... . 
4. Items ~ubjcc;t lO uac tax. ..... , ........ "......... • 
S. Tola! taubl• (add IIIIOI 3 and 4) ............. . .. 
· (i. Tax ( 6 ¾ of Lino ~ ) ................................ • 0 ... 
7. Adjusuuents(altach explamiion) ............. • 1-----4>---.c;;.;a~--1----..J 
8. Tu due (1<1tal •fli= 6 and 7) ................. . 
9, Panaliy (add 11ler dua dare) ..................... • _ 
10, bxcreot(addaAcr duodat•).. ..................... 1---------'----l--_;:::;___J 
1 l. TOllil due ................................................. .. 
_.., 
D00662bb0 BROW 08 0409 M 50 9 
FORM 850 USE TAX RETURN 
PERMIT NO TU 
OBf>662660 05/0 l/2009 05/3112009 
TAX DUE ON OR llEFOllE 
0G/22/2009 
BROWNSTONE 
PO BOX 51214 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-1214 
J do hereby J\¥0lt or affirm that thh. inform.11ion 
it. true snd correct 10 ~ b of m knowl e 
,_. .. ~~ 
,;r,:t, coM1-J,19610N 




Suk TB.I Commiuio11 
PO Bu 76 
918391021 88251 00085 061909 062209 
D Cancel Permit 
l 1utal Soles .... 
l, LCll!Mi nontai.:.;abl1,1 1,..1\et. .. .,,.,., .. ,,, ... , .. ,,,,, .. ,, .. • 
3. Net taxable soles (line 1 mmus line 2) ..... . 
4. Item, tubjcc1 to u,c ta.X. ......... , .................. • 
j_ TOl&l La.uhle (lltli.1 liues 3 ood 4) ............. . 
6. Tax(6 'loofLinc.l) ................................ • 
7. AdJLWmcnt, (attllch explanation) ............. • 
8. TIU ciuc (tot.al oflines 6 and 7) ....... . 
9. Penalty (a.dd after duo dllte) ... . 
10. lnlcn;sl {a.dd after due 01110) ...................... • 
l L Total due ................................. , ............... . 
RT08l0 
4/18/200) 
/ ~, /sc-C 
( -
/";,c.;~ 

















000662660 BROW 08 050~ M 50 6 




User : djones 
September 09 , 2003 03 : 45 : 31 PM 
WC - 26 





User : d jones 
DltOW"NSTOt--e 
IO IIOI JI >w 
=~o p,.1u m ()<.01 
2003 03:iS : SO PM 
n ...,__ __ 
..... ------........ _._._ . ._ ___ _ 
WC· 27 








,o •Q)( IU•• 
ll)IJ'l'>HIJ:,11111.)aO') 
200) 0) : 46 : 06 PM 
o~---~ 
\, "----- --- - -
I.~ ... -~---· ,_ _______ _ 
~ --~--~---· ,----,-....,,..,....,,-1 
•--·----- -.. I\ 1-.1 ________ .._ ___ ....._-'-''--'-'C-<'-' 
t&Z6,~l~;:".~--::-
v0 0 62D~~01JO ooo-~2~~a IKOV 04 D~D2 n so~ 






September 09, 2003 03 : 46:26 PM 
WC- 29 
Prine at: Tuesday, September 09, 2003 03 : 48:50 PM 
Host: W39323 
User: djones 
. ... s .. 
Lao ... ...  _ .. ,
"--"'-'-' 
l caatM.i. 
, .. /T., ....... 51 
H•C-. ,..._. , ...... 
F<INlr 
. · ---·- -- - o.r:r,' 
· - · - ··· ·.ooo, 
WC-30 









l'O DC« 1111, 
1U,1..>o:.>,1>US1D&)CD 
2003 03 : 46 : 50 ?M 
o--- o·----.. , ...._ ______ _ 
WC-3 
?.ri ~ ,~ 1 Ti.]e_a,[! y , .Se_pt~r C 
.i;:,s'C. 1 W]Sl:i2' 
cijoncs 
?r ··nt; a t "J'u~~di~l, :S~pt.~bcr c~, 2aa.3 03 ! 4 9' : ~- I'll 
' I 
H,;;11;i !;:; • W~ :!i'J.2] 
S, .. ... 
J 
d j u!!H! 9: 
0 ~ J ,; 
-011:1):~UII 




•J1~ h!,,,:1, ro ... ~ , ............... 
Lu Jr:-rtf :. ... y~~~ 













t"()JM]~ it~ 14 
............ -.. ,•l\!'('\~~-
tl'tt:~ -:~ ·-41~;.., L\".i;i1 
UV,><{\' F.u.1..S 10 ;;.!Ql 
\;.O'J i O ffe 
16., .. 0 rt.Ill., ro 
09 , 
F~ <anoyer Pcrw.l.y~IN~,~ • 
2003 03 : 50:28 PM 
0'-L-
Po...:! F-an..., -- · - ---- - · ·--- · ;,1 
. -----~~ P011<>d lrwal - .... , . 
-- ,. --·"=-1 .. --·-·:::.1 
we - 3d 
P~int at: Tuesday, September 09 , 2003 03 , 50 : 47 PM 
Host : W39323 
User : djones 
• r • 
:,; ... -::'~- · ;: 
WC - 35 
Print. 41; ! -r _~sd y; s~_ c:e~'t"" {19, .20 3 





] : :i L Od, PM. 
.... 









11 • ...i-_, 
I "'*-l ta ,_., 
1...i -.i-
'• fT•- ..... 5J 
[ n.c..i. 
~
l • Ae 
2003 
f-'11111-P-,,l l-0-~ - . Q....,j ~....., 
F-...:l -










iioo . . ciai 
- ~ i~~ 
WC - 37 




User : djones 
September 09 , 2003 
,_ .. 
~'111/lOD) ..... !i;'f1;1f0l 
JMl!'w- .... __ ~:',• .)~'l 
11J;'ls,1op, 
!:.i\11 ic Itr.l 
lci.tltO ft,I\S, ID 
03:51: 31 PM 
o)"~ .... ----
• 1.-.1 .... ______ ,. 1---~--+---I 
1 H:;.:.-:F, '::!'f ,;·i~: 
• L ._ ....... ~-,. - h I . 1--..,,.---+..--1 
l~- ....-..bM.::...,.;,...,.c~~- ,----_.,,,,,,_ ,. r"" -no« ~-~-,.L"- ,-.-~~~--- -< 
~~~1----,~---~-1 
.. ,.IIII0"1,,/W ..... , ...... 1_ 
1, ,....,:Y( ..... ,_ • ..,._, ___ • 1-----,:---1---
.... .,_~-·~--,---· 1--,---,--:::----l-::a,o-, 
U.l _____ _ 
WC-38 








...., "0[ iu,, 
10/JlO r ~,.u ID n.01 
200) 03:52 : 00 PM 
WC , 40 





d j ones 
September 09, 2003 03 : 52 : 14 PH 
WC-41 

MObE: F ACTION: 
PO 660100 











Ta::x:/ Amt Coll : 









SALES TAX RETURN TRAIL 02/lB/00 
Name Cont BROW Tax Period(MM/YYYY) /0000 
662660 S 
06/99 M 50 
927888 033 
99.201 99.224 







FEB 18 2000 
ldarY..> F~!~, lD 
662660 S 






















09/99 M 50 
933031-006 
99.293 99.330 









MODE: F ACTION: SALES TAX RETURN TRAIL IN Ll.uff 02/18/00 
PO 660100 




10/99 M 50 
Ba tch-Rpt: 935113-003 
Recvd/Proc: 99. 330 99. 343 
I/C Emp/Rsn/Ov: NW 00 ~ 0 
Addr / Cnl : (_... 




















11/99 M 50 
936625-005 
99.357 00.007 









There are no more transactions to display. 
I I 
WC-44 
MCfDE : F ACTION: TAXPAYER ACCOUNTING PROCE 
BRT / Work-In-Process Inquiry 
TIN: 
Name Control: BROW 
Batch Location: TJl. 
Tax Code: 08 
Tran Code: SO 
TIN: 
J.Ls sociated TIN: 000662660 
Tax Period: 12/99 















ENl) OF MONTH REPORTS 
Examine 











TO GO ORDER 
To 
CASH 


















































------------------------- - - - -
25502.04 APPETIZERS 
























Error Correct To 



























2NP OF MONTH REPORTS 
Exarnine 
Net Sales Total 
Sei""""\fice Charges 
Tax Collected 
Toe al Revenue 
Discounts 
Ret: U:C!lS 












































# ' ~ 
- - - - - --------------- --------------- - - ------------------- - ------
CASH 2341 37112.03 APPETIZERS 960 5193.80 
-CHARGE TIP 1050 5018.47 SOUPS & S.Zu.A 1145 6875.70 
--------- - - PIZZA 860 7342.55 
=CASH DROP 1291 32093.56 CHILDS 250 987.50 
CHECK 393 9955.85 SAf'illS 1256 9243. T5 
GIFT REDEEM 13 775.94 BURGER 1032 7205.40 
HOUSE CF.AR.GE 6 95.65 PASTAS 919 9059.05 
VLA.S TERCARD 280 9914.02 ENTREES 484 7964.80 
VISA 618 20242.27 BEVS 2542 3725.59 
lL'WiEX 234 8239.80 BEERS 4865 12153.86 
DISCOVER 48 1353.33 DESSERTS 190 816.50 
Dil'IBRS 3 97.39 WINES 469 1940.04 
- - - - - ------ RETAIL 60 820.45 
=TOT TENDER 2886 82767.81 MODS 7004 80.65 
MISC 9 0.00 
SPEC:::ALS 443 4486. 50 
LIQUOR 479 1558.24 
LIQUOR UPCHA 0 ~-.. o.oo 
------------ ~ =FAMILY TOT 22967 ----------- .... 
================================================================================ 
WC-49 
ENp OF MONTH REPORTS 
Examine 











TO GO ORDER 
Total 
CASH 



































- - - -
31147.81 










































------ - - -------------------------
APPETIZERS 875 4859.45 
SOUPS &. SALA 902 5627.45 
PIZZA 706 5939.80 
CHILDS 2 06 813.70 
SJ:....NDS 1102 8113. '1 3 
BURGER 958 6S:;7.::.CJ 
PASTAS 861 8315.95 
ENTREES 446 7408.70 
BEVS 2138 3 061.15 
BEERS 4432 10807.68 
DESSERTS 143 585.75 
WINES 432 1682.50 
RET1UL 49 640.00 
MODS 6473 67.35 
MISC 2 0.00 
SPECIALS 514 4581'.40 
LIQUOR 470 1199.13 
LIQUOR UPCHA 0 0.00 
------------




"£I~? OF MONTE REPORTS 



























































System F Report 
- -------------------- ------------------























































































1 7639 58244.83 
--=================================----=====------------==--------=======-=-----
WC-51 
SIID .0 F WSSJ(. REPORTS 
E:x:am~ne 
Net. sales Toe.al 


























































System Financial Repo=~ 















Error Correct Tot.al 
l MICROS Page l 
J1JL06 1 9B ] : ]DAM 



































.... -- ------ ---
•FAMII.Y TOT 


























































=TOT SRV C-iG 
21, 99 













3. ~ 5 •. 
141.52-
930.94 
0. 0 0 
16. l B 
o.oo 
94 7. 12 
--WS-52 
:;:m;:, OF WE:EK REPORTS 
Examine 
Net:. Sales Total 









?-LTA.:::. L ORDER 
TD GO ORDER 
Toe.al 







































7 6 .19 
15761 88 
J3RDWNSTDNE 
System Financial Report. 
l MICROS Page l 
JUN2 9 ' 9 B 3 : 3 0AM 




















E=or Correct. Tot.al 
$/Guest Average :i Chec}:.s 
--------------- -------..-..-






APPE:TI ZE'l?..S 171 939.05 EMPL DISC 
SOUPS " SAI.J\. 24.9 1473. 65 $ o:scouNT 
PlZZA 170 1422.50 GOOD COMP 
CHIJ..DS 20 79.00 BAD :::DHP 
SM'DS 291 2050.65 w;,..:,i::oUT :OMP 
BURGli:R 175 lJSJ.45 lO!r SE:NIOR 
PASTAS '.;.65 1468,75 .. -----------
E:NcR.EES 68 1225. 60 sTOT D!SCNT 
BEVS 4 7B 69J..16 
BE:ERS 994 232J. B2 C:S..l\.RGE TIP 
DESSERTS 59 226.70 GIFT so;..o 
WINES 88 389.47 GRATUITY 18'1! 
RETA.IL 12 127. so COVER CHARGE 
MODS 1429 6.75 
M!SC 0 o.oo =TOT SRV C'!G 
SPECIALS 122 1232. 95 
LIQUOR 72 16 9. 37 
LIQUOR UPCY.A 0 0. oo 
.. -............ -.. -- .. 












































END OF WEE:K REPORTS 
---- -------------------------------
Examine 
Net: Sales Toe.al 
se~~ce c ... 'l.arges 
Tax Collecced 
To Cal Revenue 
Discounts 
Ret:.u~s 




F..ST;..I L ORDER 

















































Syscem Financial Reper:. 
As-of .:-!JN22'9B J:JOAM 
l4, 419 ,27 













l M!CROS Page: 
JUN22 '9 B ) : 3 OAM 









3 68. Sl 
754 60 

























































l 717, 40 
1€11. le 

























































END OF 1-/EEK R.SPORTS 
E.xam;i.ne 






Void Cone.rel Tor.al 
?rai.n.:..ng Tot.al 
B/-,R ORDER 
;tZTA. IL O?.DEil. 













































sys~em Financial Reper~ 















Error Cor=ec~ Total 
l MICROS Page 1 
JUN15'98 3,)0AM 
































































































,TOT SRV CHG 






















- - . - -.-
OF WEEK REPORTS BROWNSTONE 
System Financial Repor~ 
Page. 























































2 64. 9 9 
12366.50 
























4 D. 95 
90. 64 
387. OS 














































































































i:ND OF WE2K REPORTS 
.Net:. Sale9 Total 
.se:::-vi ce Charges 
'i'ax Colle-::r..e.d 
To c. al. H..evenue 
DiscOU..11tS 




R.2T~-I L ORDZR 










-CHA.RG~ 7::: P 
•D.5H DROP 
Cr:2CK 


















l.5 Bl. 6 4. 
144.24 
0. DD 






System Financial Reporc 














~rror correct ~otal 
1 t'!ICROS Page 
JUN01'98 3,3DAA 









4 04 . 3 6 























.. - .. -- ----- --
•FAMILY TOT 
-----------· 





















































































ENIJ Dr WE£K REPORTS 
.=:x.ami..ne: 
1.Je~ sales Tat.al 
':'a.J< collec::ed 
To c.al Revenue: 
DisCOU..'1:.S 
Returns 
































































. Gues~s ff 
100. 00'lr 1185 
o. 0D'lr 0 
0 OO'lr 0 
0.00't 0 
A.PFET: ZZP...S 


































9.80 5£5 20.55 
o.oo 0 0.00 
o.oo 0 0.00 
o.oo 0 0.00 
135 744.:25 EH.PL o:sc 
U2 889.55 5 rnscomrr 
lH l2H. 25 c;oot COMP 
9 25.:S:5 BJ-..:) COMP 
204 H22. BO ilA.:..KOUT COMP 
l3l l004.C5 l/ 2 $ :nsc 
109 963.:5 --------- ... ---
H 736, BO •TOT DISCNT 
334 477. 52 
7!,8 1966.00 CHARGE TIP 
39 147 lS G!:T so;:,n 
130 517.64 GRATUITY 18% 
l 15 00 COVER C'i.-l11.&GE 
1067 6 00 
___ ,.. ________ 
63 168.62 •TOT SRV CHG 
llB 1366. 10 
S4 HO.lo!, 
0 0 .oo 















C. c C 









---- - - ----·-- - ---- ------ - ------------ -------- ------ ----- -- ---- -- --------- ------------- ------ -- -- ------ -- -- ---- - ---
m o;:,· WEEK REPORTS 
Y..amine 


























































System Financial Reper~ 















E~rcr Correcc Tocal 
1 Ml::ROS Page 1 
MA.YlB' 98 3: )0AM 





7. B 8 
11,207.22 


























































































































ID 0-F WEEK REPOR'.!:S 
:-::arr,ine 








i'.Z:'A.I L ORDER 
G.Srt 




















System Finaru:ial Report 















Error Correcc Toe.al 










0 00 0 
0.00 0 
0,00 0 
1 t-lICROS ?age 
MAYlc'98 3:30AM 








































AP PET! ZERS 122 
















LIQUOR t.rl>otA 0 
__ .,. ________ .. 
•FAMILY T::T 3102 
--.. --- "" ....... -... 
'72B so EMPL DISC J..7 7£.17-
751. 75 $ DISCOUN-::' 29 l:l~.55-
1035.6S GOOD COMP 4- 0.00 
35.:5 BAD COMP 0 C. 00 
J..Hl.55 WALKOUT COMP 0 0.00 
1095.65 1/2 5 D!SC 0 0.00 
967. 40 ------------ .. 
99B.~5 ..,7oi:- DISCNT n 200. n 
SH.82 
l.541 B2 CHARGE 'r!P 9~ <SL 58 
Hl.10 GI:"!' SD.:..D 30. 00 
242.32 GRATUITY 18\ 1 Ii. l9 
0. 00 COVER CHARGE a. oo 
:\.OO ------------
12. 82 ~TOT SPN CHG 96 487.77 
llJJ.~S 





C:ND ... OF WEEK REPORTS 
EX.a-mine 
Nee. Sales Toe.al 
service Charges 
,ax Colleccecl 
To c. .al Revenue 
Disc:ount:s 
Rec.urns 














































2 7. 29 
94 9. 8 D 
2598. 87 




System Financial Reporc. 















Error Cor=ect Toe.al 
l MICROS Page l 
MAYD4.'98 3:301\.~ 


























































































































Syscem Financial Report 




Nee: sales Total 
se rv .ice Cha.,cges 
'7aX Co~lecc.ed 
TO c.al Revenue. 
DisCDU.'"'1.t9 
Recu._--r-ns 




















Error Corre:cc Tocal 
















?.ZTI-.I L OP.DER 
"'.'O GO ORDER. 
To::al. 


































CASH 1.50 APPE:TIZERS D.DD E:MPL DISC 0 0.00 
-:::HA.RGE T!P O.DO SOUPS " SALl 0.0D s DISCOUN:' 0 o.oo 
---- -------- PIZZA 0 0.00 GOOD COMP o. DO 
~CJ.SH ·oROP 1.50 .OULDS 0 o.oo BAD COMP 0 0 .00 
C-i:'E:CK 0.00 SANDS 0 o.oo WALKOUT COMP 0 o.oo 
GIFT P..;:DEEM 0 0.00 BURGER 0 o.oo 1/2 s DISC 0 0.00 
HOUSE CHARGE 0 O.DO PASTl>-..S 0 0.00 ------------
('IASTERC\P.D 0 0.00 ENT?..E:ES 0 O.DO KTOT DISCNT 0 0.00 
VISA 0. DO BEVS l l. 4.J 
1'."!EX 0 0. OD BEERS 0.00 CHARG8 TIP D 0.00 
DISCOV:::R 0.00 DESSE:RTS 0 o.oo GIFT SOLD D o.oo 
------------ WIN.:S 0.00 GRATUITI 1st D 0.00 
•TOT TENDER l 1. so RETAIL o.oo COVER CXARGE 0 0.00 
MODS 0 0.00 ------------
MISC 0 0,00 •TOT SRV CHG 0 o.oo 
SPECIALS 0 o.oo 
------------




ND oF WEEK REPORTS BROWNSTONE 
System Financial Report 
l MIOIDS Page l 
APP..lJ '98 J, )DAM 
-------- --------- - -- - - --- --- - -------------------------- -------- -------------------------------
:xam.ine 
ie:: sa..l!.s Tota.l 




;Jo1.d Cone.rel Tot.al 
















































0. 0 0 








































Error Corr~c~ To~al 








--------------- ------- --- ---------------
o.oo 0 0.00 
o.oo 0 0.00 
o.oo 0 0.00 
o.oo 0 0.00 
0 0.00 EM.PL DISC 
0. 00 s Di:SCOtnIT 
0 0.00 GOOD COMP 
0 0.00 !!AD COMP 
0 0.00 Whl.KDUT COMP 
0 0.00 l/2 s DISC 
0 0.00 ------------
0 0.00 ~= DISCNT 
0 0.00 
0 0. 00 CHARGE Ti'P 
0 0.00 GIFT SOLD 
0 0.00 GRAT!J:IT 18% 
0 0.00 COVEP. Cl{kRGE 
0 0.00 ------------























System Financial Report. 
l MICROS Page 
APR2 0 '98 3: 3 DAM 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~xarnine 
~e:: sales Tocal 
;e=-i.~ice Charges 




:Jc1d Cone.rel Tot.al 
':':::-a.ini..ng Tot.al 
? ... ZST ORDSR 
BAR ORDE:R 
?2':"A.! L OP...Di:R 

























































Error cor.:-ect To~al 

































































































c S.a.l. e, i-oca..l 
r , ~"'e Char9c9 
x ..:ol.. 2cc ced 
:"oc.a. l. P.evcnue 
SCOu.J"'\. C S 
~-:.\:........-n.9 
,, d Con~col T'onJ. 
rA ::. n i ng To~ .. 1 
.zn O?.Di:R 
,...R. o~~::,. 
:.£i',1.. ! L OR!l:.:R 













-- - - - . -.. -- -
•TOT T:::::.-:i~ 
Net Sa.. ~ es 
l65 
l. 0 ) 
0 
T'ocal 
--- . -- . - - . ~ . . - . 
D . <06 . 0 
0 00 
0 00 
0 , 00 
11.10, . ,9 
J 6' ) 5991.69 
HS Bl< . 2& 
191 Sl 17 41 
l 16 2502 09 
. ' ,_ :2 
0 0.00 
,, ' 1,22.e, 
ai 2850 . ~5 
,s l78l 99 
' l1\ . 9\ 
,,o lH40 . '1 
BROWWS'TON'E 
syscc~ ~i=c~Al R~port 
:.. Hl:::ltOS -- Pa~e l 
1'PIU 7 · 98 J. )0A/1 
Ju-oC 11.PR.21 ' 98 J . J0>.1-1 Wc: £>CLY Rc, cc 0020 APR.20· ,a ) , J OIJ'I 
ll , • 06. t 9 
Bl\ . 28 
6&9 6• 




l . SlS . H 
~ G"ucs:.s 
. ----- . ---
100 . 00• 10 , 
o . oo, 0 
o. oo~ 0 
0 00 \ 0 
1'??~i-Z£-.S 















..... .. . - - ... - .. 
•F~!t.~ -:-0"! 
-. . .. - . --- .. -
Oucgc.in41 ng 
C;u,=e l - oc~l 
trro : Co~recc TOCAl 







-. ... .. - . -- ... --.. .. . . ... . . .... . .. . ~ ... -..... -... .. ... 
9 . U 6'21 21 S9 
0 . 00 0 0 00 
0 . 00 0 0 00 
0 . 00 0 0 00 
P9 101e . 6S !.l'.J>t. o: .sc 
Hl 9J0 . ?S s O?SCOU!,'T 
l ~} 1001 . cs cooo coro 
2l ,o S.t..tl COMP 
HS \984. 7S 11.1.LKD\JT CONP 
\6) Di<. 75 l/2 s 01s:-
l6 ~ i,:., .~s -.... ..... .., ,. ... . .. . ... ... 
H 118 . 10 •TOT DISOCT 
)7' SA 1 . , , 
8'77 2ll S . 18 OWi.Ct TIP 
j O 10 . 00 can: SOl.0 
BS l 92 . 90 CR.ATIJITY l 8 ~ 
St 00 COV.:11 C\lAACI: 
USS ) . 00 - .... .. . -.. -- .. - .. 
1e l' . ~ l • TCT S!IV 0-:: 
l7) 11 ~O . H 










, . 1s 
H , 8 9 0 <1 
11 , U J l& 
0 . 0 0 
l l <. ' 0 
<S6 . a~ 
•• • i9 -
H9 , 91 -
. DO 
0.00 




50 . 00 
00 
o. 00 
8~< . 2 B 
wc . ss 
ID_qr011- SUT Summary of Returns 
I 
Run Date: 9/14/2009 10:58 AM 
I Account JD; 00066266008 
From Date: 11101 /1997 
" To Date: 03/3 l/1998 
~Taxpayer: BROWNSTONE COMPANIES INC 





























Sales & Use Tax 
















Idaho State Tax Commission 
Nd Taxable Use Taxable Adjustments Tiu Due Pe11 & Jnt Tora I Due Date Received 
39,204.00 0.00 0.00 1,960,00 0,00 1,960.00 4/20/1998 
39,707.00 0.00 0.00 1,985.00 0.00 1,985.00 3/20/1998 
42,360.00 0.00 0.00 2,118.00 0.00 2,118.00 2/20/1998 
57,750.00 0.00 0.00 2,887.00 0.00 2,887.00 l/20/1998 
46,253.00 0.00 0.00 2,312.00 0.00 2,312.00 12/22/1997 
225,.274 0 0 11,.262 0 11,262 
45,055 0 0 2-,252 0 2,252 












ID_qrOll - SUT Summary of Returns 
Rnn Date: 9/14/2009 10;59 AM 
Account ID; 00066266008 
From Date: I 0/01/1998 
To Date: 05/31/1999 
Ta,;payer. BROWNSTONE COMP ANTES INC 
Ac.co11nt Type: Sales & Use Ta.x 
Period RtnTy~e Ttita1 SaJe.s 
-----------
5/31/1999 Original 52,000.00 
'<".:' 
~Zt».ti~- 4/30/1999 Original 47,000.00 
3/31/1999 Original 44,500.00 
2/28/1999 Original 40,500.00 
1/31/1999 Original 37,500.00 
-------------
12/31/1998 Original 49,881.00 
------------------
1 J/30/1998 Original 41,500.00 

























Grand Tat.a If: 
Avera2e; 
40,611.00 0.00 40,611.00 
353,492 0 353,492 
44,187 0 44,187 
Idaho State Ta:i Commission 
Use Taxable Adjusbnents TaxD11e Pen & Jnt Total ll11e nate Received 
0.00 0.00 2,600.50 0.00 2,600.50 6/21/1999 
0.00 0.00 2,350.00 0,00 2,350.00 5/20/1999 
0.00 0.00 2,225.00 0.00 2,225.00 4/20/1999 
0.00 0.00 2,025.00 0.00 2,025.00 3/22/1999 
0.00 0.00 1,875.00 0.00 1,875.0-0 W2/1999 
-----------------------
0.00 0.00 2,494.00 0.00 2,494.00 l/20/1999 
-------------- -------------------------
0.00 0.00 2,075.00 0.00 2,075.00 12/21/1998 
·---------------------- ----------
0.00 0.00 2,030.00 0,00 2,030.00 I I/20/I 998 
-------------------
0 0 17,675 0 17,675 
0 0 2,209 0 2,2-09 
:n \ Confidential Page l of 1 dwilde 
r-
C) 
ID_qrOll - SUT Summary ofReturns 
Run Date: 
Account ID: 
9/14/2009 11:01 AM 
00066266008 
From Date: 12/01/1999 
To Date: 12/3 I/2001 
Taxp11.yer: BROWNSTONE COMPANIES INC 
Acwuot Type: Sal~s & Use Tax 
!'.!ritl RtnType Tahil Sales 
-------------------
12/3 I/2001 Original 31,000.00 
11/30/2001 Original 36,500.00 
10131/200! Original 35,000.00 







8/31f2001 Original 50,300.00 0.00 
Idaho Srate Tax Commission 
Net Tax.able UseTanble Adiu.stments T11xDue Pen &In! Tetal Due Date Re£dn;1l 
31,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,550.00 0.00 l,550.00 1/16/2002 
36,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,825.00 0.00 1,825.00 12/l&/2001 
35,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,750.00 0.00 1,750.00 l 1/8!2{10 l 
--------
30,000.00 0.00 0,00 1,500.00 0.00 1,500.00 10/5/2001 
---------------------------





7131/2001 Original 54,000.00 0.00 



























:,_ 12)31/2000 Odginal 23,000.00 
:;!:; ------·-----------------------











































0.00 1,450.00 4/13/2001 

























= 10/31/2000 Original 28,000.00 0.00  -···-·--·---·-----------·------------·-·---·----·-·-·--· 




0,00 ________________________ ..,. ______________________________________________________ _ 





0.00 48,000.00 0.00 0.00 2.400.00 0.00 



















BROWNSTONE co:r-..,IPANIES INC 
Sales & Use Tax 
Total Sale!! 
7/31/2000 50,11 I.42 0.0-0 50,111.42 
U1e Taxable ,Adjus1men1s Tu Due Pt11 &Inf 
0.00 0.00 2,505.57 0,00 














































































































ID_qrOll - SUT Summary of Returns 
Run Dale: 9/14/2009 11:02 Alvt 
Ae<:ount ID: 0006626600& 
From Date: 07/Dl/2003 
To Date: 05/31/2005 
Taxpayer: 
Account Type: 
BROWNSTONE co:MPANIES JNC 


















































































0.00 0.00 3,030.00 0.00 3,030.00 lW0/2004 
:/) -·--------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10/3 I/2004 Origin.a1 59,000.00 0.00 59,000.0-0 
---------------------------------------
9/30/2004 Original 68,000.00 0.00 68,000.00 
-------- ---------
8/31/2004 Original &9,250.00 0.00 89,250.00 
0 
-l:~\, 7/31/2004 Original 95,200.00 0.00 95,200.00 
~ ts/ --·-------------------------·-· -----
:::, 





































































"" 2/29/2004 Original 0.00 49,500.00 
-i-'. --------------·----·-·-----------------·-----------·----·--·-· 







C. ---------------------------------------- ---- ------------------------ ---
Q..> 








ID_qrOll -SUT Summary of Returns 
Run Date: 9/14/2009 1 I :02 AM 
Acrount ID: 00066266008 
From Date: 07/01/2003 
To Date; 05/31/2005 
Tu:payer; BROW1'.1STONE COfvfP A NIES JNC 
Account Type: Sales & Use Tax 
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ID_qr011- SUT Summary !,fReturns 
Run Date; 9/14/2009 11 :04 Af,f 
Account fD: 00066266008 
from Date: 
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Adjustments T11xD11e Pen &J11t 
0.00 9,660.00 0.00 
-------------------~------· 
0.00 7,980.00 0.00 
---~-------
0 ]7,4i40 0 
0 8,820 0 
Idaho State Tu Comntission 






? j'"""c_:o_n_fi-de-n-,i-al ____________________ P_a_g_e ____ of--l---------------------d-,-Yi-ld_o __ __ 
EXHIBIT "B" 
COMP'"', iiSOI\J OF BASE RENT AND 5% OF SALES 
Nov-1997 thru Oct-2009 
Th W tk· C LLC M' h I St t I e a ins ompanv, V. Ic ae orms, e a. 
Month I Base Rent Gross Sales I 5% of Gross Sales Balance Owed 
Nov-97 $ 3,750.00 $ 46,253.00 $ 2,312.65 $ -
Dec-97 $ 3,750.00 i $ 57,750.00 ! $ 2,887.50 $ -
Jan-98 $ 3,750.00 . $ 42,360.00 $ 2,118.00 $ -
Feb-98 $ 3,750.00 $ 39,707.00 $ 1,985.35 $ -
Mar-98 $ 3,750.00 $ 39,204.00 $ 1,960.20 ! $ -
Apr-98 $ 3,750.00 $ 13,694.41 $ 684.72 $ -
May-98 $ 3,750.00 $ 50,791.79 $ 2,539.59 $ -
Jun-98, $ 3,750.00 : $ 54,771.95 $ 2,738.60 $ -
Jul-98 $ 3,750.00 ! $ 60,408.50 I $ 3,020.43 i $ -
Aug-98. $ 3,750.00 $ 82,767.81 ' $ 4,138.39 I$ 388.39 
Sep-98 $ 3,750.00 $ 73,235.81 $ 3,661.79 $ -
Oct-98 $ 3,750.00 $ 40,611.00 $ 2,030.55 $ -
Nov-98 $ 3,750.00 $ 41,500.00 $ 2,075.00 $ -
Dec-981 $ 3,750.00 $ 49,881.00 $ 2,494.05 $ -
Jan-991 $ 3,750.00 $ 37,500.00 $ 1,875.oo I $ -
Feb-99 $ 3,750.00 $ 40,500.00 $ 2,025.00 $ -
Mar-991 $ 3,750.00 $ 44,500.00 I $ 2,225.00 $ -
Apr-99 $ 3,750.00 $ 47,000.00 $ 2,350.00 i $ -
~ 
May-99 $ 3,750.00 , $ 52,000.00 $ 2,600.00 I $ -
Jun-99\ $ 3,750.00 $ 58,000.00 $ 2,900.00 I $ -
Jul-99/ $ 3,750.00 $ 71,000.00 $ 3,550.00 i $ -
Aug-99 $ 3,750.00 $ 70,500.00 $ 3,525.00 $ -
Sep-99 $ 3,750.00 $ 54,ooo.oo I $ 2,700.00 $ -
Oct-99 $ 3,750.00 $ 46,ooo.oo I $ 2,300.00 $ -
Nov-991 $ 3,750.00 i $ 36,500.00 ! $ 1,825.00 $ -
Dec-99 $ 3,750.00 i $ 33,ooo.oo I $ 1,650.00 $ -
Jan-00 1 $ 3,750.00 I $ 31,000.00 $ 1,550.00 $ -
Feb-00 $ 3,750.00 $ 37,ooo.oo I $ 1,850.00 $ -
Mar-00 $ 3,750.00 $ 41,200.00 j $ 2,060.00 $ -
Apr-00 $ 3,750.00 $ 28,000.00 I $ 1,400.00 $ -
May-00 $ 3,750.00 $ 35,000.00 : $ 1,750.00 $ -
Jun-001 $ 3,750.00 ! $ 42,000.00 $ 2,100.00 $ -
Jul-00 1
1 
$ 3,750.00 I $ 50,111.42 $ 2,505.57 $ ---
Aug-001 $ 3,750.00 I $ 48,000.00 $ 2,400.00 , $ -
Sep-00 $ 3,750.00 $ 34,000.00 $ 1,700.00 I $ -
Oct-00 $ 3,750.00 $ 28,000.00 $ 1,400.00 $ -
Nov-00 $ 3,750.00 $ 20,000.00 $ 1,000.00 j $ -
Dec-00 $ 3,750.00 I $ 23,000.00 $ 1,150.00 . $ -
Jan-01) $ 3,750.00 i $ 22,000.00 $ 1,100.00 i $ -
Feb-01 I $ 3,750.00 I $ 25,000.00 $ 1,250.00 $ -
Mar-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 29,000.00 $ 1,450.00 $ -
Apr-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 30,000.00 $ 1,500.00 $ -
May-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 33,000.00 $ 1,650.00 $ -
Jun-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 45,000.00 $ 2,250.00 $ -
Jul-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 54,000.00 $ 2,700.00 $ -
Aug-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 50,300.00 $ 2,515.00 $ -
Sep-0·1 $ 3,750.00 $ 30,000.00 $ 1,500.00 $ -
Oct-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 35,000.00 $ 1,750.00 $ -
Nov-01 $ 3,750.00 $ 36,500.00 $ 1,825.00 $ -
Dec-01 · $ 3,750.00 $ 31,000.00 $ 1,550.00 $ -
Jan-02 $ 3,750.00 I $ 30,000.00 $ 1,500.00 $ -
n1SON OF BASE RENT AI\ID 5% OF GR ..., 0ALES 
Nov-1997 thru Oct-2009 
Th W k' C LLC M' h IS e at ins ompany, V. 1c ae torms, et a. 
Feb-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 29,500.00 $ 1,475.00 $ -
Mar-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 35,000.00 $ 1,750.00 $ -
Apr-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 34,000.00 $ 1,700.00 $ -
May-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 42,000.00 $ 2,100.00 $ -
Jun-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 54,000.00 $ 2,700.00 $ -
Jul-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 61,000.00 $ 3,050.00 I $ -
Aug-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 59,500.00 $ 2,975.00 $ -
Sep-02 $ 3,750.00 $ 41,000.00 $ 2,050.00 $ -
Oct-02! $ 3,750.00 $ 30,000.00 $ 1,500.00 $ -
Nov-02 $ 3,750.00 I $ 30,000.00 $ 1,500.00 $ -
Dec-02 $ 3,750.00 I$ 31,000.00 $ 1,550.00 1 $ -
Jan-031 $ 3,750.00 $ 28,500.00 $ 1,425.00 $ -
Feb-03 $ 3,750.00 $ 29,000.00 $ 1,450.00 I $ -
Mar-03 $ 3,750.00 $ 38,000.00 $ 1,900.00 $ -
Apr-031 $ 3,750.00 i $ 42,000.00 $ 2,100.00 I$ -
May-03 $ 3,750.00 $ 50,000.00 $ 2,500.00 $ -
Jun-03 I $ 3,750.00 $ 70,000.00 $ 3,500.00 $ -
Jul-03 $ 3,750.00 $ 72,000.00 $ 3,600.00 $ -
Aug-03 $ 3,750.00 $ 73,000.00 $ 3,650.00 $ -
Sep-03 $ 3,750.00 · $ 57,000.00 $ 2,850.00 , $ -
Oct-03 $ 3,750.00 $ 52,000.66 $ 2,600.03 $ -
Nov-03, $ 3,750.00 $ 42,000.00 ' $ 2,100.00 $ -
Dec-03 $ 3,750.00 $ 35,000.00 $ 1,750.00 $ -
Jan-04i $ 3,750.00 i $ 38,000.00 $ 1,900.00 I $ -
Feb-04 $ 3,750.00 I $ 49,500.00 $ 2,475.00 I$ -
Mar-04 $ 3,750.00 i $ 57,ooo.oo I $ 2,s5o.oo I $ -
Apr-041 $ 3,750.00 I $ 64,600.00 $ 3,230.00 $ -
May-04 $ 3,750.00 $ 76,000.00 i $ 3,800.00 $ 50.00 
Jun-04! $ 3,750.00 $ 84,ooo.oo I $ 4,200.00 $ 450.00 
Jul-041 $ 3,750.00 $ 95,200.00 I $ 4,760.00 · $ 1,010.00 
Aug-04 $ 3,750.00 / $ 89,250.00 I $ 4,462.50 ! $ 712.50 
Sep-04 1 $ 3,750.00 I $ 68,000.00 $ 3,400.00 I $ -
Oct-04 $ 3,750.00 $ 59,000.00 $ 2,950.00 $ -
Nov-04 $ 3,750.00 $ 50,500.00 $ 2,525.00 I $ -
Dec-04 $ 3,750.00 $ 56,500.00 $ 2,825.00 $ -
Jan-05 $ 3,750.00 I $ 47,600.00 $ 2,3so.oo I $ -
Feb-05 $ 3,750.00 I $ 52,700.00 : $ 2,635.00 $ -
Mar-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 63,750.00 $ 3,187.50 $ -
Apr-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 71,400.00 $ 3,570.00 $ -
May-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 72,250.00 $ 3,612.50 $ -
Jun-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 83,400.00 $ 4,170.00 $ 420.00 
Jul-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 99,000.00 $ 4,950.00 $ 1,200.00 
Aug-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 102,000.00 $ 5,100.00 $ 1,350.00 
Sep-OS $ 3,750.00 $ 82,000.00 $ 4,100.00 $ 350.00 
Oct-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 71,400.00 $ 3,570.00 $ -
Nov-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 59,000.00 $ 2,950.00 $ -
Dec-05 $ 3,750.00 $ 48,500.00 $ 2,425.00 $ -
Jan-06 $ 3,750.00 $ 49,000.00 $ 2,450.00 $ -
Feb-06 $ 3,750.00 $ 57,000.00 $ 2,850.00 $ -
Mar-06 $ 3,750.00 $ 69,700.00 $ 3,485.00 $ -
Apr-06 $ 3,750.00 $ 69,275.00 $ 3,463.75 $ -
May-06 $ 3,750.00 I $ 78,000.00 $ 3,900.00 $ 150.00 
COM'r1i{HISON OF BASE RENT AND 5% OF G 
Nov-1997 thru Oct-2009 
w SALES 
The Watkins Company, L LC v. Michael Storms, et al. 
Jun-06! $ 3,750.00 $ 83,400.00 $ 4,170.001$ 
Jul-06i $ 3,750.00 $ 91,000.00 $ 4,550.00 $ 
Aug-061 $ 3,750.00 $ 86,300.00 $ 4,315.00 $ 
~ Sep-06 I $ 3,750.00 1 $ 74,750.00 $ 3,737.50 $ 
Oct-06 $ 3,750.00 I $ 72,000.00 $ 3,600.00 r$ 
Nov-061 $ 3,750.00 $ 57,500.00 I $ 2,875.00 $ 
Dec-06! $ 3,750.00 $ 66,000.00 I $ 3,300.00 $ 
Jan-071 $ 3,750.00 $ 57,200.00 I $ 2,860.00 $ 
Feb-07/ $ 3,750.00 $ 62,300.00 $ 3,115.00 $ 
Mar-07, $ 3,750.00 $ 67,800.00 $ 3,390.00 $ 
Apr-071 $ 3,750.00 $ 64,400.00 $ 3,220.00 $ 
May-07 1 $ 3,750.00 $ 78,250.00 $ 3,912.50 $ 
Jun-07 $ 3,750.00 $ 91,050.00 $ 4,552.50 $ 
Jul-07 $ 3,750.00 $ 90,300.00 $ 4,515.00 $ 
Aug-07 $ 3,750.00 $ 88,500.00 $ 4,425.00 $ 
Sep-07 $ 3,750.00 $ 78,700.00 $ 3,935.00 $ 
Oct-07 $ 3,750.00 $ 67,500.00 $ 3,375.00 $ 
Nov-07 $ 4,375.00 $ 65,000.00 $ 3,250.00 $ 
Dec-07 $ 4,375.00 $ 61,000.00 $ 3,050.00 $ 
Jan-08 $ 4,375.00 $ 54,000.00 $ 2,700.00 $ 
Feb-08 $ 4,375.00 $ 60,000.00 I $ 3,000.00 $ 
Mar-OBI $ 4,375.00 $ 72,000.00 I $ 3,600.00 $ 
Apr-0Bi $ 4,375.00 $ 65,500.00 $ 3,275.00 $ 
May-08 $ 4,375.00 $ 107,000.00 $ 5,350.00 $ 
Jun-08 $ 4,375.00 $ 111,000.00 $ 5,550.00 i $ 
Jul-08 $ 4,375.oo I $ 128,750.00 j $ 6,437.50 $ 
Aug-08 $ 4,375.00 i $ 109,ooo.oo I $ 5,450.00 $ 
Sep-08 $ 4,375.oo I $ 90,000.00 I $ 4,500.00 $ 
Oct-08/ $ 4,375.00 ! $ 87,330.00 1 $ 4,366.50 $ 
Nov-08 $ 4,375.oo I $ 73,500.00 $ 3,675.00 $ 
Dec-08 $ 4,375.00 $ 79,000.00 $ 3,950.00 $ 
Jan-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 72,000.00 $ 3,600.00 $ 
Feb-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 68,000.00 $ 3,400.00 $ 
Mar-09 $ 4,375.00 $ s5,ooo.oo I $ 4,250.00 $ 
Apr-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 99,000.00 ! $ 4,950.00 $ 
May-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 120,000.00 I $ 6,000.00 $ 
Jun-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 133,000.00 i $ 6,650.00 $ 
Jul-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 161,000.00 $ 8,050.00 $ 
Aug-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 147,700.00 $ 7,385.00 $ 
Sep-09 $ 4,375.00 $ 106,500.00 $ 5,325.00 $ 












































Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
BONHEVILLE COUNTY 
!DfHO 
2fl09 OEC I O PM Lt: 2 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 















STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGNIENT 
Michael Storms, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the named defendants in this action and therefore make this affidavit 
based on my actual knowledge and belief. 
2. On or about July 10, 2008 I received a three-day notice to pay rent or quit the 
premises from Dane Watldns and Watkins & Watkins. Attached as Exhibit A to this affidavit is a 
true and accurate copy of said three-day notice. 
1 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
3. Prior to receiving this three-day notice to pay rent or quit the premises, I received a 
copy of a letter sent by plaintiff's attorney to my prior counsel of record, Bradley J. Williams, 
outlining plaintiff's claim for damages and various violations of my lease agreement with plaintiff. 
4. Although I disputed the claims outlined in said letter, upon receiving the three-day 
notice to pay rent or quit the premises, I agreed to pay the requested amount in order to resolve and 
satisfy the plaintiff's claims. 
5. On or about September 12, 2008 I received a second three-day notice to pay rent or 
quit the premises signed by Dane Watkins. 
6. After receiving this notice, I requested additional infonnation through my attorney. 
After receiving this additional information, I agreed to pay this compromised amount again in order 
to finalize and satisfy any disputed claims plaintiff had under the lease. 
7. I paid the amounts reg uested in order to satisfy the claims sought under this lease and 
to be in compliance with said lease. 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
,,.J"C--
DATED this___.!::_ day of December, 2009. 
Michael Storms 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on oath before me this 1/1 µday of December, 2009. 
·olary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 05/22/2015 
3 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
' 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the /D day of December, 2009, I caused a true and conect 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS IN SL'PPORT OFMOTIONFOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served upon the following persons at the addresses 
below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the coJTect 
postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
BJ DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX 50731 





[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
4- AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
THREE DAY NOTICE TO PAY RENT 
OR QUIT THE PREMISES 
TO: Michael Storms 
455 River Parkway 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that you are in default with your payment to Watkins and 
Watkins under the lease ofrent for the Brownstone Restaurant located at 455 River Parkway, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83402 in the amount of $17,900.00. 
DEMAND IS HEREBY MADE pursuant to Idaho Code §6-303 for the payment of 
amounts due under the lease within three {3Ydays from the d~te of deliverv of this notice. 
If you fail to pay the rental due within three (3) days from the date of delivery of this notice, 
procedures will be initiated for your eviction from the premises. If such action is necessary you 
may be liable for treble rents as allowed by Idaho Code § 6-317, and you shall be liable for 
attorney's fees as provided by Idaho Code§ 6-324 and the lease agreement. 
Your rental payment must be received within three (3) davs from the date of delivery 
of this notice at the following address: 
Watkins and Watkins 
Attn: Dane Watkins 
349 River Parkway 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
If you pay the above amount in full within three (3) days from the date of delivery of this 
notice, you may remain in possession of the premises and in compliance with the lease 
agreement. 





Dane a ·ns · 
Watkins and Watkins 
F:\CLlENTS\BDS\7973\3 Day Notice to Pay or Quit Premises.Storms.doc EXHIBIT 
A 
.• 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
BONt-ff \.t IL LE COUNTY 
'.DAHO 
2noq OEC I I PM lf: 30 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KA THY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 












Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHYTE 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Michael J. Whyte, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the attorney of record for defendants and therefore make this affidavit based on 
my actual knowledge and belief. 
2. Attached and incorporated as Exhibit A to this affidavit is a true and correct copy of 
a June 12, 2008 letter from plaintiffs attorney to defendants' previous counsel. 
1 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHYTE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
3. On September 23, 2008, on behalf of defendants, I delivered to plaintiffs attorney 
defendants' payment to plaintiff in the amount of $6,219.00 as requested in plaintiffs Three Day 
Notice to Pay Rent or Quit the Premises. 
4. Attached as Exhibit B to this affidavit are true and accurate copies of plaintiffs 
Responses to Defendants' Amended First Request for Admissions of Fact and Supplementary 
lnterro gatory. 
5. In said responses, plaintiff admits that he, or someone on his behalf, delivered the July 
10, 2008 Three Day Notice to Pay or Quit the Premises as well as the September 12, 2008 Three Day 
Notice to Pay or Quit the Premises. 




DATED this ti) day of December, 2009. 
ary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 05/22/2015 
2- AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHYTE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FORPARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the__!_!!__ day of December, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHYTE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the 
correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\017 Aff-MJW 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 




LAW OFFICES OF 
McGRATH, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 SHOUP 
STEPHEN .J. McGRATH 
BRYAN D. SMITH' 
8 . .J. DRISCOLL•• 
•ALSO ADMITTED IN CAL.IF"ORNIA 
"'AL.SO AOlwtlTTE:D IN UTAH 
Bradley J. Williams, Esq. 
POST OFFICE BOX 507 31 
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 63405 
TELEPHONE (208) 524-0731 
FAX (206) 529-4166 
e-mail: info@eidaholaw.com 
June 12, 2008 
VL4 HAND DELIVERY 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chartered 
420 Memorial Drive 
P. 0. Box 51505 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1505 
SWAN VALLEY OFFICE 
9B0 RAINEY CREEK ROAD 
SWAN VALLEY, IDAHD B3449 
TEL (20B) 493-2001 
Re: The Watkins Company vs. Michael Storms and Kathy Burggraf 
Dear Brad: 
Our law office has the pleasure of representing The Watkins Company in connection with 
a claim it has against Michael Storms and Kathy Burggraf. We are sending you this letter 
because we understand that you represent Mr. Storms. We are also sending the same 
letter to Kathy Burggraf. There are actually multiple issues that have arisen between the 
parties. We will address them as follows: 
1. On July 31, 1996, Mr. Storms and Ms. Burggraf signed a written lease to lease 
the premises now known as the "Brownstone Brewery." Under that lease, the 
parties are obligated to pay monthly rent. That rent amount is currently 
$4,375 per month. Our client has not received any rent for the months of 
April, May or June. Thus, we are seeking $13,125 for unpaid rent. 
2. There is also a verbal month to month agreement to rent some "upstairs" 
storage space for $100 per month. Our client has not received any rent for the 
months of April, May or June. Thus, we are seeking $300 for unpaid rent. 
3. Under the terms of the lease, Mr. Storms and Ms. Burggraf are obligated to 
maintain a portion of the roof that has recently been repaired. According to 
Mr. Dane Watkins, Mr. Storms and Ms. Burggraf still owe $5,000 for their 




1JYN 12 inna 
aft __ ,_ 
Bradley J. Williams, 
June 12, 2008 
Page 2 
4. Mr. Storms and Ms. Burggraf have been withholding a specified "liquidated 
damage" amount per day for .each day that a certain bridge connecting what 
we believe is Lindsay A venue with the leased premises has been inoperable. 
However, there is no requirement in the lease that the bridge be operable and 
there is no amount of "liquidated damage" specified in the lease for this issue. 
We understand that approximately $6,000 has been withheld on this issue that 
we are seeking to recover. 
5. Mr. Storms currently has some personal property stored in lease space #16 
that Mr. Watkins has allowed Mr. Storms to use as a courtesy. Mr. Watkins 
wants Mr. Storms to remove the personal property and no longer use lease 
space #16. We ask that Mr. Storms immediately remove the personal property 
he has in lease space #16. 
6. The month to month lease for the "upstairs" space has been $100 per month. 
Mr. Watkins hereby give you notice that he is terminating that lease. 
However, Mr. Watkins.is willing to enter a new lease at the price of $750 per 
month for that "'upstairs" space. 
7. Mr. Storms has been storing a large walk in cooler for 36 months on some 
property belonging to The Watkins Company. Mr. Storms owes a reasonable 
rental value for the storage space, but he has paid nothing. We are seeking 
$100 per month for the last 36 months for a total of $3,600 on this issue. 
8. Mr. Storms and Ms. Burggraf are both liable for a $50 per month late 
the rent is not paid by the first of the month. Mr. Watkins informs us that the 
rent has never been paid on time during the approximate 10 years Mr. Storms . 
and Ms. Burggraf have been obligated to pay rent. Thus, we are seeking $50 
per month for 120 months in the amount of $6,000 in late fees. 
9. Mr. Storms and Ms. Burggraf are obligated to provide monthly sales figures to 
substantiate the rent owed. In other words, the lease provides a minimum 
amount of rent due or 5% of gross sales, whichever is greater. However, in 
the last approximate 10 years neither Mr. Storms nor Ms. Burggraf has 
provided this information. We hereby make demand for this information 
since the inception of the lease. 
10. The lea;;e requires that The Watkins Company pay 50% of the utilities. Mr. 
Storms and Ms. Burggraf have been withholding this 50% share of the utilities 
from the monthly rent due without providing any documentation to back up 
the amount withheld. We propose that going forward Mr. Storms and Ms. 
Burggraf pay the rent as obligated. They can then send an invoice for the 
monthly utilities enclosing a copy of the utilities statement so that Mr. 
Watkins can review it and then pay the 50% share. 
Bradley J. Williams, 
June 12, 2008 
Page 3 
In conclusion, we hereby make demand in the amount of $34,025.00 to be paid within 1 O 
days. Also, we make demand that within 10 days we receive the gross sales information 
as requested in this demand. Otherwise, we are authorized to file suit to recover damages 
and the gross sales information. 
Sincerely, 
McGRATH, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
BDS/dh 
cc: Dane Watkins, Sr. 
F:\CLIENTS\BDS\7973\0001.letter to Brad Williams and Kathy Burggraf.doc 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMP ANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STOR1'-1S and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-08-7258 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' 
AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR 
ADMISSIONS OF FACT AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY 
INTERROGATORY 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, The Watkins Company, LLC, ("Watkins"), by and 
through its attorneys of record of the firm Smith, Driscoll & Associates, PLLC, pursuant to 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 33, 34 and 36 and responds to the Defendants' First Request 
for Admissions of Fact and Supplementary Interrogatory, as follows: 
REQUEST NO. 1: Admit that the document attached as Exhibit A is a true and 
correct copy of a document entitled Three-Day Notice to Pay or Quit Premises dated July 
10, 2008, 
RESPONSE: Plaintiff admits Exhibit A is dated July 10, 2008, but denies the 
balance of this request. 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS OF 
AND SUPPLEMENTARY INTERROGATORY-Page 1 
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EXHIBIT 
j 
REQUEST NO. 2: Admit that you, or someone at your request, sent Exhibit A to 
defendants. 
RESPONSE: Deny. 
REQUEST NO. 3: Admit that you were paid the amounts requested in Exhibit A 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
REQUEST NO. 4: Admit that the document attached as Exhibit B is a true and 
correct copy of a document entitled Three-Day Notice to Pay or Quit Premises dated 
September 12, 2008. 
RESPONSE: Plaintiff admits Exhibit B is dated September 12, 2008, but denies 
the balance of this request. 
REQUEST NO. 5: Admit that you, or someone at your request sent Exhibit A to 
defendants. 
RESPONSE: Deny. 
REQUEST NO. 6: Admit that you were paid the amounts requested in Exhibit A. 
RESPONSE: Admit. 
. REQUEST NO. 7: Admit that your standard practice of collecting the rent for the 
Brownstone was to advise Michael Storm and/or Kathy Burggraf, and/or other individuals 
associated with the Brownstone restaurant of the monthly utility amounts due and would at 
that time request payment. 
RESPONSE: Plaintiff previously answered this Request No. 7. 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS OFF ACT 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INTERROGATORY 
If you have denied or intend to deny the truth of the facts, matters or allegations 
contained herein, please state the following with respect to each such Request for Admission 
of Fact or Genuineness of Documents (a separate response is requested for each) . 
.I 
1. Any and all facts, reasons, or grounds upon which you base your denial of 
the substance of said Request for Admission of Fact and/or Genuineness of 
Documents. 
Response to Supplemental Interrogatory No. 1: As for Requests No. 1 and No. 4, 
the documents attached as Exhibit A and Exhibit B are entitled, "Three Day Notice 
to Pay Rent or Quit the Premises." 
As for Requests No. 2. and No. 5, Plaintiff has made several deliveries to 
Storms and believes it delivered Exhibit A and Exhibit B to Storms' apartment and 
slid them under his door, but Storms may have answered the door at his apartment. 
Plaintiff cannot remember if it delivered Exhibit A and Exhibit B to Kathy Burggraf. 
2. Describe with particularity all documents of any nature whatsoever lmown to 
you which you allege support your denial of said Request for Admission or 
proves or tends to prove that the facts, matters, or allegations stated therein 
are not true. 
Response to Supplemental Interrogatory No. 2: Please see the documents 
previously disclosed. 
3. For any denial or non-answer based upon lack oflmowledge, state the full 
extent of your efforts to inquire concerning the subject matter of the request, 
including listing all documents and materials reviewed. 
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS OFF ACT 
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Response to Supplemental Interrogatory No. 3: Plaintiff has personal knowledge 
of its practice in collecting rent. 
DATED this~ day of April, 2009. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCLA. TES, PLLC 
By:£~ . J.Driscol 
Artomeys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .&:'jday of April, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST REQUEST 
FOR ADMISSIONS OF FACT AND SUPPLEMENTARY INTERROGATORY to 
be served, by placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, 
addressed to the following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLD 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
[·~S.Mail 
[ J Fax 
[ J Overnight Delivery 
[ J Hand Delivery 
B~ 
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Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. -ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 




Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DANE WATKINS, SR. 
DANE WATKINS, SR., being first duly sworn upon oath, states and deposes as 
follows: 
1. I am a managing member of the plaintiff in this case, am over the age of 
21, and make this affidavit based on my personal knowledge. 
2. On or about July 10, 2008, I delivered a "Three-Day Notice to Pay Rent or 
Quit the Premises" to defendant Michael Storms at The Brownstone Restaurant seeking 
payment of $17,900 of unpaid rent. On or about September 12, 2008, I delivered another 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS, SR. - Page 1 
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similar notice to Mr. Storms seeking payment of $6,219 of unpaid rent. Mr. Storms paid 
the full amount from both of these notices. 
3. These notices sought payment of the undisputed amount of unpaid base 
monthly rent that the defendants owed under the lease at issue in this case. These 
amounts were the undisputed minimum amounts of rent due. Obviously, the defendants 
did not dispute these amounts because they paid them both almost immediately and 
without any dispute or any request to adjust the amounts claimed. 
4. The lease requires the defendants to pay the greater of the base rent or 5% 
of the gross sales from the entire business operation on the leased premises for that 
month. The lease required the defendants to provide me monthly reports of the gross 
sales so I could determine what rent amount the defendants owed. 
5. I had tried for years to get the monthly reports of the gross sales from the 
defendants in order to determine whether they owed additional rent. In July and 
September 2008, at the time I caused Mr. Storms to be served with the three-day notices, 
I did not have the monthly reports of gross sales and I could not determine whether the 
defendants owed any additional rent. I was still trying to obtain the reports. In fact, I did 
not receive these reports until September 2009. The amounts I included in the three-day 
notices were the undisputed amounts of the unpaid base monthly rent. 
6. In July and September 2008, I never discussed or negotiated with either of 
the defendants regarding the amount of the unpaid rent I sought in the three-day notices. 
The defendants never told me that they disputed the amounts in the three-day notices. In 
fact, Mr. Storms paid the exact amount sought in both notices without any adjustment. 
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7. I never intended that the defendants' payment of the undisputed amounts 
in the three-day notices would cover anything other than the undisputed amount of 
unpaid monthly base rent. I did not know whether the defendants owed any additional 
rent because I had not received regular monthly gross sales reports. I did not know 
whether the defendants owed additional rent, so I sought payment for the undisputed 
amounts of the unpaid monthly base rent. 
8. I never discussed or negotiated with either of the defendants over the 
amounts claimed in the three-day notices. I never intended the three-day notices to be 
offers to settle all of the issues and problems I had with Mr. Storms under the lease. In 
the three-day notices, I did not mention anything about resolving other issues with the 
defendants, like late fees for their consistently late rent payments, the interest due under 
the lease for the unpaid and late payments, the amounts the Mr. Storms owed for using 
the plaintiffs space not included in the lease, the amount still due for the defendants' 
portion of roof repairs, or the amount of unpaid food and drink credit due under the lease. 
The three-day notices covered the minimum, undisputed amount of unpaid monthly base 
rent and nothing more. I never told or indicated to the defendants that I would accept 
payment of the amounts in the three-day notices in full satisfaction of the other items they 
owed the plaintiff. 
9. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibits "A" and Exhibit "B" are true and 
correct copies of the three-day notices dated July 10, 2008 and September 12, 2008, 
respectively. 
10. The last line of the three-day notices states that if the defendants pay the 
undisputed amounts, which they did, then they could "remain in possession of the 
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premises and in compliance with the lease agreement." When I had these three-day 
notices drafted, I wanted to let the defendants know that if they paid the undisputed 
amounts of the unpaid base monthly rent, I wanted them to stay in the building and 
continue operating in compliance with the lease. In other words, if they paid the 
undisputed amount of unpaid monthly base rent, then they could remain in compliance 
with the lease and remain on the leased premises. 
Further your affiant sayeth naugh~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • 
Dane Watkins, Sr. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thisc;t:~1t.P day of December, 2009. 
Notary Public for the ate of 
Residing at Idaho Falls, d 
My Commission Expires: 04/11/11 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of December, 2009, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS, SR. to be 
served, by placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, 
addressed to the following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANE WATKINS, SR.-Page5 
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[ µJ. S. Mail 
[v) Fax 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 




THREE DAY NOTICE TO PAY RENT 
OR QU1T THE PREMISES 
TO: Michael Storms 
4 5 5 River Parkway 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
PLEASE TA.KE NOTICE that you are in default with your payment to Watkins and 
Watkins under the lease of rent for the Brownstone Restaurant located at 455 River Parkway, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83402 m the amount of $17,900.00. 
DEMAND IS HEREBY MADE pursuant to Idaho Code §6-303 for the pavment of 
amounts due under the lease within three (3) davs from the date of deliverv of this notice. 
If you fail to pay the rental due within three (3) days from the date of delivery of this notice, 
procedures will be initiated for your eviction from the premises. If such action is necessary you 
may be liable for treble rents as allowed by Idaho Code§ 6-317, and you shall be liable for 
attorney's fees as provided by Idaho Code § 6-324 and the lease agreement 
Your rentaJ payment must be received within three (3) davs from the date of delivery 
of this notice at the following address: 
Watkins and Watkins 
Attn: Dane Watkins 
349 River Parkway 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
If you pay the above amount in full within three (3) days from the date of de]jvery of this 
notice, you may remain in possession of the premises and in compliance with the lease 
agreement. 
DATED this~ day of Jttly, 2008. 
Dane a 
Watkins and Watkins 
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EXHIBIT "B" 
THREE DAY NOTICE TO PAY RENT 
OR QUIT THE PREMISES 
TO: :M:ichael Stonns 
4 5 5 lli ver Parkway 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that you are in default with your payment to Watkins and 
W atk:ins under the lease of reo:t for the Brownstone Restaurant located at 4 5 5 River 
Parkway, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83402 in the amount of$6,219.00 
DEMAND IS HEREBY MADE pursuant to Idaho Code 6-303 for the payment of 
amounts due under the lease within three (3) davs from the date of deli-very of this 
notice. If you fail to pay the rental due within three (3) days from the date of delivery of 
this notice, procedures will be initiated for your eviction from the premises. If such 
action is necessary you may be liable for treble rents as allowed by Idaho Code 6-317, 
and you shall be liable for attorney's fees as provided by Idaho Code 6-324 and the lease 
agreement. 
Your rental payment must be received within three (3) days from the date of 
delivery of this notice at the following address: 
Watkins and Watkins 
Attn: Dane Watkins 
349 River Parkway 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
If you pay the above amount in full within three (3) days from the date of delivery 
of this notice, you may remain in possession of the premises and· io compliance with the 
lease agreement. ' 
. DATED this\~ of September, 2008. 
Dane Watkins 
Watkins and Wat.kins 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. -ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONl\JEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-08-7258 
MOTION FOR TRIAL BY THE 
COURT 
COMES NOW the plaintiff, The Watkins Company, LLC ("Watkins"), by and 
through its attorneys of record, B. J. Driscoll, Esq., of the firm Smith, Driscoll & 
Associates, PLLC, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 39(a) and paragraph 25 
of the Commercial Lease and Deposit Receipt ("Lease") between the parties, moves the 
court for an order for trial by the court in this matter. 
This motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that the right to trial by 
jury does not exist in this case. Although Watkins and the defendants all initially sought 
trial by jury, Watkins subsequently reviewed the Lease and determined that neither party 
MOTION FOR TRIAL BY THE COURT - Page 1 
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has a right lo trial by jury in this matter. Thus, Watkins withdraws its prior demand for a 
jury trial. Paragraph 25 of the Lease states as follows: 
25. WAIVER OF RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL: In the event there 
shall be a dispute between Lessor and Lessee and either party shall file an 
action against the other party to enforce their rights under this lease, to 
interpret the Lease terms, or arising out of their relationship as Lessee and 
Lessor, the parties agree that the matter shall be tried by the court without 
a jury and each party specifically waives the right to a jury trial in any 
such action. 1 
Moreover, trial by the court does not unfairly prejudice either party. In fact, trial by the 
court will more efficiently resolve the claims and defenses between the parties. 
This motion is based on this Motion and the Notice of Hearing filed concurrently 
herewith, and the court's records and files herein. 
Plaintiff requests oral argument. 
DATED this ft day of December, 2009. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & AS SOCIA TES PLLC 
By~~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
1 See ~ 25 of the Commercial Lease and Deposit Receipt, a copy of which is attached to the Affidavit of 
Michael J. Whyte dated July 29, 2009, already on file with the court. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ;:Jl/ day of December, 2009, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MOTIONFOR TRIAL BY THE COURT to be 
served, by placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, 
addressed to the following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
263 5 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
[ ])J: S. Mail 
[ v1 Fax 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
" 
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Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
A ttomey for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 














Case No. CV-08-7258 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW defendants by and through their attorney ofrecord, and files this objection 
and reply to plaintiffs motion for summary judgment. 
STATEMENT OFF ACTS 
1. The parties entered into a long-term lease beginning July 31, 1996 for the property 
now occupied by The Brownstone restaurant. Said lease agreement had attached to it and 
incorporated with it Addendums A, B, C, and D. These Addendums specifically addressed and 
1 - DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
incorporated the issues plaintiff raised in its motion for partial summary judgment. The issues raised 
by plaintiff in the current motion for summary judgment are contained in Addendum A. 
2. From the time when the parties entered into the lease, until shortly before the plaintiff 
filed the lawsuit, plaintiff did not request plaintiffs gross sales information. (See Storms' Affidavit). 
3. Through December 2008, defendant had provided food and drink credits to plaintiff. 
Defendant discontinued providing these credits beginning January 2009 because of the change in the 
reading of the contract language. 
4. Plaintiff created the lease entered into by the parties and which is the subject of this 
motion. 
5. The specific language in Addendum A is as follows: 
First ten years: November 1, 1997 through October 31, 2007: 
$3,750/mo 
Second ten years: November 1, 2007 through October 31, 2017: 
$4,375/mo 
Third ten years: November 1, 2017 through October 31, 2027: 
$5,000/mo 
Lessor will be entitled to 5% of the gross sales of the entire operation ( on premises) 
for the previous month or the base rent indicated above, whichever is greater. By the 
10th of each month, Lessee will provide to Lessor the monthly sales figures for the 
previous month - if the percentage rent is due, Lessee will pay the Lessor the 
difference owed by the 15th of that month. This addendum will act as a power of 
attorney for Lessor to check sales figures with Idaho State Sales Tax Commission in 
Idaho Falls. In no event will the monthly rent be less than the base rent. 
Landlord will be entitled to a $250 food and drink credit per month to be used at his 
discretion; i.e. gift certificates or food and drink. This credit will be cumulative. 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows that summary judgment "shall be 
rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Smith v. Meridian Joint School Dist. No. 2, 
128 Idaho 714,718,918 P.2d 583,587 (1996) (quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c)); see also Idaho Building 
Contractors Association v. City of Coeur d'Alene, 126 Idaho 740, 890 P.2d 326 (1995); Avila v. 
Wahlquist, 126 Idaho 745,890 P.2d 331 (1995). In making this determination, a Court should 
liberally construe the record in favor of the party opposing the motion and draw all reasonable 
inferences and conclusions in that party's favor. Smith, 128 Idaho at 718,918 P.2d at 587 (citing 
Friel v. Boise City Hous. Auth., 126 Idaho 484,485, 887 P.2d 29, 30 (1994)). If reasonable 
persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence, 
summary judgment must be denied. Id. (citing Harris v. Department of Health & Welfare, 123 
Idaho 295,298, 847 P.2d 1156, 1159 (1992)). However, if the evidence reveals no disputed 
issues of material fact, then summary judgment should be granted. Id., 128 Idaho at 718-719, 
918 P.2d at 587-88 (citing Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434,437,807 P.2d 1272 (1991)). 
The burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests at all 
times with the party moving for summary judgment. Id., 128 Idaho at 719,918 P.2d at 588 
(citing Tingley v. Harrison, 125 Idaho 86, 89, 867 P.2d 960, 963 (1994)). In order to meet its 
burden, the moving party must challenge in its motion and establish through evidence the 
absence of any genuine issue of material fact on an element of the nonmoving party's case. Id. 
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JUDGMENT 
(citing Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527,530,887 P.2d 1034, 1037 (1994)). If 
the moving party fails to challenge an element or fails to present evidence establishing the 
absence of a genuine issue of material fact on that element, the burden does not shift to the 
nonmoving party, and the nonmoving party is not required to respond with supporting evidence. 
Id. (citing Thomson, 126 Idaho at 530, 887 P.2d at 1038)). However, if the moving party 
challenges an element of the nonmoving party's case on the basis that no genuine issue of 
material fact exists, the burden then shifts to the nonmoving party to come forward with 
sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of fact. Id. (citing Tingley, 125 Idaho at 90, 867 P.2d 
at 964). Summary judgment is properly granted in favor of the moving party, when the 
nonmoving party fails to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case upon 
which that party bears the burden of proof at trial. Id. ( citing Thomson, 126 Idaho at 53 0-31, 887 
P.2d at 1037-38; Bade!! v. Beeks; 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126 (1988)). The party opposing 
the summary judgment motion "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's 
pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set 
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Id. (quoting Idaho R. Civ. P. 
56(e)). The nonmoving party's case must be anchored in something more than speculation, and a 
mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. Tuttle v. Sudenga 
Industries, Inc., 125 Idaho 145,868 P.2d 473 (1994)) (plaintiff who produces mere scintilla of 
evidence, or otherwise raises only slight doubt as to facts, will not withstand summary 
judgment); Nelson v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409, 797 P.2d 117 (1990). Ifthe nonmoving party does 
4 - DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
not come forward as provided in the rule, then summary judgment should be entered against that 
party. State v. Shama Resources Ltd. Partnership, 127 Idaho 267,270,899 P.2d 977,980 (1995). 
ARGUMENT 
Plaintiff contends that there was no genuine issue of material fact with respect to the 
contract language in Addendum A regarding whether defendants owe additional amounts for rent 
and additional food and drink credits. At the time of this response, defendants have pending their 
own motion for partial summary judgment regarding the amounts sought by plaintiff in its 
complaint, including the amounts sought under these lease provisions. In addition to the 
arguments contained in defendants' motion for partial summary judgment, there is a genuine 
issue of material fact whether the lease clause on which plaintiff relies for additional rent even 
applies to the time periods covered by this motion. 
The lease is for thirty (30) years. When plaintiff created the written lease, it separated 
this thirty (30) year lease into three distinct and separate periods: (1) "First ten years" from 
November 1 through October 31, 2007; (2) "Second ten years" from November 1, 2007 through 
October 31, 2017; and (3) "Third ten years" from November 1, 2017 through October 31, 2027. 
Each ten year period has its own paragraph outlining the length of the term and the rental amount 
due for that term. Each term is separated from the other leaving each time period distinct and 
separate with respect to the amount of monthly rent owed. Only following the paragraph 
outlining the third ten years, did the plaintiff add language that it was entitled to the greater of the 
base rent or 5% of the gross sales. Therefore the reasonable interpretation of this clause is that it 
applies only to the third ten years from November 1, 2017 through October 31, 202 7. There is no 
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language in the sections outlining the rent for the first and second ten years that would lead a 
reasonable person to believe that the plaintiff is entitled to more than the specific rent listed in 
said paragraphs. There is no language anywhere in the contract that states this clause applies to 
all three time frames of the lease. 
The interpretation of a contract begins with the language of the contract itself. 
Criston Viene Pentecostal Church v. Paz, 144 Idaho 304, 308, 160 P.3d 743, 747 
(2007). If the language of the contract is unambiguous, then its meaning and legal 
effect must be determined from its words. Id. A contract is ambiguous if it is 
reasonably subject to conflicting interpretations. Id. Determining whether a 
contract is ambiguous is a question of law over which the Court exercises free 
review. Id. Where a contract is ambiguous and the parties mutual intent cannot 
be understood from the language, intent is a question for the trier of fact. 
Farnsworth v. Dairymen's Creamery Ass 'n, 125 Idaho 866, 870, 876 P.2d 148, 
152 (Ct. App. 1994). 
Bauchman-Kingston Partnership, LP, v. Haroldsen, 2008 Ida. Lexis 220, 5. 
In this case, the lease language is ambiguous. Storms has interpreted the language to 
mean that the potential additional rent based on the gross sales proceeds only applies to the third 
ten years (See Storms' Affidavit). Plaintiff had a similar interpretation based on its own actions. 
For the first ten years of the lease, defendants paid the $3,750.00 listed in the lease. (See Storms' 
Affidavit). From the start of the second ten years defendants have paid the $4,375.00 listed in 
the lease. (See Storms' Affidavit). Not until just before the lawsuit was filed did plaintiff make 
the request that defendants pay an additional amount based _on the gross sales of the restaurant. 
Defendants have operated with the understanding that this provision to pay additional rent based 
on the restaurant's gross sales does not apply until November 1, 2017. Defendants have 
maintained and operated under this reasonable interpretation since 1996. This reasonable 
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interpretation creates a genuine issue of material fact for the trier of fact to decide, and therefore 
summary judgment should be denied. 
If it is believed that this clause applies throughout the lease term, there still remains a 
question of fact whether there was a consensual modification of the contract as implied by a 
course of conduct. "Consent to a modification of a prior written contract may be implied from a 
course of conduct consistent with the asserted modification. Ore-Ida Potato Products, Inc. v. 
Larsen, supra at 296,362 P.2d 384. Furthermore, in this jurisdiction, the question whether an 
alleged oral modification was proven by 'clear and convincing' evidence is one for the trier of 
the facts to decide in the first instance." Resource Engineering Inc. v. Silver, 94 Idaho, 935, 938, 
500 P.2d 836,(1972). 
The facts in this case provide sufficient proof that if this clause applies, the parties 
modified it through their course of conduct. As indicated, the lease began in 1996. For most, if 
not all the first ten years, plaintiff did not request defendants' monthly gross sale information, nor 
was it provided by defendants. (See Storms' Affidavit). In 2008, just prior to the filing of the 
lawsuit, plaintiff made demand for the sales information and the claim for additional rental 
income. However, as indicated, from the time the lease was executed until the lawsuit was filed, 
the plaintiff's course of conduct was to accept the rental payment ($3,750 for the first ten years 
and $4,375.00 from November 1, 2007 forward) without asking for anything additional. 
Plaintiffs course of conduct is consistent with defendant's interpretation that the clause basing 
the monthly rent on the gross sales does not apply until the third ten years. This is a question for 
the trier of fact and therefore summary judgment should be denied. 




Plaintiff believes that defendants' monthly rental should be based on the gross sale 
proceeds. However, this clause and its position in the lease is ambiguous and subject to 
reasonable interpretations for the trier of fact to decide. The same is true of the clause stating 
that plaintiff is entitled to food and drink credits. Additionally, if there is no ambiguity as to this 
language, the parties have modified the contract by their course of conduct since the start of the 
lease. This modification is again an genuine material fact and an issue for the trier of fact. For 
those reasons listed, the motion for summary judgment should be denied. 
DATED this 21 day of December, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
~,E~. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the~ day of December, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth 
below. 
MJW 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
414 SHOUP AVE 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\020 Response to SJ Motion 
[ ] Mail 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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JUDGMENT 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-123 0 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THEW ATKINS COMP ANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KA THY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 












Case No. CV-08-7258 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS 
IN SUPPORT OF HIS OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Michael Storms, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the defendants in this matter, and therefore make this affidavit based on 
my information and belief. 
2. In 1996 I entered into a long-term lease with the plaintiff for the property used as the 
Brownstone Restaurant. 
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3. Addendum A to that lease outlined the monthly rental I was to pay to plaintiff. 
Specifically, it divided the lease into three separate 10-year terms: the first from November 1, 1997 
through October 31, 2007; the second from November 1, 2007 through October 31, 2017; and the 
third from November 1, 2017 through October 31, 2027. 
4. Following the language outlined in the base rent for the third 10-year term, plaintiff 
and I agreed to pay the greater of the base rent for the third 10 years or 5% on the gross sales from 
the restaurant. 
5. I paid all the rent due under this contract from the date it was entered into until the 
date of this affidavit. 
6. Plaintiff is now seeking additional amounts claiming the previous months' rent should 
be based on the restaurant gross sales for the entire 3 0-year term of the lease. This is contrary to my 
interpretation of the lease, and more importantly, the practice of the parties. 
7. It was only a few months before the lawsuit was filed that plaintiff requested 
additional rent based on this particular clause. 
8. Prior to the lawsuit being filed, at the time I paid my rent, plaintiff did not request my 
sales proceeds, nor did plaintiff ask for additional rental based on my sale proceeds. 
9. Plaintiff and I have operated under the common belief that this paragraph does not 
apply until the third 10-year period. 
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DA TED this 1:..z_ day of December, 2009. 
Michael Storms 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on oath before me this Z.}, day of December, 2009 . 
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. , 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the _1:1._ day of December, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL STORMS IN SUPPORT OF HIS 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be 
served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said 
document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by 
transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
BJ DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\PLEADINGS\02 I Aff-Stonns 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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• 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)5 22-123 0 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 














Case No. CV-08-7258 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
COME NOW defendants, by and through counsel of record, and move this court for its 
protective order preventing plaintiff from taking the deposition of defendant Michael Storms. This 
motion is based on the fact that the Order and Notice Setting Jury Trial required all discovery to be 
completed 45 days prior to trial. Jury trial is currently scheduled to begin February 9, 2010. 
Therefore, discovery should have been completed by December 26, 2009. Plaintiff did not file a 
motion requesting an extension of the discovery cutoff, nor did the parties stipulate to extend the 
discovery cutoff. Instead, on December 24, 2009, plaintiff just filed its notice to take the deposition 
of defendant Michael Storms on Friday, January 8, 2010. Because the scheduling order does not 
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allow discovery past December 26, 2009, days, defendants seek a protective order precluding 
plaintiff from taking defendant's deposition on January 8, 2010. 
DATED this J-~y of December, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 2.!_ day of December, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
MJW:clm 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO Fi\LLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\PLEADINGS\024 Mot for Prat Ord 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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' 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 














Case No. CV-08-7258 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO 
MOTION FOR TRJAL BY THE COURT 
COME NOW defendants, by and through their attorney of record, Michael J. Whyte, and 
object to plaintiffs motion for trial by the court. Although the initial lease may have contained 
language wherein the parties waived any right to trial by jury, both parties requested a jury trial 
without objection and have proceeded with the intention of moving forward with a jury trial until 
plaintiffs motion. With the parties both requesting jury trials, the parties have modified the 
contractual language by consent and therefore, defendant should have the right to proceed with a trial 
by jury. 
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DATED this 31 day of December, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the _lj_ day of December, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR TRIAL BY THE 
COURT to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either by 
depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand 
delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
BRYAN D SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
6753\021 Obj to Mot for Trial 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
2 - DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR TRIAL BY THE COURT 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorney for Defendants 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THE WATKINS COMPANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 














Case No. CV-08-7258 
PETITION TO SUPPLEMENT 
POST-TRIAL BRIEF OR 
IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 
PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING BRIEF 
COME NOW defendants, by and through their attorney of record and hereby petition this 
Court for the opportunity to supplement defendants' Post-Trial Brief to inclutling argument on all 
issues raised in the case. During the side-bar following the first day of trial, there were questions 
raised with respect to the issue of plaintiffs claim for accelerated rent and its application to the facts 
of the case. At that time there was a discussion about providing additional briefing on the issue. At 
the conclusion of the trial the parties both advised the Court that it wanted an opportunity to provide 
briefing based on the conversation held during the side-bar. Based on the side-bar following the first 
1 - PETITION TO SUPPLEMENT POST-TRIAL BRIEF OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING BRIEF 
day of trial and the conversations at the conclusion of the trial it was defendants' impression that the 
only issue to be briefed by the parties was plaintiffs claim for the acceleration ofrent. Therefore, 
all that was contained in Defendants' Post-Trial Brief was that issue. However, plaintiff chose to 
brief and submit argument on all issues. Because plaintiff briefed and argued all trial issues even 
though defendants believe that the conversations between Court and counsel were for briefing only 
the accelerated rent issue, defendants request an opportunity to brief and argue all issues. In the 
alternative, defendants request the Court strike those portions of plaintiffs Closing Brief which 
address all issues other than the claim for accelerated rent. 
DATED this 23rd day of February, 2010. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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. , 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 23rd day of February, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing PETITION TO SUPPLEMENT POST-TRIAL BRIEF OR IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING BRIEF to be 
served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said 
document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by 
transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
BRYAND SMITH ESQ 
B J DRISCOLL ESQ 
PO BOX 50731 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405-0731 
MJW:clm 
6753\031 Petition 
[ ] Mail 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
3 - PETITION TO SUPPLEMENT POST-TRIAL BRIEF OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING BRIEF 
'· 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
THEW ATKINS COMP ANY, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
MICHAEL STORMS and KATHY 
BURGGRAF, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-08-7258 
PLAINTIFF'S REBUTTAL TO 
DEFENDANTS' POST-TRIAL 
MEMORANDUM 
COMES NOW the plaintiff, The Watkins Company, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company ("Watkins"), by and through counsel of record, and submits this 
rebuttal brief in response to the Post-Trial Memorandum regarding Acceleration of Rent 
filed by the defendants, Michael Storms and Kathy Burggraf. 
Under well-established Idaho law, while a plaintiff has the burden to prove a 
breach of contract, the defendants have the burden of proof on their affirmative defenses. 
In O'Connor v. Harger Const., Inc., 145 Idaho 904,910 (2008), the Idaho Supreme Court 
explained as follows: 
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The burden of proof for showing the existence of a contract and 
breach is on the plaintiff. Idaho Power Co. v. Co generation, Inc., 134 
Idaho 738, 747, 9 P.3d 1204, 1213 (2000). Once the plaintiff has met that 
burden, the defendant has the burden of pleading and proving any 
affirmative defenses to enforcement of tliat contract. Co generation, Inc., 
134 Idaho at 747, 9 P.3d at 1213." 
(Emphasis added.) 
A defendant's burden to prove its affirmative defense specifically applies to the 
affirmative defense of mitigation, or the doctrine of avoidable consequences as it is also 
known. Another Idaho Supreme Court case explains as follows: 
The duty to mitigate, also known as the doctrine of avoidable 
consequences, provides that a plaintiff who is injured by actionable 
conduct of the defendant, is ordinarily denied recovery for damages which 
could have been avoided by reasonable acts, including reasonable 
expenditures, after the actionable conduct has taken place. D. Dobbs, 
Remedies§ 3.7, at 186 (1973). See also Casey v. Nampa & Meridian 
Irrigation Dist., 85 Idaho 299,305,379 P.2d 409,412 (1963). The burden 
of proof is on the party causing the alleged damage, Eliopulos v. Kondo 
Farms, Inc., 102 Idaho 915,191,643 P.2d 1085, 1090 (Ct.App.1982), the 
bank in this instance. The reasonableness of the method selected to 
minimize damages is an issue to be resolved by the jury. Casey, supra, 85 
Idaho at 3 05, 3 79 P .2d at 412, cited in Eliopulos, supra, 102 Idaho at 919, 
643 P.2d at 1090." 
Davis v. First Interstate Bank of Idaho, NA., 115 Idaho 169, 170 (1988) (italics in 
original; bold italics added for emphasis). In Whitehouse v. Lange, 128 Idaho 129, 136 
(Ct.App. 1996), the court again repeated, "Defendants who invoke this doctrine bear the 
burden to prove that the plaintiffs damage could have been lessened." (Citation 
omitted) (emphasis added). 
Here, Watkins clearly proved that Storms and Burggraf breached the lease 
contract. Then, as a matter of law, the burden shifted to the Defendants to prove their 
affirmative defense of mitigation, which the Defendants pled as their First Affirmative 
Defense in their Amended Answer to Amended Complaint. However, instead of putting 
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on proof at trial to support their affirmative defense, the Defendants now make a post-
trial attempt to place that burden on Watkins. The Defendants state, "Plaintiff wants to 
shift the burden to mitigate its damages by requiring defendants to come forward with 
evidence that plaintiff would be able to re-lease the property in mitigation." 1 This is 
exactly what Watkins asks because this is a correct statement of the law. The Defendants 
are required to come forward with evidence that Watkins could relet the property. 
Watkins does not bear the burden of proving the Defendants' defense. This court should 
not be misled by Defendants' argument in this regard. 
The parties' Lease agreement reiterates these same legal principles. Watkins has 
the initial burden of proving the Defendants breached the lease. Then the Defendants 
bear the burden of proving mitigation so as to limit Watkins' recovery. Paragraph 22 
grants Watkins the contractual right to recover accelerated future rents, but this award 
may be limited by "the amount of such rental loss that Lessee [i.e., Storms] proves could 
be reasonably avoided. "2 Critically, the Defendants presented no evidence at trial to 
support their defense of mitigation. Stated in terms of the contract, the Defendants failed 
to put on any proof of "the amount of such rental loss that ... could be reasonably 
avoided." Just because the Defendants failed to prove their defense does not mean that it 
would be unfair or unjust for the court to enforce the contract pursuant to its plain terms. 
Any post-trial attempt to reduce the accelerated amount due under the contract would be 
unsupported by any evidence and reversible error. 
1 Seep. 5 of Defendants' Post-Trial Memorandum: Acceleration of Rent, dated February 22, 2010, already 
on file with the court. 
2 See tj[ 22 of Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 ( emphasis added). See also tj[ 22 of Defendants' Exhibit "A" admitted for 
the limited purpose of providing any language rendered unreadable by the hole punches in Plaintiffs 
Exhibit 1. 
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The Defendants further confuse the law when they argue, "Because of plaintiff's 
duty to mitigate its damages, and no evidence to suggest that it would be unable to lease 
this space, no acceleration of lease is ordered and that claim of defendants is denied."3 In 
fact, none of the cases the Defendants rely on support this argument. The correct 
statement of the law is that a plaintiff may be relieved of its duty to mitigate if the 
plaintiff proves that the property is "so unique that it could be said as a matter of law that 
reasonable efforts would not be productive."4 However, Watkins is not seeking to be 
relieved of its duty to mitigate. Thus, the fact that Watkins presented no evidence that it 
would be unable to rel et the property is irrelevant. Rather, Watkins sought acceleration 
pursuant to the Lease, which expressly provided the Defendants an opportunity to put on 
proof of what future rents might be and then claim a corresponding reduction in Watkins' 
damages. A plaintiff's failure to prove the inability to relet a property does not prevent 
enforcement of its contractual right to accelerated future rent. 
To clarify, Watkins does not deny it has a duty to mitigate. However, the 
Defendants, not Watkins, bear the burden of proving what that duty might entail and the 
amount of any such mitigation. By way of example, this means that the Defendants 
could have retained and disclosed an expert witness on leasing commercial property in 
the Idaho Falls area. Then this witness could have testified at trial that some percentage 
of Watkins' future rental losses could be avoided by re letting the property. Then, in 
determining the amount of the judgment, the court could have taken the total amount of 
future rents and deducted some amount based on the Defendants' expert witness' 
3 Seep. 5 of Defendants' Post-Trial Memorandum: Acceleration of Rent, dated February 22, 2010, already 
on file with the court. 
4 Seep, 2 ofDefendants' Post-Trial Memorandum: Acceleration of Rent (citing Industrial Leasing Corp. v. 
Thomason, 96 Idaho 574, 577 (1974)), dated February 22, 2010, already on file with the court. 
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testimony. This is what the law required. This is what paragraph 22 of the Lease 
required. But the Defendants did not retain such an expert, did not disclose such an 
expert, and did not present any expert testimony in this regard. 
In sum, the Defendants improperly invite the court to not enforce paragraph 22 of 
the contract because the Defendants themselves failed to put on any evidence to support 
their affirmative defense. The issue is not whether Watkins can relet the property, but 
whether the Defendants carried their burden of proving how much rent Watkins could 
reasonably receive by reletting the property. The Defendants failed in this regard. 
In its closing brief, Watkins already addressed the issue of the enforceability of 
the accelerated rent clause as an enforceable liquidated damage provision rather than an 
unenforceable penalty. 5 Although the amount of accelerated rent is substantial, it is 
based directly on the base rent due under the Lease itself and therefore is not "exorbitant 
and unconscionable." The law is clear in this regard and the provision is enforceable. 
DATED this )S day of February, 2010. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES PLLC 
By_.,_~---~-r-~-~-~c..;c--------
Attomeys for Plaintiff 
5 See pp. 9-12 of Plaintiffs Closing Brief, dated February 22, 2010, already on file with the court. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J'3 day of February, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S REBUTTAL TO DEFENDANTS' 
POST-TRIAL MEMORANDUM to be served, by placing the same in a sealed 
envelope and depositing in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivery, 
facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, addressed to the following: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW 
OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
[ ] )J. S. Mail 
[vf Fax 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
B~ 
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